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Abstract

A DesignMethodology for Highly-Integrated Low-Power Receivers for Wireless
Communications

by

Dennis Gee-Wai Yee

Doctor ofPhilosophy in Engineering-Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University ofCalifornia, Berkeley

Professor Robert W. Brodersen, Chair

Due to its potential to offer ubiquitous information access, wireless connectivity is

playing an increasingly significant role in communications S3^tems. The success offuture

wireless systems will depend heavily on their ability to provide high capacity while

maintaining low cost, small form factor, and low power consumption in the portable

devices. However, many existing commercial transceivers are expensive, consist of a

large number of discrete components, and exhibit moderate to high levels of power

consumption. One possible explanation for these inefdcient solutions lies in the

historically unilateral relationship between system designers and hardware designers. An

efhcient solution requires a design strategy which tightly incorporates implementation

issues throughout the process ofdefining the system specifications.

This thesis describes a design methodology which facilitates the evaluation of tradeoffs

between implementation issues and overall system performance, focusing primarily on

the receiver as an example. First, system-level specifications, such as modulation scheme

and signal bandwidth, strongly influence the choice of receiver architecture, which in

turn, has ramifications on the achievable power consumption and integration level. When

system-level specifications are detennined without considering their impact on receiver

architecture selection, single-chip solutions may be very difficult to achieve or just

simply infeasible. Based on system-level considerations, guidelines are presented for the



selection of receiver architectures, including the heterodyne, direct-conversion, image-
reject, andlow-IF topologies.

Second, the rapid improvements in digital CMOS technology provide an opportunity to
use advanced digital signal processing algorithms which in the past were considered too

complex to implement in the mobile device. These algorithms promise significant
increases in system performance but their performance may ultimately be limited by
analog circuit impairments, such as noise and distortion. This thesis describes the

detrimental.effects of a number.of these ipapairmentS;.presents a system-level
simulation firamework which facilitates the direct evaluation of these effects on the

performance of digital communications algorithms. The simulation fi-amework is

implemented in Simulink, which offers compatibility with MATLAB, a simulation tool
already widely used for the development and evaluation ofcommunications algorithms.
This simulation firamework relies on baseband-equivalent models for all of the RF

building blocks in order to avoid simulation at the carrier fi-equency, resulting in faster
simulation times.

These strategies are th^ applied to the design of a high-speed wireless downlink for an

indoor picocellular system. The system provides an aggregate data rate of50 Mb/s with a

transmission bandwidth of 32.5 MHz and a carrier fi-equency of 2 GHz. The wide

bandwidth of the desired signal facilitates the use of a direct-conversion architecture. A

receiver prototype is implemented to meet the specifications determined from the system-
level simulations. A power-efficient solution is achieved by taking advantage of the
relaxed specifications as well as by using low-power circuit implementation techniques.
This receiver prototype includes the low-noise amplifier, fi-equency synthesizer, mixers,
baseband amplifiers and filters, and analog-to-digital converters, all implemented on a
singlechipwith a powerdissipation ofabout 100mW.

Robert W. Brodersen, Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Due to its potential to offer ubiquitous information access, wireless cormectivity is

continuing to play an increasingly significant role in communications systems. The

proliferation of wireless technologies is already evident in the success ofmodem paging

and cellular telephony applications. Althou^ wireless connectivity is inherent to the

functionality of these devices, wireless connectivity is still absent firom many portable

devices such as laptops and personal digital assistants (PDAs). Future communications

systems will offer new wireless services for devices such as laptops and PDAs as well as

expand on the existing wireless capabilities of devices such as cellular telephones and

pagers. These applications include Intemet access, video teleconferencing, hi^-fidelity

audio, and other hi^-speed services.

Wireless connectivity is not limited to only portable devices, but can also be used for

applications which currently rely on tethered connections, including local area networks

(LANs) and local loop applications such as Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)

and Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), both ofwhichrely on coppertwisted pair, as well as

1



cable applications, which rely on a combination of fiber optic and coaxial cables.

Bluetooth is one example of a wireless standard which is targeted at applications which

currently rely on wires [1]. Bluetooth aims to use wireless connectivity to replace cables

such as the those connecting peripheral devices to a computer. Emerging wireless

solutions for LAN applications include the IEEE 802.11a and 802.11b standards at

5 GHz and 2.4 GHz, respectively, in the United States [2] as well as the ETSI

HIPERLAN standards in Europe [3]. Several wireless solutions have also been proposed

for local loop applications including the Local Multipoint Distribution Service (LMDS)

operating at 28 GHz and the Multichannel Multipoint Distribution Service (MMDS)

operating at 2.5 GHz [4].

For systems designed to provide wireless connectivity to mobile devices, the success of

these systems will depend heavily on their ability to provide hi^ capacity while

maintaining low cost, small form factor, and low power consumption in the portable

units. However, many existing commercial transceivers are expensive, consist of a large

number of discrete components, and exhibit moderate to high levels of power

consumption. One possible explanation for these inefficient solutions lies in the

historically unilateral relationship between system designers and hardware designers: first

system designers develop standards concentrating mainly on commxmications issues, and

then hardware designers must implement a solution to meet these standards. An efficient

solution requires cooperation between both system and hardware designers as well as a

design strategy which ti^tly incoiporates implementation issues throughout the process

ofdefining the system specifications.

1.2 Research Goals

The goal of this research is to establish a design fi:amework to evaluate tradeoffs between

implementation issues and system performance. This firamework will focus on one of the

key units in an indoor wireless system: the receiver in the mobile device. In order to

achieve a single-chip solution with low power consumption, three design strategies are

proposed. First, at the system level, implementation issues must be considered even

during the earliest stages of system definition. Clearly this approach is not possible for



systems which have akeady been defined. However, selecting system features which

allow for relaxed hardware requirements is critical for achieving single-chip, low-power

receiver implementations in future wireless systems. In addition, the allocation of

unlicensed spectra in the Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) bands at 900 MHz and

2.4 GHz and the Unlicensed National Information Infi'astructure (U-NII) band at 5 GHz

provides opportunities for development ofcustom wireless systems.

Second, efficient implementations require careful evaluation of the effects of analog

receiver impairments on the p^ormance of digital communications algorithms. The

rapid improvements in digital CMOS technology facilitate theintegration of increasingly

more functionality onto a single chip. In particular, advanced signal processing

algoridims are very amenable to low-power digital design techniques and promise

increased capacity along with higher data rates [5]. However, the performance of these

algorithms may ultimately be limited by analog circuit impairments, such as noise,

distortion, and mismatch. By accounting for analog impairments during theearliest stages

of algorithm exploration, it may be possible to relax some of the analog hardware

requirements without necessarily sacrificing overall system performance.

Third, low-power circuit implementation techniques are required to minimize the power

consumption of the analog circuits. Despite efforts to simplify the analog hardware, the

analog section of thereceiver can still dominate the overall receiver power consiimption.

1.3 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 provides an overview of various receiver architectures. The choice of receiver

architecture affects both the power consumption and the level of integration. The chapter

describes the key features of theheterodyne, direct-conversion, image-reject, and low-IF

architectures and presents somedesignguidelinesfor receiver architecture selection.

Chapter 3 describes the effects of receiver fi:ont-end impairments, such as noise,

distortion, and mismatch, which can potentially degrade the performance of digital

communications systems. A QPSK signal constellation is used to demonstrate the

detrimental effects ofmanyof these impairments.



Chapter 4 first provides an overview of the csonventional approach of using link budget

calculations to determine the allowablelevels ofreceiverimpairments and thea describes

a system-level simulation framework that includes models for the analog impairments

described in Chapter 3. This simulation firamework is implemented in Simulink and

facilitates the direct evaluation of the effects of analog impairments on the performance

ofdigital communications algorithms.

Chapter 5 describes the design of a high-speed wireless downlink for an indoor

picocellular system. System specifications are chosen in order to facilitate the use of a

direct-conversion architecture as well as to relax many of the performance requirements

ofthe analog hardware without significantlydegrading the overall systemperformance.

Chapter 6 describes the implementation of the receiver prototype including the low-noise

amplifier, firequency synthesizer, mixers, baseband amplifiers and filters, and analog-to-

digital converters, focusing primarily on design choices which result in the most power-

efficient implementation. All of these componentsare integrated onto a single-chip, and a

power-efficient solution is achieved by taking advantage of these relaxed requirements

along with low-power circuit implementation techniques.

Chapter 7 presents the simulated and measured performance results of the receiver

prototype, and Chapter 8 concludes with a summary as well as suggestions for future

research.



Chapter 2

Receiver Architectures

2.1 Introduction

One of the key components ofportable devices used in wireless communications systems

is the receiver, which senses an incoming signal and extracts the desired information.

Since the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulates the frequencies at which

signals can be transmitted, the incoming signal is typically centered at a frequency which

is much larger than the bandwidth of the desired signal. For the ideal case illustrated in

Fig. 2.1, the radio-frequency (RF) front-end of the receiver simply translates the

incoming signal from a carrier frequency,yc, down to baseband.

Unfortunately, in a real wireless transmission environment, the received signal is almost

ideal RF Input spectrum desired BB spectrum

RF front-end

-t DC

Figure 2.1: RF front-end for an ideal RF input signal.
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Figure 2.2: RF input signal with a weak desired signal and strong adjacent interferers.

always far from ideal. The signal which reaches the receiver can be very weak because of

attenuation by objects which obstruct the transmission path between the transmitter and

receiver or simply because of the loss due to spatial separation between the transmitter

and receiver. In addition, the received signal can include unwanted signals along with the

desired one. These xmwanted signals, or interferers, can be significantly stronger than the

desired signal as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

Due to the limited amount of attenuation achievable by practical filter designs as well as

the noise and distortion introduced by circuits used to implement the RF front-end, the

design of a highly-integrated, low-power receiver becomes increasingly challenging

when the received signal consists of a very weak desired signal in the presence of strong

adjacent interferers. Two metrics which are used to evaluate receiver performance are

sensitivity and selectivity. A receiver with high sensitivity can correctly process a very

weak desired signal whereas a receiver with high selectivity can correctly process a

desired signal in the presence of very strong interferers at adjacent frequencies. The

required sensitivity and selectivity of a receiver are highly dependent on the

specifications of the underlying communications system. In order to meet the sensitivity

and selectivity requirements of a particular system while facilitating a highly-integrated,

low-power implementation, the architecture used for the receiver must be carefully

considered.

This chapter provides an overview of various receiver architectures, starting with the

heterodyne architecture, which, unfortunately, is not very amenable to high levels of

integration, and followed by an overview of a few other receiver architectures which are

more conducive to single-chip implementations.
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Figure 2.3: Heterodyne architecture block diagram.

2.2 Heterodyne Architecture

The heterodyne architecture (also called the superheterodyne architecture) is probably the

most commonly used architecture in current commercial receiver implementations. In

this architecture the received signal is converted to baseband in multiple frequency

translation steps. A block diagram of the heterodyne architecture with two frequency

translation steps is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. In this architecture, the signal received at the

antenna first passes through an RF filter before being amplified by a low-noise amplifier

(LNA). The signal is then filtered by an image-reject (IR) filter before being frequency

translated to an intermediate frequency (IF) by the first local oscillator (LO). At the

intermediate frequency the signal is further filtered and amplified before being frequency

translated to baseband along parallel in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signal paths by the

second LO. At baseband, the signal is further amplified and filtered before being

converted to a digital signal by the analog-to-digital converter (ADC).

2.2.1 The Image Problem

The selection of the intermediate frequency in this architecture is directly related to the

image problem. In Fig. 2.4, the desired signal centered at the carrier frequency^ is

frequency translated to the intermediate frequencyfiF by an LO located at the frequency

fc -fiF. However, the signal centered at the image frequency fc - Ifif is also frequency

translated tofiF> Since the image signal can be much stronger than the desired signal, the

image signal must be sufficientlyattenuated before frequency translation.

The choiceoffjF depends on the characteristics ofpractical filter implementations. For a

typical ceramic filter [6] (Fig. 2.5), the amount of attenuation increases at frequencies
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Figure 2.4: The image problem.

farther away from the center frequency Consequently, in order to achieve a large

amount of image signal attenuation, it is preferable to select a high intermediate

frequency so that the image signal is far away from the center frequency of the filter.

However, a high intennediate frequency also increases the design challenges in the IF

filtering and amplification circuits. Consequently, the choice offy must be based on the

following tradeoffs:

• a hi^ intermediate frequency results in maximum image signal attenuation from

the IR filter, while

• a low intermediate frequency results in relaxed IF filtering and amplification

requirements.

2.2.2 Implementation

» 40

fo~SOO fat500
Frequency (MHz)

Figure 2.5: Typical ceramic filter characteristic.
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The heterodyne architecture is commonly used in current commercial receiver

implementations because of its excellent sensitivity and selectivity performance. This

excellent performance is achieved by using the best technologies to implement the

various components. For example, the RF and IF filters are typically implemented using

ceramic filter technology while the IR filter is typically implemented using surface

acoustic wave (SAW) technology. The remaining components are implemented using an

assortment of gallium arsenide, silicon bipolar, and silicon CMOS technologies. As

illustrated in Fig. 2.6, a typical implementation consists ofa largenumber ofcomponents,

implemented in multiple technologies.

Since small form factor and low power consumption are two critical design goals in the

design of portable units, the heterodyne architecture is inadequate and other receiver

architectures which aremore amenable to highly-integrated, low-power implementations

must be considered for future wireless communications systems. These architectures

include:

1. the direct-conversion architecture;

2. the image-reject architecture; and

3. the low-IF architecture.

23 Direct-Conversion Architecture

Rather than firequency translating the received signal to an intermediate fi:equen(^, the

direct-conversion receiver architecture downconverts the received signal directly to
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Figure 2,7: Direct-conversion architectureblock diagram.

baseband, and consequently, image rejection is no longer necessary. A block diagram of

the direct-conversionarchitectureis illustratedin Fig. 2.7. The RF signal appearing at the

antenna is filtered and amplifiedbefore being downconvertedto baseband along parallel I

and Q signal paths. The firequency translation is performed using two mixers and an LO

fixed at the carrier firequency and operating in quadrature. The I and Q baseband signals

are then amplified and low-pass filtered prior to analog-to-digital conversion. Because the

RF signal is converted directly to baseband, this architecture eliminates all intermediate-

fi'equency components and their associated design challenges, including the image-reject

problem. Moreover, all of the remaining analog components can be integrated onto a

single chip using a single technology such as silicon CMOS, with the exception of the

antenna and the RF filter [7]-[9]. However, two practical considerations have limited the

use ofthe direct-conversion architecture: dc offsets and flicker noise.

2.3.1 DC Offsets

Implementations based on the direct-conversion architecture are particularly sensitive to

dc offsets since the desired signal is downconverted directly to baseband. DC offsets are

problematic for two reasons. First, dc offsets can saturate the baseband circuits, such as

amplifiers and filters. Second, even if the baseband circuits do not saturate, dc offsets, if

uncoirected, degrade the bit-error rate (BER) performance ofthe system.

There are three primary sources of dc offsets; LO self-mixing, even-order distortion, and

baseband circuit mismatch. As illustrated in Fig. 2.8, the LO signal can couple to the RF

signal path, for example, throu^ the input of the LNA or through the RF port of the

10
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mixer. The LO signal then mixes with itself, creating a do offset. LO self-mixing can be

represented as the product oftwo sinusoids at the same frequencyfc,

iSj QXisilKfj) X$2cos{27tfJ) = {1 + cos[2^(2)/]} (2.1)

which results in a dc component as well as a sinusoidal component at 2fc.

A second source of dc offsets is even-order harmonic distortion. The transfer function of

the analog front-end can be represented by the following equation:

= ai.S; +ais] +a,s'+... (2.2)

where the first term represents the gain and the remaining terms represent the nonlinear

behavior. In the case of second-order harmonic distortion, for an input sinusoid

Si = Si cos(27tffy the resulting output signal is

=-^{l+cos[2a:(2/,)fl} (2.3)
which again consists of a dc component and a sinusoidal componentat 2fi. Although this

example considers only second-order distortion, in fact, all even-order distortion terms

result in a dc offset component. In addition, as seen in (2.3), the amount of dc offset

resulting from even-order distortion depends on the input signal amplitude i^i, which

varies over time. Consequently, the cancellation of dc offsets can be challenging because

of its time-varying nature.

In addition to dc offsets, even-order distortion can also result in other low-frequency

components which can be detrimental to the performance of direct-conversion receivers.

Ji.
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Figure 2.9: Input offset voltage for a differential CMOS amplifier.

In the case of second-order intermodulation distortion, for an input signal

Si = Si cos{2;r/,0 + S2cxys^lTtf^f), the resulting output signal is

(2.4)

which consists of sinusoidal components at firequenciesf\ -fi andf\ +f2. If the firequency

separation between the two input sinusoids is small, then second-order intermodulation

distortion results in a low-firequency component,/i which can potentially corrupt the

desired baseband signal. Since even-order intermodulation distortion depends on the

input signal amplitudes. Si and 52, the amplitude of the resulting low-fi-equency

components are also time-varying.

Finally, a third source of dc offsets is baseband circuit mismatch. If differential circuits

are used to implement the baseband amplifiers and filters, device mismatches give rise to

dc offsets. For the differential CMOS amplifier illustrated in Fig. 2.9, the input offset

voltage is [10]

''-arA (a(W/L)^
Vos=^Vi + (Vos-y,)

Rl {WIL)
(2.5)

The dc offset in this case is related to the mismatch in the transistor threshold voltage, the

mismatch in the transistor geometry, and the mismatch in the load resistors. Moreover, dc

offsets arising firom circuit mismatches are also dependent on temperature variations.

2.3.2 Flicker Noise
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Flicker noise can also degrade the performance ofdirect-conversion receivers. The power

spectral density of the input-referred voltage noise for a MOS transistor consists of a

flicker noise component which is inversely proportional to frequency and a thermal noise

component:

+4kT-—. (2.6)
Af WLC„f 3g„

The noise power spectral density is plotted as a function of frequency in Fig. 2.10. For

high frequencies, the thermal noise component dominates, but for low frequencies, the

flicker noise component is stronger. In fact, since the power spectral density of flicker

noise is inversely proportional to frequency, the flicker noise component can be quite

large near dc. Since the desired signal is frequency translated directly to baseband, flicker

noise can be particularly problematic for direct-conversion architectures.

2.4 Image-Reject Architecture

In the heterodyne architecture, the image problem arises from the use of a real sinusoidal

LO signal to frequency translate the input signal to an intermediate frequency. More

specifically, the Fourier transform of a real sinusoidal LO signal, cos(2^^,/), consists

ofa negativefrequency componentat -fiox and a positive frequency component at +/101:

cos{Ucf^,t)< - /^,)+S(J+/,<,,)]. (2.7)

During the frequency translation process, the negative frequency component of the LO

signal downconverts the positive frequency component of the desired signal tofip, while

the positive frequency component of the LO signal downconverts the negative frequency

Af

flicker noise

thermal noise

frequency

Figure 2.10: Noise power spectral density for MOS transistors.
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Figure 2.12: Complex mixing, (a) Concept, (b) Implementation.

component ofthe image signal also tofiF (Fig. 2.4).

The preceding description of the mechanism behind the image problem suggests a

potential solution: use a complex sinusoidal LO signal to downconvert the input signal to

the intermediate frequency. The Fourier transform of a complex sinusoidal LO signal,

consists ofonly a negative frequency component at -fwi'-

(2.8)

When the input signal is multiplied by the LO signal, only the positive frequency

components of the input signal are translated to the intermediate frequency as illustrated

in Fig. 2.11. Thus, the image problem is avoided.

The complex mixing function described above can be implemented using the image-

reject mixer illustrated in Fig. 2.12. The image-reject mixer consists of a pair of real

mixers driven by an LO operating in quadrature. This complex mixing function serves as

14
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the basis for the image-reject receiver architecture, also called the Weaver architecture

[11], illustrated in Fig. 2.13. Suppose that the signal appearing at the antenna is

•^(+J

+

ADC

ADO

(2.9)

where Sdesiredt) is the desired signal and Simage{t) is the undesired image signal. The

desired signal can be expressed as

(0 = ^(') cos(2)rfj)+Q(t) (2.10)

where I{t) and Qit) are the desired baseband I and Q signals, and the image signal can be

expressed as

= W(0cos[2^(/. -2/^)/]+e^(0sm[2;rC/;-2U)f\. (2.11)

The received signal s(t) is filtered and amplified before being downconverted to the

intermediate firequency along two signal paths using two mixers driven by I and Q LO

signals at - fip. At the intermediate firequency, each of the two signals is low-pass

filtered in order to remove the mixing components at % - fip. At points A and B, the

signals are, respectively,

(0 =|{[/(0+W(')]cos(2;r/^0+m)- (2.12)

^,(0 =|{[e(0+e^(0]cos(2;r/,f/)+[-/(0+W(0]sm(2;r/^0}. (2-13)
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Each ofthe signals, SAit) and ssit), are then downconverted to baseband along two signal

paths using two mixers driven byI and QLO signals atfip. The signals atpoints C, D, E,

and F are, respectively,

^c(0=7[^(')+/<^(0] (2.14)

jfl(0=7[e(0-24^(0] (2.15)

«£(o=;^[e(o+ei^«] (2.16)

«,.(0 =7[-/(0 +/to..g,(0]- (2.17)

Subtracting (2.17) from (2,14) gives the desired baseband signal I{t) whileeliminating the

unwanted image signal limageit)- Similarly, the sum of (2.15) and (2.16) gives the desired

baseband signal Q{t) while eliminating theunwanted image signal Qimageit).

2.4.1 Practical Considerations

Unfortunately, in practice, the amount of imagerejection achievable by implementations

based on this architecture is limited by the gain mismatch between the different signal

paths of the receiver as well as by the quadrature phase mismatch between the I and Q

signals in the two localoscillators. The imagerejection is givenby [11]

i?(dB) = 101og
1+(1+MY+2(1 +AA)cos(A^ |̂ + )

^101 ~ ^^L021+ (1 + - 2(1+M)cos(A^ic>i ~ ^^L02)
(2.18)

where A4 is the gain error, and and are the phase errors in the first and

second local oscillators, respectively. For M. = 3%, A^i = 2°, and A^q2 = 0®, the

Weaver architecture achieves an image rejection of 32.8 dB. Integrated circuit

implem^tations typically achieve 25—40 dB of image rejection. If additional image

rejection is required, a high intermediate frequency canbe used so that the imagesignal is

far away from the center frequency of the. RF filter, which then provides additional

attenuation ofthe image signal.
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Finally, the Weaver architecture is also susceptible to dc offsets and flicker noise. Self-

mixing due to the second LO can occur during downconversion of the received signal

from the intermediate frequency to baseband. And similar to the direct-conversion

architecture, even-order distortion and baseband circuit mismatch can also result in dc

offsets in the Weaver architecture. In addition, since the desired signal is frequency

translated to baseband prior to analog-to-digital conversion, flicker noise from the

baseband analog amplifiers and filters can potentially corrupt the desired signal.

2.5 Low-IF Architecture

One way to avoid the problems associated with dc offeets and flicker noise is to perform

analog-to-digital conversion at the intermediate frequency. By using digital circuit

techniques to downconvert the desired signal from the intermediate frequency to

baseband as well as to perform the subsequent amplification and filtering, impairments

associated with analog implementation techniques can be avoided. However, due to

conversion speed limitations in analog-to-digital converters, this approach is limited to

low intermediate frequencies, and consequently, a third receiver architecture which is

based on this technique is called the low-IF architecture [12] (Fig. 2.14).

Since the received signal is downconverted to an intermediate frequency, the low-IF

architecture must also contend with the image problem. Consequently, the same image-

reject mixing technique used in the Weaver architecture must also be used in the low-IF

architecture. As with the Weaver architecture, the amount of image rejection achievable

by integrated circuit implementations based on the low-IF architecture is limited by gain

and phase mismatches. Moreover, the RF filter can not be used to provide additional

image rejection since the use of a low intermediate frequency places the image signal

close to the desired signal and within the passband ofthe RF filter. Consequently the low-

IF architecture is limited to applications which have relaxed image-rejection requirements

at small frequency offsets from the desired signal.

2.5.1 Digital Frequency Translation to Baseband
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RF Input (fc) ADC

LNA

RF Filter

ADC

Figure 2.14: Low-IP architecture block diagram.

In the low-IF architecture, additional digital circuitry is required to perform the

downconversion from the intermediate frequency to baseband. In the example illustrated

in Fig. 2.15, thein-phase and quadrature LO signals aregenerated digitally, for example,

using a read-only memory (ROM) look-up table, and digital frequency translation is

performed using four multipliers. The multiplier outputs are then combined using two

adders to provide cancellation ofthe image signal.

Finally, one particular relationship between the intermediate frequency and the ADC

sampling frequency results in tremendous simplifications in the hardware required for

digital frequency translation. Suppose the ADC sampling frequency, fs, is exactly four

Multiplier

Adder

from I ADC
Multiplier

from Q ADO
Multiplier

Adder

Multiplier

Sin Generator (fip)

Cos Generator (ftp)

Figure 2.15: Digital frequencytranslation block diagram.
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Figure 2.16: LO signals forfs - Afip.

times the intermediate frequency,^:

f.=^fw

Then the in-phase and quadrature LO signals are, respectively,

fcos(27rffpt) = cos(2;r~/) cos[—«]
4 2

f 7Civai^Ttfjpf) - sin(2;r^0 -> sin[-jn].

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

As illustrated in Fig. 2.16, a cosine wave of frequency fjp sampled at 4//f yields the

sequence {... +1,0, -1,0,...} while a sine wave of frequencyfjp sampled at 4/5f yields

the sequence {... 0, +1,0, -1,...}. Consequently, frequency translation to baseband can

be accomplished by simply deinterleaving each of the ADC outputs into two data streams

and then toggling the sign of every other data sample. By choosing^ = 4/5f, the digital

hardware becomes trivial, eliminating the need for multipliers as well as circuits to

generate the digital in-phase and quadrature LO signals.

2.6 Receiver Architecture Selection

The direct-conversion architecture, the image-reject architecture, and the low-IF

architecture are all potential candidates for highly-integrated receiver implementations.

The hardware requirements for the three receiver architectures are summarized in

Table 2.1. The number of LNAs, mixCTS, LOs, and ADCs are listed for each architecture.
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The operating frequency for each LO as weU as the minirmini sampling rate, for each

ADC are also indicated in the table.

2.6.1 Direct-Conversion Architecture

A major advantage of the direct-conversion architecture is its simplicity. Although,

implementations based on the direct-conversion architecture require a minimal niunber of

RF circuit components, they must also contend with dc offsets and flicker noise. The

direct-conversion architecture has been used for paging applications which use

frequency-shift keying (FSK) as the modulation scheme [13]. In this case, a high-pass

filter can be used to eliminate dc offsets since FSK signals have little frequency content

near dc. In [13], high-pass filters, which are implemented using 330-pF on-chip

capacitors, provide dc blocking up to 150Hz. Although high-pass filtering is a simple

and effective way of eliminating dc offsets, this technique may not be feasible if

prohibitively large capacitors or resistors are required. In particular, for signals which

occupy a narrow bandwidth, hi^-pass filters with very low comer frequencies are

required, which in tum require very large on-chip capacitors and resistors. In [13], even

though the 330 pF on-chip capacitors are implemented using high-density dielectric

capacitors (1 nF/mm^), they still occupy over half of the 18-mm^ chip area. Moreover,

although techniques such as autozeroing and chopper stabilization (Section 5.3.5) are

effective in suppressing DC offsets and flicker noise, these techniques also introduce

additional complexity in implementing the baseband circuits. Consequently, the direct-

conversion architecture is best suited for applications which use a wideband signaling

direct-conversion image-reject low-IF

LNAs 1 1 1

mixers 2 6 2

LOs l@/c
1 @fc-flF

1 (^flF
1 @fc-flF

ADCs 2 @,fs ^ ^Jsig 2 @fs ^ 2/^/g

other
dc offsets

flicker noise

dc offsets

flicker noise

digital frequency
translation

Table 2.1: Comparison ofreceiver hardware requirements.
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scheme. In this case, a very low cutoff frequency is not required and dc offrets can be

removed without requiring prohibitively large capacitors or resistors.

2.6.2 Image-Reject Architecture

A major drawback of the image-reject Weaver architecture is that it requires a large

number of RF circuit blocks, including six mixers and two local oscillators. In addition,

implementations based on the Weaver architecture must also deal with dc offrets and

flickernoise. Nevertheless, this architecture still has its advantages. One major advantage

of the Weaver architecture is that it facilitates integration of the frequency synthesizer

[11]. In a frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) S3^tem, the receiver must be able

to perform channel selection by tuning the LO to different frequencies. For example, in

the heterodyne architecture, channel selection is performed by the first LO, which

frequency translates the desired signal to the fixed center frequency of the IF filter

(Fig. 2.3). For a narrowband system, this LO must be able to tune to closely-spaced

frequency channels, and consequently, implementations based on a phase-locked loop

(PLL) require a low reference frequency. However, in order to ensure loop stability, the

PLL bandwidth is limited to one tenth of the reference frequency. Such a narrow

bandwidth provides very little attenuation of the phase noise in the voltage-controlled

oscillator (VCO). Consequently, in a heterodyne architecture, the VCO is usually

implemented using discrete-component high-quality inductors and varactor diodes in

order to achieve very low phase noise.

In a completely integratedapproach, however, a very low phase noise VCO is difficult to

implement due to the lack of high-quality on-chip passive components, especially when

using a standard digital CMOS process. In [11], a receiver for the Digital European

Cordless Telephone (DECT) system is implemented based on the image-reject Weaver

architecture. Since this architecture does not rely on fixed-frequencyIF filters for chaimel

selection, the first LO is fixed at 1.7GHz and the second LO, with a tuning range of

181-197 MHz, is used to downconvert the desired signal to baseband. Since the first LO

is fixed at 1.7GHz, it can be implemented using a PLL with a wide loop bandwidth,

which significantly reduces the phase noise contributed by an integrated VCO. In
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addition, since the second LO operates at amuch lower frequency, it can be implemented
with good phase noise performance even with low-quality on-chip passive components.

Consequently, for communications systems with very stringent phase noise requirements,

the image-reject Weaver architecture with a fixed-frequency first LO is highly amenable

to single-chip receiver implementations.

2.6.3 Low-IF Architecture

In the low-IF architecture, if the ADC samplingfrequency is four times the intermediate

frequency, then the additional digital circuitry needed to downconvert the desired signal

to baseband becomes trivial. In this case, the low-IF architecture may appear to be a

better altemative to the direct-conversion architecture since it also requires a minimal

number of RF circuit components but avoids the problems associated with dc offsets and

flicker noise. However, implementations based on the low-IF architecture may not be

feasible under certain conditions. First, if the bandwidth of the desired signal is very

large, then a very high ADC sampling rate is required. In order to avoid aliasing, the

sampling frequency of the ADCs mustbe at least twice the highest frequency component

of the inputsignal. Forthe low-EF architecture, themitiimum ADCsampling frequency is

fs>'^(JiF+fsis) (2.22)

where fip is the intermediate frequency and fsig is the single-sided bandwidth of the

desired baseband signal. Sincefip must be greater thanfsig in order to avoid problems

associated with dc offsets and flickernoise, a wideband signaling scheme wouldrequire a

proMbitively fast ADC sampling frequency. Consequently, the low-IF architecture is best

suited for applications which use a narrowbandsignalingscheme.

The low-IF architecture also requires relaxed image-reject requirements at small

frequency offrets from the desired signal. This requirement, however, is notprohibitively

restrictive since many communications systems provide for relaxed interferer levels in

nearby frequency channels. For example, in [14], a GSM (Global System Mobile)

receiver is implemented based on the low-IF architecture. GSM is a European digital

cellular system which uses a narrowband signaling scheme with a single-sided baseband
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bandwidth of 100 kHz. The receiver described in [14] uses an intermediate frequency of

200 kHz and requires only 32-dB image rejection. In contrast, the DECT receiver

described in [11], which is based on the Weaver architecture, uses an intermediate

frequency in the range 181-197 MHz and requires more than 70-dB image rejection.

2.6.4 Receiver Architecture Selection Guidelines

As seen from the examples presented above, system-level specifications, such as

modulation scheme, signal bandwidth, and interference rejection requirements, strongly

influence the choice of receiver architecture. In some cases, these system-level

specifications are determined without considering implementation issues, and

advantages disadvantages design guidelines

heterodyne
• excellent sensitivity

and selectivity
performance

• large number of
discrete components

• use this architecture

when aU else frils

direct-conversion

• minimal number of

RF conq>onents
• dc of&ets and flicker

noise

• for wideband

signaling schemes, dc
of&ets can be

removed with a high-
pass filter using on-
chip capacitors and
resistors

image-reject

• &cilitates integration
of low phase noise LO

• large number ofRF
components

• dc ofi&ets and flicker

noise

• image-rejection is
limited by gain and
phase mismatches

• fixed-fiequency first
LO fiicilitates &e use

ofa wideband FIX for

VCO phase noise
siq}pre8sion

• tunable low-fiequency
second LO for channel

selection

low-IF

• minimal number of

RF components
• avoids problems

associated with dc

ofisets and flicker

noise

• ADC sampling
frequency must be at

• image-rejection is
limited by gain and
phase mismatches

• narrowband signaling
schemes relax ADC

sanq)ling requirement
• requires relaxed

image-rejection
requirements at small
fiequency ofisets from
the desired signal

• if^^= AfiFy the digital
downconversion

circuitry becomes
trivial

Table 2.2: Receiverarchitecture summaryand guidelines.
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consequently, single-chip implementations are very difficult to achieve or just simply
infeasible. With the allocation of unlicensed spectra in the 900-MHz, 2.4-GHz, and
5-GHz frequency bands, many new wireless communications systems will be designed
for custom applications. These custom applications present an opportunity to design
systems which are more amenable to highly-integrated low-power CMOS receiver

implementations. The advantages and disadvantages of the heterodyne architecture,

direct-conversion architecture, the image-reject architecture, and the low-IF architecture

are summarized in Table 2.2. In addition, a few general design guidelines are also

provided.
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Chapter 3

Receiver Impairments

3.1 Introduction

Wireless conunimications systems are continuing to take advantage of the exponential

improvements in mainstream CMOS technology by integrating increasingly more

functionality onto a single chip. Advanced communications algorithms, which in the past

were considered too complex to implement due to the stringent power consumption and

form-factor restrictions of mobile devices, are now being considered for future wireless

S3^tems. These algorithms are very amenable to low-power digital design techniques and

promise orders of magnitude improvement in spectral efficiency, resulting in increased

capacity and higher data rates. However, one of the most critical components of any

wireless system which may ultimately limit the performance of these communications

algorithms is the receiver fi-ont-end. Analog fi:ont-end impairments, such as noise,

distortion and mismatch, may affect algorithm performance by degrading the integrity of

the desired signal. This chapter describes the various impairments associated with analog

firont-ends as well as their consequences on a quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)

signal constellation [15].
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3.2 Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying Modulation

In digital communications systems, the binary data must be mapped to a set of

corresponding signal waveforms for transmission. In a phase-shift keying (PSK)
signaling scheme, the data is modulated on the phase ofthe carrier and the corresponding
signal waveforms are represented as [16]

iTC
(0=^(0cos| +—(m -1) ot = 1,2,...,M, 0<t<T

=^(0cosr^(»i-i) cosi^lTufj)- g{t)sm
Ik
—(m-1) sm.{2Kfj)

(3.1)

where g(r) is a signal pulsewhich shapes the spectrum of the transmitted signal, is the

carrier frequency, M is the number of symbols, and T is the symbol period. As seen in

(3.1) the signal waveforms can also be represented as the linear combination of two

quadrature carriers, cos(2Kfj) and sm(2Kfj). The amplitude cos[2;r(m-l)/M] is

typically referred to as the in-phase (1) data while the amplitude sin[2;r(m-l)/M] is

typically referred to as the quadrature (Q) data. The mapping of thedatabits to the phase

of thecarrier can be represented ina constellation diagram. The constellation diagram for

a four-phase PSK (M = 4) signaling scheme with an initial phase value of 7i/4 is

illustrated inFig. 3.1. Four-phase PSK orquadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) is a very

popular modulation scheme used in wireless communications.

10 00
• •

• •

11 01

Figure 3.1: QPSK constellation diagram.
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When a QPSK signal is corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the

probability oferror is [16]

^^4

=e

-Q

^ 1—
2'

'1- 1-e
\2No^ 1 0 ^

-i

2N. 2^ 2N^

2W„

(3.2)

where d is the distance between adjacent symbols. No is the noise power spectral density,

and Q{x)is defined as

Q(x) = -= a:> 0
^2ni

In thecaseofidealQPSK, the distance between adjacent signals is just

d =xjE^

where Et is the energy per bit. Consequently, (3.2) becomes

(
2E.

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

where Ei/No is the SNR. The bit-error probability is plotted as a function of SNR in

Fig. 3.2.Fromthe figure, an SNRof 8.4dB is required to achieve a BERof 10"^.

3.3 Receiver Noise

Twotypes of electrical noise which areparticularly important in CMOS implementations

are thermal noise and flicker noise. Thermal noise arises firom the random thermal motion
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Figure 3.2: Probability oferror for QPSK.

of electrons and is present in any passive resistor. The noise associated with a resistance

R has a mean-square voltage

=4kTR^ (3.6)

where k is Boltzmaim's constant, T is temperature and A/^is bandwidth in hertz. Since the

voltage spectral density is constant over frequency, thermal noise is white. In addition, its

amplitude has a Gaussian probability distribution. At the receiver, thermal noise is

present in the antenna as well as in the other passive and activedevices which are used to

implement the analog front-end. The thermal noise in the antenna is associated with the

antenna's radiation resistance and originates from the black-body radiation in the

transmissinn environment, while the thermal noise in active devices is associated with the

resistive channel of the underlying CMOS transistors. Transistor thermal noise can be

represented by a noise generator between the device drain and source terminals widi

mean-square current

fj =4^rjtji,A/ (3.7)

wheregdo is the drain-source conductance when the drain-source voltage, Vds, is 0 V and

^'is a constant for a particular technology. Thermal noise is an especially important

design consideration in the LNA but must also be considered in the design of other RF
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Figure 3.3: Effect of thermal noise on a QPSK constellation.

blocks such as mixers as well as baseband components such as amplifiers and filters. The

effect of thermal noise on a QPSK constellation is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 and the

probability of error is given by (3.5).

Another type of noise which may adversely affect the performance of digital

communications systems is flicker noise. Flicker noise occurs in CMOS transistors and

can be modeled by a noise generator between the device drain and source terminals with

mean-square current

= (3.8)

where is a constant for a particular device, Id is the drain bias current and a is constant

for a particular technology. The flicker noise current spectral density is inversely

proportional to firequency and its amplitude is often not Gaussian [10]. Flicker noise is

especially problematic in receivers which frequency translate the desired signal to dc

prior to analog-to-digital conversion, since the flicker noise spectral density can be quite

large at low frequencies. The problem is exacerbated in CMOS implementations since

flicker noise performance is significantly worse for CMOS transistors than for devices in

other technologies such as silicon bipolar. The effect of flicker noise on a QPSK

constellation is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Although the effect on the constellation is similar to
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Figure 3.4: Effect offlicker noise on a QPSK constellation.

that of thermal noise, unfortunately, the probability of error in this case is difficult to

determine since flicker noise is not AWGN.

3.4 Gain Mismatch

Another analog impairment which degrades performance in digital communications

systems is gain mismatch along the different receiver signal paths. For example, in the

direct-conversion architecture illustrated in Fig. 2.7, the received signal is downconverted

to baseband along parallel I and Q signal paths. The gain along these two signal paths

should be identical, but in practical implementations, may be different due to circuit

mismatches. Gain mismatch in a direct-conversion receiver can be modeled by the block

diagram illustrated in Fig. 3.5,where A is the average gainand ais the difference in gain

cos(2jrfct)

A+OJ2

I(t}cos(2nfet)-fQ(t)sin(2fl;fct)

A-a/2

Sin(2nfct)

Figure 3.5: I and Q gain mismatch in a direct-conversion receiver.
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along the 1 and Q signal paths. Thus, with gain mismatch, the output of the I signal path

is given by

(3.9)

while the output ofthe Q signal path is given by

(3.10)

The effect ofgain mismatch on a QPSK constellation is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.

When a QPSK signal with gain mismatch is corrupted by AWGN, the probability oferror

can be approximated by averaging the error probabilities for two binary antipodal signals

separated by distances d^i^ +allA) and

Q

2Aj

1 +
a

2A

2N^

N.

+ Q

+Q

1-
a

2A

1-^
. 2A)

2N.
(3.11)

The error probabilities as a fimction of SNR for various amounts of gain mismatch are

plotted in Fig. 3.7. As seen in Fig. 3.7, the BER degradation is minimal for a gain

0.5

-0.5

o ideal

<« gain mismatch
-1

-1 -0.5

do(lHJ/2A)

0.5

Figure 3.6: Effect ofgain mismatch on a QPSK constellation.
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Figure 3.7: Probability of error forQPSK withgain mismatch.

mismatch of 5% or less, which is indeed achievable in hi^y-integrated receiver

implementations. Consequently, the direct-conversion architecture is relatively
insensitive to gain mismatch.

The image-reject and low-IP architectures, however, are much more sensitive to gain
mismatch. In these two architectures, gain mismatch limits the amount of image
rejection, as alreadydiscussed in Section 2.4.1.

3.5 Quadrature Phase Mismatch

Quadrature phase mismatch in the LO signals also degrades the performance of digital

communications systems. For example, in the direct-conversion architecture, frequency

cos(2nfct+<>/2)

l(t)cos(2icfct)-(0(t)sln(2j[fct)
f—^

—

sin(acfct-<>/2)

Figure 3.8: Quadrature phase mismatch in a direct-conversion receiver.
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translation is performed using two mixers and an LO fixed at the carrier firequency and

operating in quadrature. In practical implementations, the phases of the LO signals may

deviate firom quadrature due to circuit mismatches. Quadrature phase mismatch in a

direct-conversion receiver can be modeled by the block diagram illustrated in Fig. 3.8,

where ^ is the deviation firom quadrature in the two LO signals. Thus, with quadrature

phase mismatch, the output ofthe I signal path is given by

/(/)cos
\^J

-2(0sin
U

while the output of the Q signal path is given by

g(Ocos| '£\
v

(3.12)
/_

(3.13)

The effect of quadrature phase mismatch on a QPSK constellation is illustrated in

Fig. 3.9.

When a QPSK signal with quadrature phase mismatch is corrupted by AWGN, the

probability of error can be approximated by averaging the error probabilities for the

symbols in each of the four quadrants of the constellation diagram. Each of the symbols

in the first and third quadrants arelocated at a distance (£?o/2)[cos(^/2) - sin(^/2)] firom

0.5

-0.5

o idea]

X phase mismatch
-1

-1 -0.5

ci6^cos(4i^sm^$/^]^

d(/^cos(^)fs!n(^)]

0.5

Figure 3.9: Effect ofquadrature phase mismatch on a QPSK constellation.
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the decision boundaries and the error probability for these two symbols isapproximately

f ^
cos—-sm— J—i

1, 2 2N2I

^ ^
cos—-sm—

2 2. 2Nr.

+e cos-=—sm—
2}\2N^

(3.14)

Similarly, each of the symbols in the second and fourth quadrants are located at a

distance (i/o/2)[cos(^/2)+sin(^/2)] from the decision boundaries and the error

probability for these two symbols is approximately

b{II,IV)

«e

Q
^ ^

cos—+sm—
2 2 2N.

(cos—+sm—

2Nr.

+Q cos—+sm—

V 2 2j

Consequently, the overall probability of erroris approximately

(
cos—-

> 2

fcos—-sin—
I 2 2.

2mN^
+e

+2

cos—+sin—
. 2 2j

0 . <!>
cos—+sm—

2N.
(3.15)

dr

2N^
(3.16)

N.

The error probabilities as a function of SNR for various amounts of gain mismatch are

plotted in Fig. 3.10. As seen in Fig. 3.10, the BER degradation is minimal for a phase

mismatch of 5° or less, which is indeed achievable in highly-integrated receiver

implementations. Consequently, the direct-conversion architecture is also relatively

insensitive to quadrature phase mismatch.

As in the case ofgain mismatch, the image-rejectand low-IF architectures, are also much

more sensitive to quadraturephase mismatch. In thesetwo architectures, phase mismatch

limits the amountofimage rejection, as alreadydiscussed in Section2.4.1.
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Figure 3.10: Probability oferror for QPSK with quadrature phase mismatch.

3.6 Frequency Offset

The local oscillators in the transmitter and receiver are based on accurate frequency

references. However, due to their physical separation, different frequency references are

used in the transmitter and receiver. The frequency stability of these references are

limited to 50- 100 ppm for low-cost crystal references [17] or 1 -SOppm for high-

stability references [6], where the frequency stability is defined as

frequency stability[ppm] s ^

l(t)cos(27ifct)40(t)sin(2icfct)

/JMHz]

where fc is the nominal frequency and Af is the frequency offset. The use of dififerent

COS[2n(L-fA0t]

sin[2ji(L+Af)t]

(3.17)

Figure 3.11: FrequencytranslationusingI and Q LO signals with frequency ofifeet.
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frequency references in the transmitter and receiver introduces a frequency offset

between the local oscillators, which can be modeled by the block diagram in Fig. 3.11.
The output ofthe I signal path is

j[/(0cos(2;z2^) - Q{t)sin(2;z4/?)] (3.18)

while the outputofthe Q signalpath is

—[2(0sm(2;c!^)+ I{t)cos(2;zA^)]. (3.19)

Consequently, frequency offset results in a spinning constellation, as illustrated in

Fig. 3.12. If the frequency offset is sufficiently small relative to the signal bandwidth, a

differentially-encoded signaling scheme such as differential phase-shift keying (DPSK)

can be used [18]. In this case, the data is encoded in the transitions between symbols so

that only the phase difference between successive symbols is needed for signal

demodulation. Unfortunately, differentially-encoded modulation schemes require a larger

SNR for the same BER performance as modxilation schemes which use absolute phase

encoding. For example, at large SNR, four-phase DPSK requires about 2.3 dB additional

SNRfor the same BERperformance as four-phase PSK [16].

If coherent demodulation is preferred or if the frequency offset is large relative to the

1.S

0.5

-0.5

-1

1 !

o idea)

Xfreq^Rcy off^t
i i fi 1-1.5

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0.5 1.5

Figure3.12: Effect offrequencyoffset on a QPSK constellation.
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Figure 3.13: Frequency spectra ofLO signals, (a) Ideal, (b) With phase noise.

signal bandwidth, then frequency offset compensation is required. Several techniques for

frequency estimation and compensation are discussed in [19].

3.7 LO Phase Noise

Both thermal noise and flicker noise contribute to the nonideal behavior of the LO called

phase noise. The frequency spectra of LO signals with and without phase noise are

illustrated in Fig. 3.13. At the receiver, the desired signal can be quite weak and may be

accompanied by very strong interfering signals at adjacent frequencies. If the interfering

signals are not sufficiently attenuated, they can potentially corrupt the desired signal

through reciprocal mixing, as illustrated in Fig. 3.14. Fig. 3.15 illustrates the constellation

diagram for a QPSK signal when the desired signal is accompanied by a single-tone

interferer at an adjacent frequency and is downconverted by an LO signal with phase

noise.

Even if interfering signals are not present, the close-in phase noise of the LO degrades the

receiver performance by corrupting the information contained in the phase of the carrier.

t|F ^IF+Af

Figure 3.14: Reciprocal mixing.
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Figure 3.15: Effectofreciprocal mixing ona QPSKconstellation.

Frequency translation using in-phase and quadrature LO signals with phase noise ^(l)

can bemodeled by the block diagram inFig. 3.16. The output ofthe I signal path is

- [1(0 cos^(0 - 2(0 sin^(0]

while the output of the Q signal path is

-[2(0 sin ^(0 +1(0 cos^(0]. (3.21)

Consequently, close-in phase noise results in a time-vaiying phase-offset in the received

symbols. The effect of close-in phase on a QPSK constellation is illustrated in Fig. 3.17,

where the amount ofconstellation rotation isequal to the magnitude of ^(/).

cos(2jdgt+4(t)]

l(t)cos(2jif_t)+Q{t)sin(2jif-t)

sln[27rfj.t+^(t)]

Figure 3.16: Frequency translation using I and QLO signals with phase noise.
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3.8 Receiver Distortion

Another source of performance degradation in a receiver is distortion. In a nonlinear

system, the output can contain frequency components which are not present in the input

signal. A nonlinear system can be described by the following transfer function:

1.5

(3.22)

where Si and So are the input and output signals, respectively. Harmonic distortion occurs

when a single sinusoid is applied to a nonlinear system. In this case, the output signal

consists of frequency components which are integer multiples of the input frequency,/i,

as illustrated in Fig. 3.18.

Intermodulation distortion occurs when two sinusoids of different frequencies,/] and/,

are applied to a nonlinear system. In the case of second-order intermodulation distortion.

0 1i 2fi 3fi

Figure 3.18: Harmonic distortion.
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Figure 3.19: Intermodulation distortion.

the output signal consists of frequency components at /j - /j and /i + /j, while in the

case of third-order intermodulation distortion, the output signal consists of frequency

components at and 2/2-/1 (^^8- 3.19).

As an example of how distortion can degrade the performance in the receiver, consider a

received signal which consists of a weak desired signal accompanied by two large fixed-

amplitude sinusoidal interferers at adjacent frequencies, / and /2, as illustrated in

Fig. 3.20. The third-order intermodulation product at 2/ - /j from the two interferers

corrupts the desired signal and results in the constellation diagram illustrated in Fig. 3.21.

In addition, as already mentioned in Section 2.3.1, even-order distortion is particularly

troublesome in direct-conversion receivers since it gives rise to signal-dependent dc

offsets and low-frequency components, all of which can potentially corrupt the desired

signal.

3.9 Filtering

The received signal usually contains the desired signal as well as imdesired signals at

interferers

desired

f, U f 2fi-f2 fi fa 2f2-fi f

Figure 3.20: Third-order intermodulation distortion.
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adjacent frequencies. In the receiver, filters are used to pass the desired signal while

rejecting the unwanted frequency components. Several types of filters are commonly

used to approximate an ideal low-pass filter response, including the Butterworth and

Chebyshev filters [20].

The magnitude response ofa Butterworth filter is given by

1|H0o)|=

1
l+e'

Q)

O)
\ p j

2N\
(3.23)

where N is the filter order, co^ is the passband edge, and e determines the magnitude

variation in the passband. At O) = , the magnitude is

(3.24)

The magnitude responses for several Butterworth filters with £ = 1 are illustrated in

Fig. 3.22. A Butterworth filter provides a maximally flat response and the degree of

flatness in the passband increases as the filter order increases.

Another commonly used filter is the Chebyshev filter, which exhibits an equiripple

response in the passband. The magnitude response ofa Chebyshev filter is given by
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Figure 3.22: Butterworth filter magnituderesponses with f = 1.
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where N is the filter order, cq, is the passband edge, and e determines the magnitude

variation in the passband. At a?= , the magnitude is

(3.26)

The magnitude responses for several Chebyshev filters with e = 1 are illustrated in

Fig. 3.23. For the same order and the same passband variation, a Chebyshev filter

provides greater stopband attenuation than a Butterworth filter. Alternatively, a lower-

order Chebyshev filter can achieve the same stopband attenuation as a higiher-order

Butterworth filter. However, the Chebyshev filter achieves its superior stopband

attenuation at the price of increased nonlinearity in the phase response. The phase

responses for third-order Butterworthand Chebyshevfilters are illustrated Fig. 3.24.

The effect on receiver performance must also be considered when selecting a particular

filter response. The effect of a fourth-order Butterworth filter, with €= 1, on a QPSK

signal along with the corresponding eye diagram are illustrated in Fig. 3.25. This

Butterworth filter degrades performance slightly when using a QPSK signaling scheme.

As seen fi-om the constellation diagram, this Butterworth response affects the I and Q

signal amplitudesbut leaves theirphaserelationship unchanged. The eye diagram offers a

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

Figure3.24: Phaseresponses for third-order Butterworth and Chebyshev filters.
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Figure3.25: Butterworth filter, (a) Effect on a QPSK constellation, (b) Eyediagram.
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Figure3.26: Chebyshev filter, (a) Effect on a QPSK constellation, (b) Eyediagram.

differentperspective, revealing that this Butterworth response introduces a small amount

of intersymbol interference (ISI), whichis consistent withthe amplitude deviation seenin

the constellation diagram.

The effect of a fourth-order Chebyshev filter, with a maximum passband ripple of 1 dB,

on a QPSK signal and the corresponding eye diagram are illustrated in Fig. 3.26. The
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constellation diagram reveals that the nonlinear phase response of the Chebyshev filter

alters the phase relationship between the I and Q signals.

Consequently, when selecting a filter response, in addition to achieving sufficient

attenuation of undesired signals, the filter must also maintain the integrity of the desired

signal. In addition to the Butterworthand Chebyshev filters, other potential candidates for

filtering in the receiver include the Bessel, inverse Chebyshev, and ellipticfilters [20].

3.10 DC Offsets

Both the direct-conversion and image-reject architectures are sensitive to dc offsets since

in both architectures, the desired signal is downconverted to baseband prior to analog-to-

digital conversion. DC offsets are problematic for two reasons. First, dc offeets can

saturate the baseband circuits, such as amplifiers and filters, and consequently, the

receiver ceases to function properly. Second, even ifthebaseband circuits do not saturate,

dc offsets, if uncorrected, degrade the performance of the system. Fig.3.27illustrates the

effect of dcoffsets on a QPSK constellation, where Mi and Mq arethedcoffsets in theI

and Q channels, respectively.

When a QPSKsignal with dc offsets is corrupted by AWGN, the probability of errorcan

be approximated by averaging the error probabilities for two binary antipodal signals.

1.5
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Figure 3.27: Effect ofdc offeetson a QPSK constellation.
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each with a do offset. For the I component, the dc offset is M, and the two symbols are

located at distances Id^) and {dJ2){l+2Mj Id^) from the decision

boundary. Consequently, the probability oferror for the Icomponent is approximately

P « —nu) 2 Q 1-
2Mi^

'0 y 2N^
+e 1+

2Mj

'0 y 2N^
(3.27)

Similarly, for the Q component, the dc offset is Mq, and the two symbols are located at

distances (Jo/2)(l—and (fifQ/2)(l +2At/g/i/Q) from the decision boundary.

The probability of error fortheQ component is approximately

2M,
1- +Q

2Ad,
1 +

'0 y 2N^ '0 y 2N.

Thus, the overallerrorprobability is approximately

Q

Q

Q

Q

d, pIlN, ^ d, ^
2Ad,

1-

^0 y

\ 2A^/
'o y

1-
2MQ

'o y

2N.

N.

+Q

+e

+Q

2At/^

^0

2Adj]
^0 J

1+

1+

\

^ 2Mo^
1+ ^

V ^0 y

2N.

2N.

\2^

N.

(3.28)

(3.29)

The error probabilities as a function of SNR for various amounts of dcoffset are plotted

inFig. 3.28. For dcoffsets greater than 1%, the BER degradation can besignificant.

3.11 ADC Quantization

In many receivers, an ADC converts the received signal to a digital signal for further

processing. In order to avoid destructive aliasing, the ADC must sample the input signal
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Figure 3.28: Probability oferror for QPSK with dc offsets.

at the Nyquist sampling rate, /^ > 2 , wherefsig is the highest frequency contained in

theinput signal. The ADC quantizes each sample to one of 2* amplitude levels, where R

is the numberofbits used to represent each sample. The finite resolution of the quantizer

results in an error, in the digital output signal.

q„ =xn-x„ (3,30)

where Xn is the analog input signal and x„ is the digital output signal. For a uniform

quantizer, the error is statistically characterized by the uniform probability density

function [21]

= A<^<—A
A 2 2

where A is the step size ofthe quantizer. The step size A is

2*

(3.31)

(3.32)

where Vfs is the full-scale level of the ADC, and fiie mean square value of the

quantization error is

E{q') = = 201ogF„ -6ii-10.8 dB. (3.33)
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Figure3.29: Effect of ADCresolutionon an adaptive MUDalgorithm [22].

Consequently the quantization noise decreases by 6 dB for each additional bit used in the

quantizer. The amount of quantization noise introduced by the ADC affects the

performance of the algorithms implemented in the subsequent digital circuitry. For

example, Fig. 3.29 illustrates the effect of ADC resolution on an adaptive multiuser

detection (MUD) algorithm [22]. Clearly, a larger numberof bits improves the signal-to-

interference ratio (SIR).

3.12 Summary

Receiver front-end impairments, such as noise, distortion, and mismatch, can potentially

degrade the performance of digital communications systems. This chapter described the

effects of many of these impairments on a QPSK signal constellation. By including

models for all of the analog impairments described in this chapter, the simulation

framework described in the next chapter facilitates the direct evaluation of the effects of

these impairments on the performance ofdigital communications algorithms.



Chapter 4

System-Level Simulation
Framework

4.1 Introduction

All of the analog front-end impainnents described in Chapter 3 can potentially degrade

the performance of digital communications systems. In a conventional approach, link

budget calculations based on a few system-level specifications are performed to

determine the allowable levels ofreceiverimpairments, such as noise and distortion [23].

This approachcan be advantageous since it abstracts the analoghardware design from the

detailed system-level specifications. However, the abstraction offered by this approach

can also be a drawback since it does not offer the ability to more closely evaluate the

effects of the analog front-end impairments on the performance of digital

communications algorithms. This chapter describes a system-level simulation fimnework

which allows for complete end-to-end simulations of communications systems. This

framework includes models for the nonideal behavior of analog front-end components

and facilitates the exploration of tradeoffs between analog impairments and overall

system performance.

4.2 Receiver Performance Calculations
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In a conventional approach, the allowable levels of receiver impairments are determined

from a few system-level specifications, such as required BER, reference sensitivity, and

worst-case out-of-band blocker levels. This method of determining the performance

requirements of the analog front-end components is based strictly on numerical

calculations. The following sections provide a brief overview of receiver performance

calculations for receiver noise and distortion requirements.

4.2.1 Noise Calculations

In RF circuit design, the receiver noise performance is typically characterized in terms of

noise factor or noise figure. The noise factor, is ofan RF circuit component is defined as

(4.1)
SNR^

where SNRi„ and SNRout are the signal-to-noise ratios at the input and output, respectively.

The noise figure is simply the noise factor expressed in decibels, 101og(F). Although it is

the preferred metric for noise performance in RF circuit design, noise figure is typically

not a system-level specification. However, the noise figure can be calculated based on the

reference sensitivity, the bandwidthofthe desired signal, and the required BER.

One of the primary system-level specifications is the reference sensitivity, which is

defined as the minimum signal level which the receiver must be able to correctly detect.

The input SNR, SNRm in (4.1), is simply the reference sensitivity divided by the noise

power at the receiver input The noise at the input of the receiver originates from the

black-body radiation in the transmission environment and is modeled by a radiation

resistance, Rs, associated with the antenna. Consequently, the noise power which appears

at the receiver input is determined by the voltage divider between the receiver input

resistance and the antenna source resistance (Fig. 4.1):

P«^= — = ,4^rAC. (4.2)(R^+R,f
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antenna receiver

Figure 4.1: Circuit model ofantenna with receiver input.

Most receivers are designed for maximum power transfer from the antenna to the input of

the receiver, in which case, R, = R and (4.2) becomes

(4.3)

In RF circuit design, power levels are commonly refetred to in decibels referenced to

1 mW, or 0 dBm. At 300 K, the noise power in dBm is

[dBm] = 101og(1.38xl0-" J/Kx300Kxl0' mW/W) +101ogAr

= -173.8 + 101og4r
(4.4)

whereA/^is the signal bandwidth in hertz. Consequently, the input SNRin decibels is just

SNR^ [dB]= [dBm]-i>„,,, [dBm]

= />,^ [dBm]-.101og(A/[Hz]) +173.8

where Psig is the reference sensitivity.

(4.5)

The other parameter required to calculate the receiver noise figure is the output SNR,

SNRout in (4.1). Although the output SNR is typically not explicitly specified at the

system-level, it can be determined from the maximum toler^le BER. A reliable

communications link is guaranteed when the specified BER is achieved. The BER for a

particular communications system is related to the SNR of the received signal, and the

exact relationship depends on a number of factors including the modulation scheme as

well as the specific algorithm used for signal detection. For example, for a QPSK
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modulation scheme, the BER as a function of SNR is given in (3.5) and illustrated in

Fig. 3.2. Consequently, the required noise figure canbe expressed as

NF[dB] = [dB]-SNR^ [dB]

= [dBm]-101og(A/-[HzD-fflVR^,[dB] + 173.8

where Psig is the reference sensitivity. A/* is the bandwidth of the desired signal, and

SNRout is the SNR corresponding to the maximumtolerable BER.

Once therequired noise performance of the receiver is determined, the noise budget must

bepartitioned between the various receiver building blocks. For cascaded receiver stages,

the total noise factor is givenby theFriisequation [24]:

(4-7)

1=1

where F)and G,- are the noise factor and power gain, respectively, ofthe receiver stage.

Finally, before concluding this section, it is worthwhile to clarify the distinction between

single-sideband (SSB) noise figure and double-sideband (DSB) noise figure [25]. Fig. 4.2

depicts an RF input signal which is corrupted by AWGN. The power and bandwidth of

the RF signal are Psig and W, respectively, while the PSD of the AWGN is N/2, and

consequently, the input SNR is

SNR,„=^^, (4.8)
NxW ^ ^

LO= cos(2icfct)

Psig/Z PSD=N/2

PSD = N/4

Figure 4.2: Frequency translation ofRF signal directly to baseband.
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Figure 4.3: Frequencytranslation ofRF signal to an intermediatefrequency.

If theRF signal is frequency translated directly to baseband byanLO signal cos{l7cfj\

as illustratedin Fig. 4.2, the output SNR ofthe resultingbasebandsignal is

R:
SNR. =_ "8

NxW
(4.9)

In this case, the noise figure determined by (4.8) and (4.9) is referred to as the DSB

noise-figure. However, if the RF signal is frequency translated to an intermediate

frequency by an LO signal cos[2;r(/, -//^)t], as illustrated in Fig. 4.3, the output SNR

ofthe resulting IF signal is

_ Ps,,
=

2NxW
(4.10)

In this case, the noise figure determined by (4.8) and (4.10) is referred to as the SSB

noise figure and is 3 dB higher than the DSB noise figure:

NF<i!^P — DSB ^ • (4.11)

4.2.2 Distortion Calculations

In RF circuit design, the distortion performance of the receiver is typically characterized

by several measxired parameters such as 1-dB compression point and intermodulation

intercept point These parameters are commonly modeled using approaches based on

either power series or Volterra series [26]. The latter approach provides a very accurate

characterization of nonlinearities in circuits with memory, i.e., circuits with capacitors
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and inductors. However, calculations using Volterra series are rather complex, even when
using computer simulation techniques. On the other hand, calculations using power series
are much more tractable at the expense of only providing an accurate description of

distortion in circuits that are memoryless. A system with second-order and third-order

nonlinearities canbe described by thefollowing power series:

+^3jf (4.12)

where Si and So are the input and output signals, respectively. For an input signal,

Si = Acos(2;^), the output signal is

s^ =-2—+ cl^A +
3^

3a^A a^A
cos(2;r^)+^—cos[2;r(2/)t]

(4.13)

+^^cos[2x(3/)t].
4

As seen in (4.13), third-order distortion alters the gain of the fundamental component,

cosilTtfi). For largeinput signal amplitudes A,

3a^A"
(4.14)

Since is typically negative, the gain of the fundamental component decreases, or

compresses, for large input signal amplitudes. The 1-dB compression point is defined as

the input signal level which causes the gain of the fundamental to drop by 1dB, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The 1-dB compression point of thereceiver should be larger than

the strongest anticipated input signal. The 1-dB compression point can be determined

from (4.13):

20Iog Ia, +!f2 |̂= 201og| a, |-1 dB. (4.15)
SolvingforAcomp gives

A
camp 0.145
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Figure 4.4: 1-dB compression point.

Another metric of a receiver's distortion performance is intermodulation intercept point.

As already discussed in Section 3.8, intermodulation distortion occurs when two

sinusoids of different frequencies,/] and/, are applied to a nonlinear system. In the case

of third-order intermodulation distortion, the output signal consists of frequency

components at 2/, - / and 2/ -/. For the transfer function in (4.12), if the input

signal consists of two sinusoids, A^cosi^nf^t) and .<42 cos(2;r/0> then the third-order

intermodulation products at 2/ - / and are

^?2^cos[2«:(2/, cos[2;r(2/, -/,>]. (4.17)

In RF circuit design, the third-order intermodulation performance is characterized by the

third-order intermodulation intercept point (IP3), which is the point where the amplitudes

of the intermodulation products and the fundamental components are equal when two

equal amplitude sinusoids are applied at the input. The input amplitude at which the

intercept point occurs can be determined from (4.17):

(4.18)

Solving foxAips gives
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(4.19)

Equation (4.19) can also beexpressed interms ofthe 1-dB compression point in(4.16):

• (4.20)

In practice, the higher-order distortion terms become significant at the intercept point,

and consequently, the IP3 measurement must beperformed with sufficiently small input

amplitudes so that the contribution from the higher-order distortion terms is negligible.

The power levels of the third-order intermodulation products and the fundamental

components areplotted for a few inputpower levels, and the intercept pointis determined

by the intersection of the two lines extrapolated fi-om these points, as illustrated in

Fig. 4.5.

The receiver's required third-order intermodulation distortion requirement can be

determined fi-om the system-level specifications for the anticipated levels of out-of-band

interferers, the reference sensitivity, and the desired BER. As described in Section 4.2.1,

the maximum BER specification corresponds to a minimiim SNR which depends on

various factors, including the type of modulation scheme and the specific algorithm used

for signal detection. Consequently, at the output of the receiver, the third-order

fundamental \
IP3

x-' third-order intermodulation
X

input power (dBm)

Figure 4.5: Third-order intermodulation intercept point.
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intermodulation products due to the out-of-band signals which fall within the bandwidth

ofthe desired signal must be small enough to still maintain the minimnTn SNR:

-^>SNR (4.21)
IM3

where G = is the powergainof the receiver, Psig is the powerof the desired signal at

receiver input, or the reference sensitivity, and Pims is the power of the intermodulation

product at the receiver output. In this case, the intermodulation product is assumed to be

uncorrelated with the desired signal and equivalent to AWGN. From (4.17), thepower of

the intermodulation product is

(4.22)

where Pint is the power of each of the out-of-band interferers. Substituting (4.22) into

(4.21) gives

\1±^>SNR. (4.23)
^ "3 ^int

But from (4.19), theinput power level at thethird-order intermodulation intercept point is

P = —
3

so (4.23) becomes

a.

a.
(4.24)

(4.25)
^ua

Consequently, the input power level corresponding to the required third-order

intermodulation intercept point is

or

- - _ SNRxP,
^ (4.26)
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Pan [dBm]>P^ [dBin]-|(Si«R[dB]+P^ [<lBm]-P^ [dBm]). (4.27)
Once the required IP3 performance of the receiver is determined, the distortion budget

must be partitioned between the various receiver building blocks. For cascaded receiver

stages, if the distortion contribution from the various stages are all uncorrelated, then the

input power level corresponding to the third-order intermodulation intercept point can be

determined from the following expression

N-\

1 1 G n<5/— =—!—+ +...+-fc! (4.28)
P P P P^iiPi ^upi{2) '^up2iN)

where Pupsa) is the input power at the intercept point of the stage and G, is the power

gain ofthe stage.

4.2.3 Summary

In a conventional approach, a few system-level specifications, such as maximum BER

and reference sensitivity, are converted to other metrics more coimnonly used in RF

circuit design, such as noise figure and intermodulation intercept point, using equations

such as (4.6) and (4.27). These requirements are budgeted between the various blocks

which make up the receiver using additional equations such as (4.7) and (4.28), and

spreadsheets are commonly used in order to facilitate such calculations. Although this

approach is relatively strai^tforward and simple, it lacks the ability to model the detailed

interactions between the analog front-end impairments and the digital back-end

algorithms. Because of its simplicity, the equation-based method still serves as a good

starting point. However, a simulation framework which is capable of end-to-end

simulations can provide a much more accurate assessment of the effects of receiver

impairments on system-level performance. For such an approach, the simulation

environment must be simple and capable of rapid simulation speeds. Consequently,

behavioral models, rather than circuit models, should be used for the receiver

components. The following sections provide detailed descriptions of a system-level
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simulation framework which can be used to explore the effects of analog front-end

impairments as well as to evaluate overallreceiverperformance.

4.3 Baseband-Equivalent Models

Even with the use of behavioral models, a modeling framework which simulates the

analog front-end at the carrier frequency is unacceptable in terms of speed. For such a

simulation, the maximum step size must be based on the carrier frequency, whereas the

total number of steps must be based on the symbol rate. Since the carrier frequency is

typically much higher than the symbol rate in wireless communications systems, such a

simulation would be prohibitively slow.

In order to decrease the simulation time, the simulation framework relies on baseband-

equivalent models for the analog RF building blocks, such as amplifiers, mixers, and

oscillators. The method is similar to envelop simulation techniques used in some RF

circuit-level simulators [27]. The baseband-equivalent models for the various RF building

blocks are based on the following expression which can be used to represent any real

signal along the RF signal path:

AT

•5(0 =Sdc(0 + (0cos(n<».0 +Sq, (0 Sin(nffl.f)] (4-29)

where thebandwidths of Sj^c (0 j (0» ^nd Sq„ (t) areassumed to be much less than ofc.

For example,

s(t) = 5/1 (0 cos(a)j) + (0sin(fi?^0 (4.30)

represents an ideal RF signal where Syi(t) and Sqj(0 are the baseband I and Q signals,

respectively, and dfc is the carrier frequency. An example spectrum of s(f) in (4.29) is

illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Baseband-equivalent models are derived by letting the input and

output signals of the various RF building blocks take the same form as (4.29). Then the

dependence on is eliminated by keeping track of only the time-varying coeffrcients,

^Dc(Of ^inCOf -yeBW- Th® baseband-equivalent models for RF ampUfrers, mixers,

and oscillators are derived in the following sections.
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Figure 4.6: Examplespectrum ofs(t) in (4.29).

4.3.1 RF Amplifiers

The transfer function of any RF gain block such as the LNA can be represented by the

following relationship:

(4.31)
ji=0

whereXiit) andXoit) are the inputand output signals, respectively. The coefficients ao and

a\ represent dc of&etand gain, respectively, while the remaining coefficients a„ represent

the nonlinearbehavior ofthe RF gain block. Then let x,{t) and Xo(t) have the same form as

(4.29):

Xi(t) - Ia5c(0 +2[*a'(')®°®("®c0 +JC/e»(Osin(na)^0] (4.32)
lt=l

N

*.(') = ^oDc (0 + (') +^.0.(0 sin(no^O] (4.33)
«=1

and solve for the output coefficients XoodOi ^oin{t\ and Xoodf) in terms of the input

coefficients xiodf)^ xun(t% andXiQ„(t). Theresults for = 3 are given in Appendix A. By

pre-computing the relationship between these time-varying coefficients instead of

keeping track of the actual signals, Xo{t) and x,{t), the dependence on the carrier frequency

is removed.

4.3.2 Local Oscillators

The baseband-equivalent model for oscillators is also derived in a similar fashion by

letting the oscillator output signal have the same form as (4.29):
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Xw(0 = XwDC (0 + (0cos(/H».0 + (/)sm(nfi>^0] • (4-34)
flsl

By specifying appropriate functions for the time-varying coefficients ywDcit), yioinif),

and yLOQn{t\ (4.34) accounts for local oscillator impairments such as quadrature phase

mismatch, frequency offset, and phase noise. For example, for an oscillator with

frequency offset A^yand phase offset A^, the output signal can be expressed as

Xlo(') = cos[(a)^ + Aa))/+ A^]

= cos(Ad?^ + A^)cos(fi?^/) - sin(Afl;^ + A^) sin(ty^/) (4.35)

= yion (0 cos(y?,0 + (0sin(fi?,0

where y^^j^ (t) = cos(Ao)t +A^) and y^^g^ (t) = -sin(Afl?^ + A^).

4.3.3 Mixers

A similar method is used to derive the baseband-equivalent model for mixers in direct-

conversion receivers. The transfer function ofa mixer can be represented by

yo(0 = yi(OxyLoiO (4.36)

where yi{t), yid^t), and yo(t) are the input, oscillator, and output signals, respectively.

Then lety/(r), yz:o(0» andyo(0 have the same form as (4.29):

nsl

N

>io(0=>'iooc(0 +Z[>'iofoWcos(nffl.O +yiog,(Osm(nffl^O] • (4.38)
/I=l

y.C) =J'<^(0 +2[>'<rf»(')cos(''®c0+:)'oe»(')®>®("®c')] (4.39)
Ifsl

and solve for the output coefficients >'odc(0> yoin(t), and yoQn(t) in terms of the input

coefficients yiodt), yunit), yiQn{(\ yioDcit), ywinit), andyic>g„(r). Additional reductions in

simulation complexity canbe achieved by keeping track of only the baseband component

yoDcif)- This approximation is valid for large carrier frequencies since the frequency
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components at co^ and greater are significantly attenuated by baseband filtering. The

results for = 3 are given in Appendix A.

The derivation of this baseband-equivalent model is based on (4.29), in which all of the

harmonic components are assumed to have bandwidths much less than co^. In the case of

direct-conversion receivers, application of this model is straightforward since the LO and

the desired signal are at the same fi-equency, co^, and all the mixing products fall on

multiples of fit. However, in the case of heterodyne receivers, this baseband-equivalent

model must be used with caution since the harmonic components of the output may

overlap. For example, consider an input signal centered at the carrier fi*equency co^

yt(0 = yu\(0 cos(fi;^0 (4.40)

and an LO signal at ct)^ - cOjp

= Vlou (0 cos(ffl^O + (0sin(tt>,0

where

3'io/i(0 = cos(®/f0 (4-42)

J'£oei(') = sm(ffl,pO- (4-43)

From Table A.3, the mixer output signal is

Vo (0 = y,Dc (0 + y,ii (0cos(2<»^0 + (/) sm(20,O (4.44)

where

y^x: (') =jyin(0cos(a>,f0 (4.45)

yo/2(') =̂yi/i(0«)s(a),^/) (4.46)

3'<,e2(0 =̂3'<fi(0sin(<i)ar0- (4.47)

(4.41)
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In low-IF receivers, the intermediate frequency, OiF, is typically much smaller than the

carrier frequency coh. In this case, the harmonic components do not overlap, and

consequently, the same baseband-equivalent model used for mixers in direct-conversion

receivers can be used for mixers in low-lF receivers. However, if >0)^12, then the

spectral content of yoodf) in (4.45) actually extends beyond (0^/2, which violates the

bandwidth constraints for the coefficients in (4.29). Likewise, both yoiiit) in (4.46) and

yoQzit) in (4.47) have positive frequency components which extend beyond 2a)^ ±(0^I2.

Consequently, a different baseband-equivalent model is used for intermediate-frequency

mixers in heterodyne architectures, such as the image-reject architecture. In this case,y^i)

in (4.36) is still represented by (4.37), but yidit) in (4.36) is instead represented by the

following expression

N

=3'ioDc(')+2]{3'Lo/»(0cos[n(a>c J'log. (Osin[«(o^ -a>a,)<]}
n=l

N

=yioDc(0+S {bioto(0«>s(no,f/) - {i)sin(«Oa.f)]cos(nffl.O +

bio/, +y,^ (f)cos(n©jpO]«>s(n<»/)}.
nal

Equation (4.48) differs from (4.38) in that the dependence on the intermediate frequency,

COiF, is not included in the time-varying coefficients. Similarly, yoit) in (4.36) is

represented by

N

y« W=ycDc(0+Yj^yoiifx W +Jfoem (0sm(na>,fO] +
n»I

N

Y^yoinj'- w +ycQUFi, (O sin(/i«.<)]+
« (4-49)

+n«0fl,)J] + y^«„(Osin[(«fi>^ + OT«»ar)']} +
m—l

N N

oINnm

Rsl msl

The baseband-equivalent model is derived by solving for the output coefficients ofyo(/)

in terms of the input coefficients of y,(f) and yLcM, Aldiou^ this model seems quite

complex, reductions in simulation complexity can be achieved by keeping track of only

the relevant output coefficients. In heterodyne receivers, the components far from a^pare
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significantly attenuated by filtering, and consequently, it is only necessary to keep track

ofthe componentsnear a^. The results for = 3 are given in Appendix A.

4.3.4 Summary

By letting the input and output signals of the various RF building blocks take the same

form as (4.29) for direct-conversion and low-IF receivers or (4.49) for heterodyne

receivers and pre-computing the relationship between the time-varying coefficients, the

dependence on the carrier frequency is eliminated. By specifying appropriate functions

for the time-vaiying coefficients, these baseband-equivalent models account for many

circuit impairments in the RF components, including distortion, phase noise, quadrature

phase mismatch, frequency offset, and dc offsets. Moreover, the maximum step size of

the simulation is now determined by the maximum frequency component in the time-

varying coefficients rather than the carrier frequency. The additional simulation

complexity of this technique depends on the number of harmonics, N, which must be

chosen in order to accurately model the effects of analog circuit impairments such as

distortion. For typical wireless communications systems, the number ofharmonics should

be chosen to be at least three.

4.4 Simulation Framework Implementation

A simulation finmework which allows for detailed, yet rapid, simulations of the analog

front-end is implemented in Simulink, a graphical simulation environmentbuilt on top of

MATLAB. Implementing the simulation framework in Simulink offers compatibility of

the analog front-end simulations with MATLAB, which is already widely used for

development and evaluation of communications algorithms. Consequently, using this

simulation framework allows for complete end-to-end simulations of communications

systems, including all analog, mixed-signal, and digital components. Such a firamework

facilitates the exploration of analog and digital design tradeoffs, leading to solutions

which can potentially achieve lower power consumptionand hi^er levels ofintegration.

Since behavioral models offer fast simulation speed, the simulation environment

described here includes behavioral models for all of the analog front-end components.
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The behavioral models for all high-frequency components, such as RF amplifiers, mixers,

and oscillators, are based on the baseband-equivalent models described in Section 4.3. In

addition, structural models are also available for some of the more complex receiver

components, such as phase-locked loops and sigma-delta analog-to-digital converters.

Although structural models require longer simulation times, they offer increased accuracy

when used in system-level simulations. Finally, the simulation framework described here

also supports the conventional design approach in which the performance requirements of

the analog front-end components are determined by the numerical calculations described

in Section 4.2. However, instead of using spreadsheets to facilitate such calculations,

equations such as (4.7) and (4.28) are directly incorporated into the models of the various

receiver building blocks. Consequently, the simulation framework can provide overall

receiver performance metrics, such as noise figure and input IP3, based on the

specifications of the individual cascaded components. The following sections provide

additional detail about various aspects ofthis system-level simulation fiamework.

4.4.1 Thermal Noise

Thermal noise introduced by the various components in the analog front-end is modeled

by the Band-Limited White Noise block in Simulink. A few precautions should be

exercisedwhen specifying the simulation parameters for this block. First, the noise power

parameter is used to specify the desired double-sided power spectral density (PSD) of the

white noise. The double-sided PSD is half of the single-sided PSD, which is more

commonly used in circuit analysis. For example, the single-sided PSD of the voltage

noise introduced by a resistor is

— = 4kTR. (4.50)
A/

When using the Band-Limited White Noise block to model the noise introduced by a

resistor, the noise power parameter should be set to the double-sided PSD, 2kTR.

Next, the sample time parameter is used to specify the correlation time of the noise. The

inverse of this parameter is just the noise bandwidth. Ideally, white noise should have

infinite bandwidth or a correlation time of zero. In order to approximate the wideband
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nature of the noise, the noise bandwidth should be noiuch greater than the largest
frequency component inthe system. In other words, the sample time parameter should be

chosen to be much smaller than the shortest time constant in the system. The following

condition onthe sample time, tc, is recommended for good results [28]:

1 7jc

Clearly, this constraint canincrease the simulation time significantly. In fact, thespeed of

the simulation framework described here is limited by the ability to accurately model the

behavior of broadband white noise. One wayto reduce the simulation time is simply to

relax the noise sampling time constraint. Simulations were performed to evaluate the

effect of noise sampling time on accuracy by feeding broadband white noise with a

single-sided PSD of 1V^/Hz through a third-order Butterworth low-pass filter, the cutoff
frequency of which determines the smallest time constant of the system. The magnitude

response ofa third-order Butterworth filter is

IH(J) I'= ^ r (4.52)

and the varianceofthe filtered outputnoise is

^ Jl+(///.)'
These simulation results are summarized in Table 4.1. As expected, the simulated output

noise variance is very accurate when the noise bandwidth is much larger than the filter

bandwidth. Howevo*, the results are still fairly accurate for a noise bandwidfii which is

onlyfive to ten timeslargerthanthefilter bandwidth. Thus,ifsimulation speed is critical,

then the constraint on the noise sampling time in (4.51) can be relaxed, but should be no

more than about one-fifth the shortesttime constant in the system.

Finally, the seedparameter in the Band-Limited WhiteNoise block sets the startingseed

for the random number generator. Different seeds should be used for different noise

sources in order to keep the various noise sources imcoirelated. Setting the seed
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noise sampling
time

noise

bandwidth

filter

bandwidth

expected
output noise

variance

simulated

output noise
variance

1 ns 1 GHz IMHz 63.2 dB 63.2 dB

1 ns IGHz lOMHz 73.2 dB 73.2 dB

1 ns IGHz 20 MHz 76.2 dB 76.2 dB

1 ns 1 GHz 30 MHz 78.0 dB 78.0 dB

1 ns IGHz 40 MHz 79.2 dB 79.2 dB

1 ns IGHz 50 MHz 80.2 dB 80.2 dB

10 ns 100 MHz IMHz 63.2 dB 63.2 dB

10ns 100 MHz lOMHz 73.2 dB 73.0 dB

10 ns 100 MHz 20 MHz 76.2 dB 75.9 dB

10 ns 100 MHz 30 MHz 78.0 dB 77.3 dB
10 ns 100 MHz 40 MHz 79.2 dB 78.2 dB
10 ns 100 MHz 50 MHz 80.2 dB 78.7 dB

Table 4.1: Effectofnoise sampling time on simulation accuracy.

parameter to a random number guarantees that all the noise sources in the same

simulation are independent.

4.4.2 Flicker Noise

The power spectral density of the input-referred voltage noise for a MOS transistor

consists of a flicker noise component and a thermal noise component and is given by

(2.6) and repeated here

vf _ K
f +AkT-—.

WLCJ 3
(4.54)

Flicker noise is particularly important in the direct-conversion and Weaver architectures

since in both cases, thedesired signal is frequency translated tobaseband prior to analog-

to-digital conversion. In addition, it can also be a dominant contributor to phase noise in

the LO. hi order to examine the effects of flicker noise on overall system performance, a

flicker noise model is included inthe simulation framework. Flicker noise is generated by

passingwhitenoise through a filterwithmagnitude response [29]

1
^(/)l= (4.55)
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Figure4.7: Magnitude response of H{e^) in (4.57).

Such a filtercan be approximated by the discrete-time transferfunction [30]

1
H{z) =

The firequency response ofH(z) is given by

H(e^) =

(1-r-')

1

(l^g-iQ)l/2

and themagnitude of H{e^) isplotted inFig. 4.7 and matches well with the magnitude

responseof 1/. The denominator in (4.56)canbe expanded in a power series,giving

1
H(z) =

2 2{ 2)21

(4.56)

(4.57)

(4.58)

The coefficients of the power series in the denominator of (4.58) are given by the

following iterative equations:

a, =1
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a = zeros{1 ,num_taps);
a(l) = 1:
for i = 2:num_taps

a(i) = (i-2.5)*a(i-1)/(i-1):
end

Figure 4.8: Filter initialization code corresponding to (4.59).

In Simulink, this filter is implemented using the Direct-Form n Transpose Filter block

and the denominator coefficients are determined by the initialization code illustrated in

Fig.4.8. The amount of flicker noise is determined by specifying the power spectral

density, PSDaj of the noise at the flicker noise comer frequency, fa, which is the

frequency at which the flicker noise and thermal noise asymptotes intersect. The Band-

Limited White Noise block is then used to generate white noise with power spectral

density equal to . The output of the Band-Limited White Noise block is then

passed through the Direct-Form II Transpose Filter block, and the resulting power

spectral density is

PSD = 27cLPSD^x— = PSD (4.60)

The accuracy of the filter can be increased by increasing the number of terms in the

power series expansion of the denominator in (4.58). Of course, this increased accuracy

comes at the cost of increased simulation time. The power spectral densitycorresponding

to a filter with 1000 taps is illustrated in Fig. 4.9. As seenin Fig. 4.9, the simulated power

f

1 10

frequency (MHz)

Figure 4.9: Simulated flicker noise power spectral density.



spectral density matches well with the expected 1behavior.

4.4.3 RF Amplifiers

The baseband-equivalent model for RF amplifiers described in Section 4.3.1 is

implemented in Simulink using S-functions. S-functions may be written in either the

MATLAB or C programming languages. For this simulation fi-amework, all the

S-functions are written in C in order to maintain compatibility with the Real-Time

Workshop. Compiling Simtilink designs using the Real-Time Workshop offers simulation

speed improvements of up to ten times. Unfortunately, the Real-Time Workshop cannot

be used to compile Simulink designs which contain S-fimctions written in the MATLAB

programming language.

The transfer fimction of an RF gain block is described by (4.31), and in this simulation

fi-amework, the baseband-equivalent model is implemented for N = 3. The behavior of

each RF gainblockis specifiedby the coefficients of the equation

(0 = ^0 +a,x, (0 +a^xf (0 + a,x^ (t) (4.61)

as well as by theblock's noise performance. Since 7^ = 3, the input and output of an RF

gain block eachconsistsofseven signals representing the time-varying coefficientsof the

equation

J(0= ÔC (0+X w cos(2JtnfcO + . (4.62)

In order to model broadband white noise, noise sources with the appropriate power

spectral densities mtist be added to each of the seven input signals. In Fig. 4.10, the total

double-sided noise PSD is partitioned into multiple non-overlapping components. The

-3fc ' -2fc • -tc • 0 ' tc • • 3^c f

Figure 4.10: Partitioning ofbroadband white noise.



component from -fJ2<f<f^l2 has a double-sided PSD equal to Nq. The

components centered at -fc andfc canbe represented by the following expression:

n{t)= x{t) cos{27vfj) - y{t)sm(27uf^t) (4.63)

where n{t) is a wide-sense stationary stochastic process with zero mean and PSD

(/), and x{t) andy(r) are the I and Q components of n{t), respectively, both ofwhich

are band-limited from -fJ2< f < fcl2. Since n{t) is zero mean, x{t) andy(0 are also

zero mean. In addition, since n{t) is stationary, the autocorrelation and cross-correlation

functions ofx{t) andXO satisfy the following properties:

= (4.64)

= (4.65)

Moreover, since the PSD for band-pass white noise is symmetric about / = 0,

^^(r) = 0. Consequently, theautocorrelation function of n{t) is

(^)COS{27tf,t) (4.66)

and the PSD ofn{t) is

<I'™,(/) =|[®«(/-/.)+<I>»(/+/«)]- (4-67)
From Fig. 4.10, 0„(/) = iV(, for -3fJ2<f<-fJ2 and fJ2<f<3fJ2, and

therefore, the power spectral densities ofx(t) and y(t) are

«>»(/) =«>;.(/) = 2iVo- (4-68)

Consequently, if the noise component centered at dc is modeled by a white noise source

with a double-sided PSD equal to iVb, then the I and Q noise components centered at fc,

2fc, and Zf are each modeled by an independent white noise source with a double-sided

PSD equal to 2A/b.

4.4.4 Mixers
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The baseband-equivalent model for direct-conversion and low-IF mixers described in

Section 4.3.3 is implemented for N = Z using S-fimctions written in C. Similar to the

model for RF amplifiers, the gain and distortion performance of each mixer is specified

by the coefficients in (4.61). In fact, the same baseband-equivalent model used for RF

amplifiers is used to model the gain and distortion performance of each mixer. In this

implementation, the gain and distortion introduced by the mixer is assumed to occur

before the frequency translation process. Finally, similar to the RF amplifier blocks, the

broadband whitenoise introduced by themixer is modeled by adding noise sources with

the appropriate power spectral densities to each of the seven input signals. If the noise

component centered at dc is modeled by a white noise source with a double-sided PSD

equal to iVb, then the I and Q noise components centered atfc, 2/c, and 3fc are each

modeled byan independent white noise source with a double-sided PSD equal to 2iVb.

4.4.5 Local Oscillators

Many receivers use in-phase and quadrature oscillator signals for frequency translation:

= Aj cos (4.69)

yioQ^AgSm 2;r(/.+4r>-^+^,(0 (4.70)

where Ai and Aq are the amplitudes ofthe in-phase and quadrature oscillator signals,

respectively,^; is the oscillation frequency, A/'is the frequency offset, ^ is the quadrature
phase mismatch and (^(0 is the phase noise. Equations (4.69) and (4.70) can be expressed
in the form of(4.29):

yioi ~ Aj cos

-Aj sin
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^loe =^sin

+ Aq COS

cos(2ftfj)

sm(2^fj).

(4.72)

Thisbaseband-equivalent model is implemented using built-in Simulink blocks[31].

The phase noise perfonnance of the oscillator can be represented by either a simple

behavioral model or a more complex structural model [31]. In the simple behavioral

model, at small frequency offsets from the center frequency, the power spectral density of

the phase noise is assumed to be constant, while at large frequency offsets, it is assumed

to fall off at /"^. This phase noise profile is generated by passing white noise through a

first-order low-pass filter. An example spectrum is illustrated in Fig..4.11. In this case,

the phase noise is specified to be -70 dBc/Hz at low frequencies and -ICQ dBc/Hz at a

100-kHz frequency offset. This behavioral model provides a good first-order

approximation of the phase noise performance, while being simple enough to provide fast

simulation times.

A more complex phase noise model is also available is this simulation firamework. In

many receivers, the local oscillator signal is generated from a very accurate reference

frequency using a phase-locked loop (PLL) as illustrated in Fig. 4.12. The phase detector

(PD) compares the phases the two input signals, and its output passes through a loop filter

(LF) before being applied to the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). A divider reduces

m -80

10 100

frequency (kHz)

Figure 4.11: Example spectrum ofphase noise generated by simple behavioral model.
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PD VCO -•fo

+N

Figure 4.12: PLL block diagram.

Kpd Flf(s) Kvco
3(S)

Figure 4.13: Linear model ofPLL.

the frequency ofthe oscillator signal bya factor Nand this signal is fed back to the PD to

complete the loop. When the loop is locked, Under this condition, the PLL can

bemodeled as a linear system (Fig. 4.13). From this linear model, the noise contribution

from each of the PLL components can be determined. Fig. 4.14 illustrates the linear

model along with all relevant noise sources. The noise source models the noise

contributions from the PD, reference oscillator, and divider, while ^2 models the noise

from the LF and models the noise from the VCO. The total noise at the PLL output is

(4.73)

where

V V ^LF (^)
^PD^VCO

N s

Flf(s)

Figure 4.14: Linear model ofPLL with noise sources.
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This phase noise model is implemented for a PLL with a second-order loop filter using

built-in Simulink blocks and is illustrated in Fig. 4.15 [31]. In this model, the phase noise

performance is specified by PLL parameters such as PD gain, VCO gain, and divider

ratio N, as well as by circuit parameters such as the resistor and capacitor values used to

implement the LF. Because of its accuracy, this model is very useful as an aid in

exploring the tradeoffs between various PLL parameters. Finally, although this model

provides a very accurate rq)resentation of the PLL phase noise, its complexity results in

longer simulation times. Consequently, this phase noise model should be avoided in

system-level simulations unless very accurate results are required.

4.4.6 Baseband Amplifiers and Filters

Simulink provides a comprehensive library of blocks which can be used to model

baseband amplifiers and filters. In particular, the Transfer Fen block can be used to
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implement any linear transfer function by specifying the coefficients of the numerator

and denominator polynomials:

Alternative, the Zero-Pole block can be used to implementany linear transferfunction by

specifying the poles and zeros:

H(s) =K(^-^•)(^-^2)(^-Z3)...(5-rJ

Finally, Simulink also provides an Analog Filter Design block in the Filter Designs

library of the DSP Blockset which can be used to model Butterworth, Chebyshev Type I,

Chebyshev Type U, and Elliptic filter responses. Filters can be specified as low-pass,

high-pass, band-pass, or band-stop. For a Bessel reisponse, the simulation framework

provides a custom Simulink block based on the besself MATLAB function. The

numerator and denominator coefficients of an iV^-order Bessel filter with cutoff

firequency ©are determined by the following MATLAB command:

{num,den\ = besself(iST, ©). (4.79)

Once the filter coefficients are determined, the Bessel filter response is implemented

using the Transfer Fnc block.

4.4.7 Analog-to-Digital Converters

A simple ADC behavioral model implemented using Simulink blocks is illustrated in

Fig. 4.16. In this model, the analog input signal is sampled at the ADC sampling rate by

the Zero-Order Hold block and the sampled value is quantized to one of 2* amplitude

levels by the Quantizer block, where R is the ADC resolution. In addition, the Saturation

Cl>
im

Zero-OnJer

Hold

Quantizer Saturation

Figure 4.16: Simple ADC behavioral model.
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block models the clipping which can occur when the input signal amplitude exceeds the

full-scale voltage of the ADC. This simple behavioral model results in rapid simulation

times and is adequate for thepreliminary evaluation of performance degradation resulting

from ADC impairments.

A more accurate evaluation of the effects ofADC impairments requires a more complex

structural model. Since there are many types of ADCs, developing a comprehensive

library of ADC structural models is impractical. However, despite requiring different

structural models, the modeling issues for the different types of ADCs are similar since

they are based on similar building blocks, such as switched-capacitor circuits and

comparators. The structural model ofa first-order sigma-delta (ZA)converter is described

below [32], [33] as an example and similar techniques can be used to develop structural

models for other types ofADCs.

The block diagram of a first-order ZA converter is illustrated in Fig. 4.17. The integrator

is implemented as a single-ended switched-capacitor circuit illustrated in Fig. 4.18, and

when the gain of the operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) is large, the transfer

function is given by

X

DAC

Figure 4.17: First-order ZA converter.

Figure 4.18: Switched-capacitor integrator.
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Figure 4.19: Model ofideal integrator.

V C 7~^-2!!- =/r(2)=-^-5—.y ^ 1 _-lCj 1-z-
(4.80)

In this ideal case, the integrator can be modeled in Simulink using the Gainand Discrete

Filter blocks as illustrated in Fig. 4.19.

In reality, the gain the of the OTA is limited. In this case, the OTA transfer function is

given by

where

^oui _ fJ(y\ —

1 +

\-8 =

1

Cs+Cj

ACj

1

1 Q1 + -
ACj

(4.81)

(4.82)

(4.83)

and A is OTA gain. Consequently, finite OTA gain reduces the forward gain of the

integrator by in addition to shifting the pole ofH(z) inside the unit circle. An integrator
with finite OTA gain ismodeled inSimulink as illustrated inFig. 4.20.

In a practical implementation, integrator noise also degrades the performance of the SA

converter. These noise sources include thermal noise fi-om the sampling switches as well

CD
mi

(Cs«a)n)eta;

Gain

1-(1-eps)z"''
Integrator

*CD
Outi

Figure 4.20: Model of integrator with finite OTA gain.
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Figure 4.21: Model of integrator with noise.

as thermal noise and flicker noise from the OTA. An integrator with equivalent input-

referred thermal and flicker noise sources is modeled in Simulink as illustrated in

Fig. 4.21.

The performance of the ZA converter is also affected by the nonlinear transfer function of

the integrator. In this case, the transient response of the switched-capacitor integrator is

illustrated in Fig. 4.22. The nonlinear transfer function can be expressed as [34]

v<,(v,) = - V, -Sgn(v,)

|(A: +1)v,|:£

<\(K +\)vi\^SRN

<|(^ +l)v,

SRN SRN

—KVf + sgn(v,. )SRN^ SRN

v«r y

SRN

V«r y
(4.84)

where K accoimts for the charge feed-through, Jtr is the number of time constants

occurring during the settling period, and SRNis the normalized slew rate. The nonlinear

transfer function of the integrator is modeled in Simulink using the Look-Up Table block

(Fig. 4.23).

linear settling

slew-rate limited

charge feed-through

Figure 4.22: Switched-capacitor integrator transient response.
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Figure 4.23: Model of integrator with a nonlinear transfer function.
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Figure 4.24: Structural model of&st-order XA converter.

Finally, the performance of the XA converter is also affect by comparator offset or

hysteresis, which is modeled by the Relay block in Simulink. The complete structural

modelfor the first-order sigma delta converter is illustrated in Fig. 4.24.

4.4.8 Receiver Performance Metrics

Finally, the simulation fi-amework provides overall receiver performance metrics for the

analog fi:ont-end, including total gain, noise figure, input IP2, and input ff3, based on the

specifications of the individual cascaded components. The noise figure and input IP3 are

calculated based on(4.7) and (4.28), respectively, while theinput IP2 iscalculated firom

P P^I1P2 ^IIP2(l)

G
+——

///»2(2) IIP2(N)

(4.85)

where PiiP2(i) is the input power at thesecond-order intermodulation intercept point of the
-•th Stage and G/ is the power gain of the stage.

4.5 Summary

Thesimulation firework presented in thischapter facilitates the exploration of tradeoffs

between analog fi:ont-end impairments and system-level performance. This fi-amework is

implemented in Simulink, a graphical simulation environment built on top of MATLAB.
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The use of baseband-equivalent models for all RF building blocks in addition to

compiling Simulink designs using the Real-Time Workshop result in fast end-to-end

simulations of entire receiver systems.
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Chapter 5

A High-Speed Wireless
Downlink

5.1 Introduction

Next-generation wireless systems will have to support new applications which require

hi^er and higher data rates. These applications include wireless internet as well as other

multimedia applications including full-motion video and real-time hi^-fidelity audio.

This chapter describes a wideband code-division multiple access (WCDMA) system

which is designed to operate in an indoor picocellular environment [22], [35]. Within

each cell, a single base station supports aggregate data rate of 50 Mb/s. The system

bandwidth is 32.5 MHz and operates at a carrier frequency of2 GHz.

5.2 Base-Station Transmitter

A block diagram of the digital baseband section of the base-station transmitter is

illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Two different systems are proposed. In the first case, each cell

supports up to 15 binary data channels, each with a data rate ofup to 3.33 Mb/s [22]. In

the second case, each cell supports up to 31 binary data channels, each with a data rate of

up to 1.61 Mb/s [36]. In both cases, however, the aggregate data rate is 50 Mb/s and the

total transmission bandwidth is 32.5 MHz. Each of the AT binary data channels is mapped
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Figure 5.1: Blockdiagram ofbase-station transmitter (digital baseband section).

to a four-point QPSK constellation, as described in Section 3.2. Although higher-order

constellations result in increased spectral efficiency, they also require higher SNRs for

the same BER. The proposed system achieves a spectral efficiency in excess of

1.5 b/s/Hz. The output from each of the QPSK modulators consists of I and Q data

streams each operating at 1.67 MHz for K = 15 or at 0.81 MHz for AT = 31.

5.2.1 Multiple Access Method and Power Control

Code-division multiple access (CDMA) is used as the multiple-access scheme for the

proposed system. Li CDMA, each of theK data channels is assigned a distinct signature

sequence, or a spreading code, and all data channels are transmitted simultaneously using

the entire frequency band. Since CDMA is a direct-sequence spread-spectrum signaling

technique, this multiple-access strategy is robust against frequency-selective narrowband

fading which results from multipath propagation [16]. In addition, the processing gain of

spread-spectrum signals provides some immunity againstnarrowband interference.

Each of the K data channels is assigned a discrete-time signature waveform gi^n\ with

unit energy. This spreading code is superimposed onboth the I and Q binary antipodal
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data streams at the output of the QPSK modulator. For jRT = 15, the spreading codes are

based on a 4-bit maximal-length shift-register (MLSR) sequence, e.g.,

{-1,-1,-1,+1,-1,-1,+1,+1,-1,+1,-1,+1,+1,+1,+1}. (5.1)

In this case, 15 distinct codes are formed by using different phase offsets of the MLSR

sequence in (5.1). For ^ = 31, the spreadingcodes are based on a 5-bit MLSR sequence,

e.g.,

{+1,+1,+1,+1,+1,-1,-1,+1,+1,-1,+1,-1,-1,+1,-1,

-1,-1,-1,+1,-1,+1,-1,+1,+1,+1,-1,+1,+1,-1,-1,-1}.

Similarly, the 31 distinct codes are formed by using different phase offsets of the MSLR

sequence in (5.2). For both K = 15and ^ = 31, after spreading, the data rate of each of

the I and Q data streams for a particular channel is 25 MHz.

Optional power control levels which are adjustable from 0 -10 dB are provided for each

data chaimel after spreading. Power control can be used to compensate for signal

attenuation due to shadowing as well as to provide variable quality of service (QOS) for

different data channels.

All of the 1 data streams from the K data channels are then combined to form a single 1

data channel, while all of the Q data streams are combined to form a single Q data

channel. These 1and Q signals can be expressed as, respectively,

= (5.3)

= (5.4)

where the subscript k denotes the 1?^ data channel, Uk sets the power level, gjln] is the

spreading code, and bik and bgkare the binary antipodal data streams at the output of the

QPSK modulator.

5.2.2 Pulse Shaping
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Figure 5.2: Frequency response of raised-cosine pulse{MT= 15MHz, p = 03).

After all of the I data streams andall of the Q data streams are combined to form a single

I chaimel and a single Q channel, each of these charmels is shaped by a raised-cosine

filter with an excess bandwidth of 30%. This pulse-shaping filter limits the double-sided

bandwidth of each ofthe I and Q signalsto 32.5 MHz. In addition, the raised-cosinefilter

satisfies the Nyquist condition for zero intersymbol interference (LSI) [16]. A raised-

cosine spectrum is described in the time domain as

.. _ sin(;rr/r) cos{7tptlT)
mIT l-4;ffV/r'

(5.5)

where p is the roUoff factor or excess bandwidth. The frequency characteristic of a

raised-cosine pulse is given by

—<l + cos
2T

0,

' ' IT

2T

1/1
1+ jg
2T

111
2T

(5.6)

X(^f) is plotted for \IT = 25MHz and p = 0.3 in Fig. 5.2. hi the proposed system, the

input I and Q data streams are oversampled by a factor of four [18] so the datarate of the

outputs from the I and Q raised-cosinefilters is 100 MHz [36].
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5.2.3 Pilot Channel/Symbol

In order to facilitate receiver functions such as tuning recovery, automatic gain control,

and channel estimation, the base station transmits either a pilot tone or pilot symbols. In

the former case the base station reserves one of the K data channels for transmitting a

pilot tone, which is simply one of the K distinct signature waveforms. Although an entire

channel is dedicated to transmitting the pilot tone, it is shared by all of the active users in

the cell. Since the pilot tone is continuously available to the mobile receivers, this

approach is advantageous when the transmission chaimel is changing relatively quickly.

This technique was proposed originally for the ^ = 15 case [22].

In an alternative approach, pilot symbols are periodically inserted along with the data in

each of the K data channels. In this approach, the mobile receivers perform functions

such as timing recovery and chaimel estimation during the transmission of the pilot

symbols. The information acquired during the training period is then used to recover the

actual data which is transmitted during subsequent time slots. The frequency of

transmission of the pilot symbols depends on how rapidly the channel changes. Clearly,

this approach is advantageous when the transmission channel is changing relatively

slowly since fewer pilot symbols are required. This technique was proposed for the

ij: = 31 case[36].

5.2.4 Mobility Support: Picocells

The achievable integration level and power consumption of a receiver are directlyrelated

to the system sensitivity and selectivity requirements, and consequently, choosing system

features whichallow for relaxed requirements is critical for achieving a single-chip, low-

powerreceiver implementation. Using a picocellular systemarchitecture provides a large

coverage area, and the sensitivity requirement is relaxed by restricting transmission

distances within each cell to less than 5 m with an aggregate transmit power of 0 dBm at

each base station.

For hexagonal cells, the cellular reuse factor is restricted to [37]
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Figure 5.3: Cellular reuse pattern with N = A.

N=e-\-ij+f =3,4,7,9,12,... (5.7)

where i and j are integers. In the case of X^ = 31, there are six unique 5-bit MLSR

sequences [16]. Consequently, a cellularreuse patternwith N = A (Fig. 5.3) can be used,

with each of the four cells transmitting at the same carrier frequency but usinga different

MSLR code.

In the case of ,^r = 15, there are only two unique 4-bit MLSR sequences, so

unfortunately, a similar cellular reuse strategy is not possible. In this case, if a cellular

architecturebasedon frequency reuseis employed, then the reuse factor shouldbe small,

e.g., = 3, in order to minimize the total system bandwidth.

In both cases, cell site planning should take into account the physical characteristics of

the coveragearea in order to minimize the amount of interference between cells, resulting

in relaxed selectivity requirements. In particular, the proposed system should take

advantage of indoor partitions such as floors, ceilings, and walls in order to increase the

isolation between adjacent cells. Moreover, the base stations are restricted to a total

output power of0 dBm or 1 mW. This relatively low output power is sufficient to cover a

small cell with a 5-m radius while minimizing the amount of interference introduced in

neighboring cells.

5.2.5 Analog Front-End

A block diagram of the analog front-end in the base-station transmitter is illustrated in

Fig. 5.4 [36]. Two 8-bit 100-MHz digital-to-analog converters (DACs) convert the I and

Q digital data streams from the output of the raised-cosine filters to analog signals [38].
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Figure 5.4: Block diagram ofbase-station transmitter (analog front-end).

The DAC creates unwanted images of the desired signal at multiples of the DAC

sampling frequency. The transfer function introduced by the zero-order hold operation

performed by the DAC provides some attenuationofthe unwanted images:

sm —

[2)
—

1

(5.8)

where T is the sampling period of the DAC. A subsequent second-order low-pass

Butterworth filter provides additional attenuation of out-of-band spectral energy. The

Butterworth response provides a good compromise between maximally fiat gain and

linear phase response.

Translation of the baseband I and Q signals to the 2-GHz carrier frequency is based on a

direct-conversion architecture [39]. The frequency translation is performed using two

mixers and an LO fixed at the carrier frequency and operating in quadrature. At the

outputs of the two mixers, the I and Q signals are combined before being amplified by a

power amplifier (PA). Next, a band-pass filter centered at the carrier frequency further

attenuates out-of-band spectral energy before the signal is transmitted through the

antenna.

One potential drawback ofa direct-conversion transmitter architecture is LO pulling [39].

LO pulling occurs when the output signal from the PA corrupts the LO signal, either by

shifting the LO frequency or by deteriorating its spectral purity. LO pulling usually

occurs when the output signal from the PA is both close in frequency and comparable in

size to the LO signal. Since small form factor is not as critical in the base-station
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transmitter, physically separating the LO from the rest of the transmitter is one way of

avoiding LO pulling. Forexample, implementing the LO on a separate chip increases the

isolation between the PA and the LO circuitiy and helps toprevent the PA output signal

from corrupting the LO signal. For a single-chip solution, implementing the LO signal as

the product of two lower frequency sinusoids is a second way ofavoiding LO pulling. In

this case, thePA output signal does not affect thetwo oscillators used togenerate theLO

signal which operate at frequencies much lower than thecarrier frequency.

Finally, thebase stations are restricted to a total output power of 1 mW. Not only does

this specification minimize the amount of interference introduced in neighboring cells,

but it also significantly relaxes the design requirements of the PA. A linear PA can be

used and low power consumption can still beachieved despite the low efficiency of linear

amplifiers due to the low outputpower requirement of 1 mW.

5.3 Mobile Receiver

The design requirements for the mobile receiver are much more stringent than those for

the base-station transmitter. The portable nature of the mobile unit imposes strict

requirements on the form factor and power consumption of the receiver. The following
sections describe the performance requirements and the architecture of the receiver

beginning with a briefdiscussion ofwireless propagation models.

5.3.1 Propagation Models

Infree space, the radiation power density atthe receiver is [40]

where Gtis the directivity gain ofthe transmitting antenna, Pt is the transmit power, and
d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. If the receiving antenna has an

aperture A, the received power is

Pr=AxS^. (5.10)

However, thegain Gand aperture Aofallantennas are related by
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A = —G.
Att

Substituting (5.9) and (5.11) into (5.10) gives

( A
ATCd

(5.11)

(5.12)

where Gr is the gain ofthe receiving antenna. Equation (5.12) can be rewritten as

[dBm] = Pj [dBm]- L [dB] (5.13)

where Pr and Pt are the receive and transmit powers in dBm, respectively, and L is the

propagation loss in dB:

Z[dB] = 32.44+ 201og/[GHz] + 20logar[m]-G^ [dBJ-G^ [dB]. (5.14)

For example, for transmitting and receiving antenna gains of 0 dB, the propagation loss

ofa 2-GHz signal over 5 m is about 52 dB in free space.

In a real wireless transmission environment, the propagation loss seldom behaves as

indicated by (5.12). For indoor wireless propagation, several loss models have been

proposed. One model which is commonly used is similar to (5.12) but assumes that the

received power is inversely proportional to d" [41]:

r 1

" G^G-pPj
A7t d"

(5.15)

In this case the power index n is determined empirically and is typically greater than two,

accounting for losses due to walls, ceilings, floors and other objects. A second model

which is commonly used assumes the same path-loss model described by (5.12) but

includes an additional loss factor a [42], [43]:

_ Gj^Gj-Pp f A
a [Ami

(5.16)

In this case, the loss factor a; also determined empirically, accounts for the signal

attenuation due to shadowing by various objects in an indoor transmission environment.
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A third model, which is the one used in this work, is a combination of the first two

models and has demonstrated abetter fit to experimental measurements [44], [45]:

p — ^ 1
* a U^j d"'

Equation (5.17) can be rewritten as

[dBm]= Pj. [dBm] - L [dB]

where

I[dB] = 101og
1

GrGj
4;r^

IT +a[6B]

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

For the proposed system, it is assumed that =1, « =3, and that the worst-case

shadowing loss, a; is 10 dB.

5.3.2 Receiver Sensitivity

The weakest signal expected to appear at the receiver input determines the sensitivity
requirement ofthereceiver. For the case of =15 data channels, two different scenarios

can potentially result invery weak received signals. In the first scenario, all portable units

are located at the edge ofthe cell and experience the worst case shadowing loss of10 dB.
Thetotalpathlossis given by(5.19):

L = lOlog
4;r(2xl0®)

3x10'
+10 = 69.43 dB. (5.20)

In this case, the 1-mW transmit power firom the base station is equally shared between the

15data channels, so the transmit powerforan individual datachannel is

Pj- = —X1 mW = 0.067 mW = —11.76 dBm.
15

(5.21)

Consequently, for this first scenario, the receiver sensitivity must be better than

-81.2 dBm.
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In the second scenario, all portable units are located at the edge ofthe cell and all but one

experience the worst case shadowing loss of 10 dB. In order to compensate for the

shadowing loss experienced by the 14 portable units, the base-station transmitter

increases the power of each of the 14 data channels by 10 dB. Since the total transmit

power is limited to 1 mW, the power allocated to the single data channel which does not

experience any shadowing decreases coirespondin^y. For this data channel, the transmit

power is ten times less than the power of each of the other 14 data channels.

Consequently, the transmit power for the single data channel which does not experience

any shadowing is determined by the following equation:

Pr+14xlOPj.=lmW

1 (5.22)
Pr =-^mW or -21.5dBm. ^ '

^ 141

For this data channel, the total path loss at a distance 5 m away from the base station is

59.43 dB, so the receiver sensitivity must be better than -80.9 dBm. For both scenarios

described above, the receiver sensitivity requirements are virtually identical.

The receiver sensitivity requirement for the case of i^ = 31 data channels can be

determined in a similar way. When all the portable units are located at the edge ofthe cell

and experience the worst case shadowing loss of 10 dB, the total path loss is still

69.43 dB. However, the 1-mW transmit power from the base station is now equally

shared between the 31 data channels, so the transmit power for an individual data channel

is

P,. =—xlmW = 0.032mW = -14.91dBm. (5.23)
31

Consequently, the receiver sensitivity must be better than -84.3 dBm.

For = 31, when all portable units are located at the edge of the cell and all but one

experi^ce the worst case shadowingloss of 10 dB, the transmitpowerfor the single data

channel which does not experience any shadowing is determined by the following

equation:
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Pj.+30xlOPr =lmW

Pj = mW or- 24.8 dBm. (5.24)
301

For this data channel, the total path loss at a distance 5 m away from the base station is

still 59.43 dB, so the receiver sensitivity must be better than-84.2 dBm. Again, for both

scenarios described above, the receiversensitivity requirements arevirtuallyidentical.

5.3.3 Receiver Processing Gain

Since spread-spectrum signals provide processing gain, which enhances the SNR of the

received signal after data recovery, CDMA systems may appear to have an advantage

over frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) or time-division multiple access

(TDMA) systems. Although the SNR of the received signal is indeed enhanced by the

processing gain in CDMA systems, these systems in fact do not have increased noise

tolerance when compared to FDMA or TDMA systems. This section resolves this

common misconception and explains the implications of processing gain on receiver

noise performance.

Consider the CDMA and FDMA systems depicted in Fig. 5.5, Both systems support upto

K data channels and are limited to a total transmission bandwidth of fy and a total

transmit power of Pt- In the FDMA system, both the total transmission bandwidth and

FDMA: k'h data channel

P = Pr/K
BW = fT/K

CDMA: data channel

P = Pt/K
BWsfr

PSD = N

PSD = N

BW = fj/K
SNR = PrANfj)

SNR = FV{KNfT)

Figure 5.5: ComparisonofFDMA and CDMA systems.

SNR=pT/(NfT)



the total transmit power are equally divided between the K data channels, so the

bandwidth and transmit powerof each data channel are fj/K and PjIK, respectively.

After transmission, assume that the signal is neither amplified nor attenuated but is

corrupted by AWGN with a single-sided power spectral density ofi\^. At the receiver, an

ideal band-pass filter with bandwidth IK selects the 1?^ data channel. The received

signal power is PjiK while the received noise power is Nfj iK, and consequently, the

SNR for the FDMA system is

SNR =^x—=-^. (5.25)
K Nfr Nfr ^ '

In the CDMA system, the total transmit power is equally divided between the K data

channels but since the distinct signature sequences are mutually orthogonal, each data

channel can transmit over the entire system bandwidth. In this case the bandwidth and

transmit power of each data channel arefy and P^IK, respectively. As in the FDMA

system, assume that the transmitted CDMA signal is neither amplified nor attenuated but

is corrupted by AWGN with a single-sided power spectral density ofN. At the receiver,

an ideal band-pass filter limits the bandwidth of the received signal tofy. At this point,

the signal power of the data channel is Pj IK while the received noisepower is iyj^,

and consequently, the SNR ofthe data channel is

SNR =^x—=-^. (5.26)
K Nfr KNfr

The data channel is selected by multiplying the received signal by the signature

sequence. After data recovery, the signal power ofthe 1^data channel is still Pj. IK but

the signal bandwidth is reduced to fjIK. However, the noise power spectral density is

still Wsince the noise and the 1^signature sequence are uncorrelated. Consequently, in
the CDMA system, the SNRofthe data channel after data recovery is

P K p
SNR='-l^x—=-^. (5.27)

K Nf^ Nfr ^ ^
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After datarecovery, the SNR of the data channel increases bythe processing gain K.

However, as expected, the SNR in the CDMA system is exactly the same as the SNR in

the FDMA system, and indeed, the CDMA system does not have an increased noise

tolerance. Although the SNR in the CDMA system does increase by theprocessing gain

after data recovery, this merely compensates for the lower SNR at the receiver input

resulting from the larger noise bandwidth.

Although the processing gain does not appear to provide the CDMA system any

advantage over the FDMA system in theabove example, spread-spectrum techniques do

provide some advantages. In particular, CDMA signals, which are spread across the

entire system bandwidth, are particularly robust against frequency-selective narrowband

fading due to multipath propagation.

5.3.4 Receiver Architecture

Due to its simplicity and potential for high integration, the direct-conversion architecture

(Fig. 2.7) is themost promising candidate for implementing the receiver for theproposed

system [46], [47]. As discussed in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, receiver implementations

based on the direct-conversion architecture must contend with dc offeets and flicker

noise. Although the low-IF architecture has the advantage of avoiding problems

associated with dc offsets and flicker noise, the wide bandwidth of the desired signal

precludes the use of this architecture, since digitizing the IF signal would require a

prohibitively fast ADC sampling frequency. However, as already discussed in

Section 2.6.1, die wide bandwidth of thedesired signal in theproposed system makes the

direct-conversion architecture a very attractive approach since on-chip high-pass filtering

can be used as a very simple and effective way of eliminating dc offsets and low-

frequency flicker noise. The following two sections will review the different techniques
for mitigating the problems associated with dc offsets and flickernoise.

5.3.5 Flicker-Noise Suppression

In the direct-conversion architecture, the flicker noise introduced by the baseband circuits

as well as by the mixer in some cases can corrupt the potentially weak desired signal.
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Since the power spectral density of the input-referred flicker noise of an MOS transistor

is inversely proportional to the device dimensions as given by (2.6), flicker noise can be

minimized by using large transistor sizes. When circuit speed requirements limit the

amoimt that devices sizes can be increased as well as when the flicker noise performance

is not well controlled, which is the case in many CMOS processes, circuit techniques

such as autozeroing and chopper stabilization can be used to suppress the flicker noise

[48]. The autozero technique is typically implemented using a two-phase clock. During

the first phase, the circuit with flicker noise is discormected fi*om the signal path and its

flicker noise is sampled and stored. During the second phase, the circuit is reconnected to

the signal path and the stored value of flicker noise is subtracted Jfrom the desired signal.

In this technique, the previous value ofthe noise rather than its current value is subtracted

from the desired signal, and consequently, this technique is effectiveonlywhen the noise

varies slowly relative to the fi*equency at which it is sampled. Thus, the autozero

technique essentially hi^-pass filters this noise and is effective at eliminating low-

firequency flicker noise but not broadband thermal noise. Since this technique requires

that the circuit with flicker noise be disconnected firom the signal path, it may not be

compatible with continuous-time applications but is well suited for sampled-data

applications based on switched-capacitorcircuit implementations.

Chopper stabilization is a second technique which can be used to suppress flicker noise.

Fig. 5.6 illustrates the chopper stabilization technique applied to an amplifier with flicker

noise. In this approach, the inputsignal is multiplied by a periodic waveform m\{t) with

firequency^Aop, which translates the input signal to a higher fi:equency where flicker noise

is negligible. The resulting signal is then amplified at this higher firequency before being

translated back down to baseband. This final firequency translation is performed by

mi(t) m2(t)

V|„ KS) ' KS) *Vou,
' Amplifier

Figure 5.6: Chopper stabilization.
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multiplying the amplifier output signal by a second periodic wavefonn miit) also with

fi-equency^top.

Althou^ both autozeroing and chopper stabilization are effective in suppressing flicker

noise, both techniques also introduce additional complexity in implementing the

baseband circuits. Consequently, the proposed implementation relies solely on large

transistor sizes to minimize the flicker noise contribution of the baseband circuits. In

addition, on-chip high-pass filtering is used to eliminate the low-frequency flicker noise

introduced by the downconversion mixers.

5.3.6 DC-Offset Compensation

One very simple and effective way of eliminating dc offsets is through capacitive

coupling or hi^-pass filtering. Since practical single-chip implementations prohibit the

use of very large capacitors and resistors, this method is feasible only for systems with

large signal bandwidths. However, even if the signal bandwidth is large, this method still

results in some BER degradation, since capacitive coupling or high-pass filtering

removes low-frequency signalenergy alongwith dc offeets. Fig 5.7 illustrates the effects

of high-pass filtering on an otherwise ideal signal constellation for the proposed system

with AT = 15. For simplicity, the transmittedsignal consists ofa single data channel while

0.5

-0.5
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I————

#

# %X pro-oonelation
o post-correlation

-1 -0.5 0.5

(a)

-0.5

X pra-«oneiation
0 post-oorrelation

(b)

Figure 5.7: Effect ofhigh-pass filtering, (a) 100 kHz. (b) 500 kHz.
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Figure 5.8: (a) .ST = 15 spreading code, (b) After 500-kHz high-pass filter.

data recovery is performed using a single-user correlator (Section 5.3.12). As seen firom

the signal constellations before data recovery, high-pass filtering results in ISI. In

particular, the 500-kHz high-pass filter results in significantly more ISI than the 100-kHz

filter. In both cases, however, after data recovery, the signal constellations are close to

ideal.

In order to gain a better understanding of the effect of high-pass filtering on the

performance of the proposed system, consider the i^ = 15 spreading code in (5.1). For

this sequence, the discrete-time autocorrelation function is

15

^[m] =^ s[w]5[« +m] =
/»=]

[l5, m= 0
1-1, m^ 0

(5.28)

and the average power. Pave, is ^[0] = 15. Fig. 5.8 illustrates the detrimental effects of

filtering this sequence with a 500-kHz high-pass filter. However, correlating this signal

with the original spreading sequence results in »14, a degradation in signal power of

only about 0.27 dB. Consequently, after correlation, the effect of the ISI introduced by

the hi^-pass filter is reduced, as evident in the signal constellations illustrated in

Fig. 5.7.

In order to approximate the SNR degradation resulting firom hi^-pass filtering, first

consider a received signal with a single-sided bandwidth offsig as depicted in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Signal and noise power spectral densities.

The signal has a constant PSD of Psigf^fsts frequency range, so thetotal power

is Psig. This signal is corrupted by AWGN with PSD N/2, and the resulting SNR is

given by

SNR =^ (5.29)

After data recover, the signal power and the noise PSD remain unchanged, but the signal

bandwidth decreases by the spreading factor K. Thus the resulting SNR is

KP.
SNR = —^ (5.30)

Next suppose that a first-order high-pass filter is used to remove the dc offsets from the

received signal. The transfer function ofsuch a filter is given by

H(f)^
i fnPF

(5.31)

where/hpf is the comer frequencyofthe high-pass filter. The high-pass filter removes the

low-frequency content of both the desired signal as well as the noise, and consequently,

the SNR before and after high-pass filtering are identical. After data recovery, the signal

power remains unchanged and is given by

Phpf= 1-^arctan ^
-/w. Jsiz \JhPF

(5.32)

while the signal bandwidth decreases by the spreading factor K. In addition, the

correlation process whitens the filtered noise, and after data recovery, the noise PSD is

12. The resulting SNR is
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sig fs5lg
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and the SNR degradation resulting from hi^-pass filtering is

Z, = l-
HPF

f.
J SllSIg

arctan
f f ^J stg

f HPF >

(5.33)

(5.34)

For - 25MHz and fjjpp =500kHz, the SNR degradation is about 0.14dB. From

simulations, the SNR degradation in this case is approximately 0.1 dB. The calculated

value is slightly pessimistic since the received signal actually does not have a constant

PSD. The ^ = 15 sequence in (5.1) has very little spectral content near dc with an

average value of about 0.067. The simulated PSD is illustrated in Fig. 5.10.

Consequently, by using spreading codes with little or no spectral content near dc, the

SNR degradation after high-pass filtering can be minimized. Moreover, for wideband

signals, the resulting degradation in spectral efhciency due to such coding is

insignificant.

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, dc offeets originate from multiple sources, including LO

self-mixing, even-order distortion, and systematic offsets in the baseband circuits. If dc

offsets are removed immediately prior to analog-to-digital conversion, the dc offsets from

earlier stages can still saturate the subsequent baseband stages prior to dc-offret removal
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Figure 5.11: DC ofifeet removal, (a)Before ADC. (b) After mixer.

(Fig. 5.11a). Alternatively, if dc offsets are removed immediately after frequency
translation tobaseband, the dc offsets caused bysubsequent baseband stages can still be

problematic (Fig. 5.11b). In the latter approach, the dc offsets introduced by the

subsequent baseband stages can be minimized by using the same techniques used to
reduce flicker noise, such as using large transistor dimensions, autozeroing, and chopper
stabilization (Section 5.3.5). Alternatively, additional coupling capacitors or high-pass
filters can also be used toremove the dc offsets inthese subsequent stages.

In the proposed implementation, a high-pass fiilter is located immediately after the mixer

along each of the I and Q signal paths in order to remove dc offsets. This filter is

effective in removing dc offsets caused by LO self-mixing but does not address the dc

offset problem in subsequent baseband stages. The proposed implementation relies on

large transistor dim^isions as well as layout techniques which improve transistor

matching inorder tominimize the dc offsets introduced bythese baseband stages.

Finally, althou^ capadtive coupling orhigh-pass filtering using on-chip capacitors and

resistors are simple and effective ways of eliminating dc offeets for wideband systems,

this technique is not feasible for narrowband systems based on the direct-conversion
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architecture. For these systems, the narrow bandwidth of the desired signal requires very

large capacitance and resistance values for removal of the dc offsets. One alternative is to

use off-chip components for these passive structures. However, this approach is

inconsistent with the goal of a highly-integrated implementation. An overview of some

the techniques used for dc-offset cancellation in direct-conversion narrowband receivers

is provided in Appendix B.

5.3.7 Receiver Noise Figure

The required noise figure is determined fi^om the receiver sensitivity as given by (4.6),

which is repeated here for convenience:

iVF[dB] = P,,^ [dBm]-101og(4/-[Hz])-SAri?,„,[dB]+173.8. (5.35)

In order to guarantee an average BER of 10"^, an SNR of approximately 15 dB is

required [22]. This specification assumes a multipath transmission channel with QPSK

modulation. If data recovery is performed in the digital section of the receiver, the

required SNR at the output of the analog section is relaxed by an amount equal to the

processing gain. The processing gains for i^ = 15 and K = 3\ are 11.76dB and

14.91 dB, respectively. For a system bandwidth of 32.5 MHz, the noise figure must be

better than 14.2 dB in both cases. The noise figure requirements for both cases are

virtually identical since the larger processing gain in the A" = 31 case offsets its more

stringent sensitivity requirement.

5.3.8 ADC Performance

The proposed direct-conversion receiver requires two ADCs, one for each of the I and Q

baseband channels. The partitioning of receiver functions between the analog and digital

sections directly impacts the performance requirements of the ADCs [49]. Two possible

configurations are illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The I and Q channels are identical, so for

simplicity, only one channel is shown. In the architecture depicted in Fig. 5.12a, data

recovery is performed in the digital'section after analog-to-digital conversion. In this

case, the sampling rate of the ADC must be at least 25 MHz in order to avoid destructive

aliasing. In the architecture depicted in Fig. 5.12b, data recovery is performed in the
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Figure 5.12: (a) ADC before data recovery, (b) ADC after data recovery.

analog section prior to analog-to-digital conversion. In this case, the Nyquist sampling

rate requirement of the ADC is reduced to the symbol rate of 1.67 MHz for = 15 or

0.81 MHz for ^ = 31. Determining the resolution requirements of the ADCs is not as

straightforward since these requirements depend heavily on the specific algorithms used

for data recovery. For example, for CDMA systems which rely on single-user techniques

(Section 5.3.12) for data recovery, the architecture depicted in Fig. 5.12a typically

requires approximately four bits of resolution in the ADC [18], [50], while the

architecture depicted in Fig. 5.12b requires only one bit of resolution in the ADC [49].
For this example, based on the ADC requirements alone, the architecture depicted in

Fig. 5.12b appears to be the obvious choice, since the ADC has both a lower sampling

rate requirement as well as a lower resolutionrequirement.

However, a fair comparison of the two architectures must also take into accoimt the

implementation ofthe data recovery algorithm. For CDMA systems which rely onsingle-
user techniques for data recovery, the power consumption ofananalog implementation of

the data recovery algorithm is about the same asthat ofa digital implementation [49], and

consequently, the architecture depicted in Fig. 5.12b still appears to be the obvious

choice. Nevertheless, the architecture depicted in Fig. 5.12a may actually be more
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attractive for several reasons. First, a digital implementation of the data recoveiy

algorithm provides increased design flexibility. Since digital implementations can take

advantage of circuit synthesis techniques, much faster design times are possible. Second,

the continued scaling of CMOS technology results in significant improvements in the

speed, size, and power consumption of digital circuits. In contrast, the scaling of CMOS

technology has actually hindered the design of analog circuits, mainly because of

decreasing supply voltages [51]. Finally, for receivers which rely on more advanced

techniques for data recovery, a digital implementation may be the only feasible

altemative. In order to increase system performance, receivers are beginning to

incorporate more advanced algorithms for timing synchronization [19] and data

detection, such as multiuser techniques [52]. While the complexity of these algorithms

along with the decreasing supply voltages of CMOS processes result in very challenging

analog implementations, these algorithms are actually very well suited to low-power

digital implementation techniques [5]. As a result, the benefits of a digital

implementation of the data recovery block may actually outwei^ the disadvantages of

implementing an ADC with higher speed and resolution requirements. Consequently, the

proposed direct-conversion receiver is based on the configuration depicted in Fig. 5.12a.

The remainder of this section focuses on the performance requirements of the I and Q

ADCs in the proposed architecture.

In order to avoid destructive aliasing, the sampling rate ofeach ofthe I and Q ADCs must

be at least 25 MHz. Although the single-sided bandwidth of the desired signal is actually

16.25 MHz, a rxiiiiimum sampling rate of 25 MHz rather than 32.5 MHz is actually

sufficient to avoid aliasing, despite the forebodings of the Nyquist Sampling Theorem,

which states that a signal with single-sided bandwidth fs is uniquely represented by

samples taken at the Nyquist fi-equency, f^>2fg [16]. In the proposed system, the

bandwidth expansion results firom the raised-cosine pulse-shaping filter with 30% excess

bandwidth, which satisfies the Nyquist criterion for zero ISI [16]. The equivalent low-

pass transmitted signal can be expressed as

y(t) ='ZlAt-''T) (5.36)
nsO
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where {/„} represents the discrete symbol sequence and jc(r) is the raised-cosine pulse

given by (5.5). The single-sided bandwidth of y{t) is (X + p)12T. If yif) is sampled at

f^-\IT then the resulting sequence is

yikD't^Inm-rOT], ^=0,1,2,...
n=0

smce

_y sin[;r(A:-n)] cos[^(fc-/i)]
S ° \-AP\k-nf ^• '

, sin[g-(fc-w)] cos[;g9(^-«)] ^

S " Jc(k-n) \-Ap\k-nf • ^ '
tfAk

Consequently, when the transmitted symbol sequence is shaped by a raised-cosine pulse

resulting in a single-sided bandwidth of {1 + P)/2T, a TniniTnnm sampling rate of l/T

rather than (l+ P)/2T is required in order to recover the desired symbol sequence. For

the proposed system, the minimum ADC sampling rate requirement is 25 MHz.

However, the sampling rate mayactually be greater than 25 MHz since oversampling the

received signal facilitates digital timing recovery.

Next, the resolution requirement of each of the I and Q ADCs is determined [22]. The

meansquare value of the quantization error introduced by theADC is given by (3.32) and

is repeated here:

In theproposed ^tem, each of thereceived baseband I and Q signals can ber^resented

as

["] (5-40)
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where bk, and gAn] are the amplitude, bit sequence, and spreading code,

respectively, of the 1?^ data channel. The signal r[n] may be approximated as a Gaussian

random variable with zero mean and variance

(5.41)
^ *=1

If the signal amplitude has a Gaussian distribution, then only 0.064% ofthe samples have

an amplitude greater than ACr [21]. Thus, by setting

-~ = ^r (5.42)

(5.39) becomes

For the user, the output SNR is

alSNR=:-^
2cr^

=±x2"x^ (5.44)
k=l

=-121+6.02R+10Iog-;^dB.

k=\

In order to guarantee an average BER of 10"^, an SNR of approximately 15 dB is

required [22]. Assuming that the receiver noise is dominated by thermal noise, then the

SNR due to only quantization noise must be much better than 15 dB. Since data recovery

is performed in the digital section of the receiver, the required SNR at the output of the

ADC is relaxed by an amount equal to the processing gain. For an SNR of 25 dB due to

quantization noise alone, the ADC resolution requirement is 6 bits for both AT = 15 and

jK" = 31 when all data channels equally share the total transmit power. Ifpower control is

employed at the base station, then the ADC resolution requirement is more stringent due

64 ^ 2
1 2 8 S"

ASs—= . (5.43)
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to the increased dynamic range ofthe received signal. Ifthe transmit power ofthe data
channel isten times less than the power ofeach ofthe other K-1 data channels, then the
SNR of the datachannel after datarecoveiy is

SNR =-121+emR+10log ^ —-+101ogJ5:. (5.45)
1+10(a ~ 1)

In this case, for an SNR of 25 dB, the ADC resolution requirement is 7 bits for both

^ = 15 and .K: = 31.

5.3.9 Receiver Gain

The receiver gain requirements are determined by the TniniTnum and Tnavimnm signal
levels expected to appear at the receiver input. Since the proposed system is designed to
operate over short distances, out-of-band interference is assumed to negligible. The

minimum gain requirement is determined by the largest in-band signal appearing at the
receiver input. Assuming that the minimum separation between the transmitter and the

receiver is 1mand that no shadowing losses occur, the miniTmim path loss is given by

Zr = 101og^
9.-12

4;r(2xl0^)

3x10®
1- •= 38.46dB. (5.46)

For a transmit power of0dBm, the maximum received power is -38.46 dBm. Assuming
a 1-V swing for the baseband circuits, the minimum receiver gain is

=13.01dBm-(-38.46dBm) = 51.47dB. (5.47)

Similarly, the maximum gain requirement is determined by the smallest in-band signal
appearing at the receiver input. Assuming that the maximum separation between the

transmitter and the receiver is 5m and that the maximum shadowing loss is 10 dB, the
maximum path loss is 69.43 dB as given by (5.20). For a transmit power of0 dBm, the
minimum received power is-69.43 dBm. Again, assuming a 1-V swing for the baseband
circuits, themaximum receiver gainis

= 13.01 dBm - (-69.43 dBm) = 82.44 dB. (5.48)
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Consequently, the receiver must have a dynamic range of at least 31 dB. One approach is

to increase the ADC resolution in order to accommodate this dynamic range. However,

doing so exacerbates the already stringent design requirements of the ADC.

Alternatively, an automatic gain control (AGC) loop can be used to adjust the gain ofthe

receiver depending on the received signal power.

5.3.10 Receiver Distortion

The distortionperformance ofa receiver is determined by the anticipated levels ofout-of-

band interferers relative to the level of the desired signal. For the proposed system,

specifications for worst-case out-of-band blocker levels are not available, and thus, the

receiver intermodulation distortion requirements cannot be precisely determined.

However, the desired signal in the proposed system is generally stronger than potential

out-of-band interferers due to the short transmission distances. Consequently, the

intermodulation distortion performance of the proposed receiver is not particularly

stringent.

Finally, since the received signal can be as large as —38.46 dBm as described in

Section 5.3.9, the 1-dB compression point of the receiver must be better than

-38.46 dBm.

5.3.11 Receiver AGC Loop

In the proposed system, die received signal can be as small as -69.43 dBm or as large as

-38.46 dBm. Without gain control, a weak received signal will not take full advantage of

the dynamic range of the ADC. Moreover, a very strong signal will saturate the analog

circuits in the receiver. For the proposed system, an AGC loop with a dynamic range of

31 dB is used to adjust the amplitudeofthe received signal.

Since the AGC loopmust set the proper gainbefore the ADC in order to take advantage

of the full dynamic range of the ADC, many AGC loops are designed using only analog

circuits. In this case, the gain of an analog variable-gain amplifier (VGA) is adjusted

based on the signal amplitude, which is determined using an analog peak detector circuit
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Figure5.13: AGC architectures, (a) Feedforward, (b) Feedback.

[53]. For the proposed system, the AGC loop is partitioned between analog and digital

circuits. The gain control algorithm is implemented in the digital section and then the

proper gain setting is fed back to the analog VGA.

Two types ofAGC loops are illustrated in Fig. 5.13. The feedforward AGC generally
converges faster than the feedback AGC. Moreover, feedforward loops generally do not
have stability problems. However, the feedforward architecture isnot very amenable to a

mixed-signal implementation. The multiplier orVGA must precede the ADC in order to
set the proper signal amplitude at the ADC input. Consequently, in order for the gain-
control algorithm to be performed digitally in the feedforward AGC, an additional ADC

is required at the input of the gain-control block. In the feedback AGC, only a single
ADC is required. Consequently, the AGC loop for the proposed system is based on the

feedback architecture. By designing the VGA to have discrete gain settings, the digital
signal can control the VGA directly without the need for aDAC. Since the AGC loop for
the proposed system must have a dynamic range of 31 dB, the gain can be set by
activating various combinations offive amplifiers with gains of1dB, 2dB, 4dB, 8dB,
and 16 dB.

In order to determine the correct gain, an estimate ofthe received amplitude is required.
The amplitude estimate should be robust even in the presence of receiver impairments
such as circuit noise, frequency offset, and distortion. For the proposed system, the

estimate is based on both the I and Q data, which in the ideal case, form a four-point
constellation centered and symmetric about the origin. Three methods of amplitude
estimation are [54]:

1. (5.49)
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2. I/I + I2I (5.50)

3. inax(|/|,ie|)+^min(|/|,|2|). (5.51)

If the receiver is noiseless and the only impairment is the frequency offset between the

transmitter and receiver oscillators, then the constellation will rotate along a circle as

illustrated in Fig. 3.12. The I and Q data can be represented as, respectively,

7 = 4 cos(Aa?0 (5.52)

Q = Q,sm(Aa)t) (5.53)

where Ao) is the frequency offset and 17^ | = \Q^\ for an ideal constellation. Assuming

that 17^ I = \Qo\ = 1, (5.49) becomes

= (5.54)

Similarly, (5.50) and (5.51) become, respectively,

|7| + |g| = Icos(Afi)01 +1 sin(Afl?/) I (5.55)

max(| 71,1 g I)+-J-mind 71, | g |) = max[|cos(Afi? t) |,| sin(Aaj /) |]+
(5.56)

•J-min[| cos(Afi;/) |,| sin(Afi>01].

These three estimates are plotted in Fig. 5.14. The amplitude estimate given by (5.54) is

constant over time and the average value is equal to one. A low-pass filter can be \ised to

reduce the variation in the estimates given by (5.55) and (5.56). If the low-pass filter

bandwidth is sufficiently small, then the output of the low-pass filter is simply the

average value ofthe input. The average values of(5.55) and (5.56) are, respectively,

(5.57)

^"^^ =1.09. (5.58)
7U

For practical low-pass filter implementations, some variation still exists, and

consequently, (5.49) provides the best amplitude estimate when the receiver is noiseless

and the only impairment is frequency offset.
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Figure 5.14: Amplitude estimateswith frequency offset Aco.

Whenthe noise poweris significantly larger than the signal power, then the performance

of all threeestimates is comparable. In thiscase I andQ aregiven by,respectively,

1 = 1^cos(Afl?0+Nj^Nj (5.59)

e = a sm(Aa)t) + Nq»Nq. (5.60)

Assuming that the noise components are both independent Gaussian random variables

withzero meanandvariance, , the expected value ofthe estimate givenby (5.49) is

^^lF^] =E[V] (5.61)

where V= +2^ is a Rajdeigh random variable [55] with mean and variance given

by, respectively,

W]

r.4R[F]= 2-|K.

The expected value ofthe estimate given by (5.50) is
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Figure 5.15: Equivalent combiner for feedback AGC loop based on (5.49).

while the expected value ofthe estimate given by (5.51) is

max(|/|,|2|)+|min(|/U2l)].|J|̂ ,. (5.65)

The gain-control algorithm can be implemented using an adaptive least mean squares

(LMS) algorithm [56]. The equivalent combiner for a feedback AGC loop based on

(5.49) for amplitude estimation is illustrated in Fig. 5.15. The error signal e{Jc) is given by

e(k) =d(k) -g(k)^xj(k)+xl(k). (5.66)

Adaptation using the stochastic gradient descent method results in the following update

equation:

g(k+1)=g(k) (t)|=g{k)-fieik)^^{e(k)} (5.67)
wheren is the step size. Taking the partial derivative of e(A) with respect to g(k), (5.67)

becomes

g(A: +1) =g(i)+//e(k)^xXk)+Xg(k) .

The stability criterion for this algorithm is determined by first setting

d(k) =^^x}(k)+xg(k).

The prediction error is then

e(k) =d(k)-y(k) =[^- g(k)ljx}(k)+x^(k) .
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Theparametererrorvectorupdate is

g{k+l) = 0-g{k+\)

=4>- gik) - - g(k)\{x] (k)+xl(^)] (5.71)
=lmy-fl[x]{k)+xl(m

and the summedsquaredparametererror increment is

g\k+\)-g^{k) =-//g'{k)[x]{k)+4(k)] {2 - filx] (k)+xl(^)]}. (5.72)
If the algorithm converges, then the parameter error vector update at time k+ \ must be

less than that at time k. Consequently, the summed squared parameter error increment

must always benegative. For a positive step size ^ the following relationship must be

satisfiedif the algorithm converges:

. 2
0<//<-r ; . f573^

x]{k) +xl{k)

Implementation of the update equation in (5.68) requires the calculation of

'Jxl(k)+xl(k), which may be achieved by dividing y(k) in Fig. 5.15 by g(k). This

division operation may be eliminated byusing the sign-data algorithm [57] instead ofthe

stochastic gradient descent method described above. Adaptation using the sign-data
algorithm results in the following update equation:

g(k+1) =g(k)+/ue(k)sga[^x^(k)+x^(k)]. (5.74)

Since

^x](k)+x^g{k) >0 (5.75)

(5.74) becomes

gik +1) = g{k)+^{k). (5.76)

Thestability criterion is determined by rewriting (5.76) as
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^(^+l) = ^w+ e(k)^xUk)+xlik). (5.77)

Comparing (5.77) with the update equation for the stochastic gradient descent algorithm

in (5.68), the sign-data algorithm is stable if

0<ju<
^xf(k) +Xg(k)

(5.78)

The computational complexity can be further reduced by eliminating the square-root

operation. In this case, the square of the signal amplitude, instead of the signal amplitude

itself, is estimated:

I^+Q\ (5.79)

The equivalent combiner is illustrated in Fig. 5.16. The error signal e(k) is given by

e(/c) =d{k) - y(k) =d{k) - g'{k)[x]{k) +xl{ky\. (5.80)

Unfortunately, the error signal is not linear in g(^), and consequently, the techniques used

to analyze the stochastic gradient descent and sign-data algorithms cannot be applied in

this case. An update equation which results in a simple implementation is given by

g{k +1) = g{k) + ^{k). (5.81)

The performance and stability ofthis algorithmis beyond the scope ofthis discussion and

the interested reader is referred to [58] for more details. From simulations, the

performance of this algorithm is very similar to that of the sign-data algorithm using

x,(k)
d(k)

0^5!^K±)—eOO

Figure 5.16: Equivalent combiner basedon /^ + 0^
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Figure 5.17: Equivalent combiner for feedback AGC loop based on(5.50).

(5.49) for amplitude estimation.

The equivalent combiner for a feedback AGC loop using (5.50) for amplitude estimation

is illustrated in Fig. 5.17. Theerror signal e(A:) is given by

eik) =d(k)-[| gik)Xf (A:) I+1 g{k)xQ{k) |].

Since g{k) > 0, (5.82) becomes

e{k) =d{k)- g(k)[\ Xj (A:) I+1 Xgik) |].

(5.82)

(5.83)

Adaptation using the stochastic gradient descent method results in the following update

equation:

gik +1) = ^(A:) +Mk)[\ Xj (A:) I+1 Xq (k)|]

And the stability criterion is given by

2
0<ju<

2 *[|^/WI + l^e(^)|]

(5.84)

(5.85)

In this case, the computational complexity can also be reduced by using the sign-data

algorithm rather than the stochastic gradient descent method. Adaptation using the sign-

data algorithm results in the followingupdate equation:

^(^ + 1)= ^(^)+M^)sgn[| x,(,k) I+1x„(k) |]. (5.86)

Since

KW|+|jCeW|>0 (5.87)
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Figure 5.18: Equivalent combinerfor feedbackAGC loop based on (5.51).

(5.86) becomes

g(jc+ \) = g(k) + fje{k). (5.88)

This algorithm is stable if

0<//<
X,{k)\ + \Xg(k)\

(5.89)

Finally, the equivalent combiner for a feedback AGC loop using (5.51) for amplitude

estimation is illustrated in Fig. 5.18. The error signal e{K) is given by

eik) = i/(A:)-{max[| g{k)Xj{k) |,| g(k)xQ{k) |]+

imind g{k)x,{k) |,| g{k)xQ(lk) |]}.

Since g{k) > 0, (5.90) becomes

(5.90)

1 .e{k) =d{k) =g(^)|max[| x,{k) |,| x^ik) l] +̂ min[| x,ik) |,| XQ{k) |]|. (5.91)

Adaptation using the stochastic gradient descent method results in the following update

equation:

g{k +1) =g{k)+Mt){max[| X, (k) I,IXg(k) |]+|inin[| At, (^) |,|ig(k) |]|. (5.92)
And the stability criterion is given by

0<//<

|max[| X, {k) |,|ACg (^) |]+imin[| x,(Jc)\,\Xq(k) |]
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Again, the computational complexity can be reduced by using the sign-data algorithm

rather than the stochastic gradient descent method. Adaptation using the sign-data

algorithm results in the following updateequation:

J_ .
I " ^ 2

g(k +1) =g(k) + sgn«{ max[| Xj (k) |, |Xq(k) |]+-min[| Xj (k) |,| Xq (k) |] \. (5.94)

Since

max[| X, (k) I,IXg (k) |]+^min[| x, (k) |,|Xq (k) |] >0 (5.95)
(5.94) becomes

gik + l) = gik)+Mk)^ (5.96)

This algorithm is stable if

2
0<//< . (5.97)

max[| Xj {k) |,| Xq{k) |]+-min[| x^ (k) |,|Xq(k) |]

The sign-data LMS algorithm based on (5.79) for amplitude estimation offers excellent

performance under bothhigh SNR and low SNR conditions. However, implemratation of

this algorithm requires two squaring circuits as illustrated in Fig. 5.16. In contrast,

implementation of the sign-data LMS algorithm based on (5.50) is much simpler,

requiring two absolute value circuits instead of two squaring circuits. Moreover, if a sign-

magnitude number representation is used, the ^solute value operation is trivial.

However, this algorithm performs poorly under high SNR conditions since amplitude

estimates using (5.50) result in large variations as illustrated in Fig. 5.14. The sign-data

LMS algorithm based on (5.51) for amplitude estimation provides a good compromise

between good performance and ease of implementation. Implementation of this algorithm

requires just two absolute value circuits andtwo comparators, while multiplication by 1/2

can be accomplished by a simple shift operation. Moreover, this algorithm offers good

performance under highSNR conditions. Thevariations in the amplitude estimates using

(5.51) as illustrated in Fig. 5.14 can be minimized by passing the estimates through a

low-pass filter.
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Figure 5.19: AGC loop based on sign-data LMS algorithm using (5.51).

An AGC loop based on the sign-data LMS algorithm using (5.51) for amplitude

estimation is illustrated in Fig. 5.19. The AGC loop converges without the need for

timing recovery since the amplitude estimation algorithm accounts for frequency offsets

between the transmitter and receiver oscillators. The performance of this AGC loop is

evaluated using Simulink. The ADCs are modeled by the simple behavioral model

depicted in Fig. 4.16. Each of the ADCs samples the input signal at 25 MHz and

quantizes it to 8 bits. Amplitude estimation based on (5.51) is performed aft^ the I and Q

ADCs and the digital update signal g(A) controls both the I and Q VGAs. For simplicity,

each ofthe VGAs is modeled as a multiplier.

Simulations reveal a potential problem with the AGC loop depicted in Fig. 5.19. The time

constant of the sign-data LMS algorithm is inversely proportional to the step size and the

amplitude estimate [57]

X oc
1

1inax[| X, (k) |,| Xg(A) |]+-min[| x,{k) |,| Xg{k) |]}
(5.98)

For a fixed step size, the time constant depends on the amplitude of the input signal, and

consequently, a step size which results in fast convergence for weak input signals may be

too large for strong input signals, resulting in convergence noise, or perhaps even worse,

the loop maybecome unstable. Conversely, a step size whichresults in fast convergence

for strong input signals may be too small for weak input signals, resulting in very slow
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Figure 5.20: Performance ofAGC loopdepicted in Fig. 5.19.

convergence. As illustrated in Fig. 5.20, a step size of // = 0.005 results in fast

convergence for large input signals but very slow convergence for small input signals.

This simulation takes into account all receiver impairments including a receiver noise

figure ofapproximately13 dB and a firequency error of50 ppm.

One way of speeding up the convergence time for all signal amplitudes is to use the

normalized LMS algorithm [57]. The update equation for this algorithm is

g(i: + l) = g(i:) +
Me(k)

mM[| X, (k) 1,1 Xgik) |]+|niin[| x, {k) |,| x^ik) |]
and the time constant is independent ofthe amplitude estimate:

1
Toe —.

(5.99)

(5.100)

Consequently, for a fixed step size, this algorithm results in the same convergence time

for all input signal amplitudes. Unfortunately, implementation of the update equation in

(5.99) requires division by the amplitude estimate.
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Figure 5.21: AGC loop based on the update equation in (5.101).

Fig. 5.21 illustrates the AGC loop for the proposed system. ThisAGCloop is based on an

adaptive algorithm which converges rapidly for all signal amplitudes. The update

equation for this algorithm is

g(k +1) = g{k) + /ig(k)e(k).

A loose bound for the stability ofthis algorithm is

2
0</i< g(i)|inax[| |,| x^ik) |]+iniin[| x,(k) |,| Xg^k) o|

and the time constant is

Toe

/ig(A:)|max[| X, (k) |,|Xg (k) |]+imm[| x, (k) |,|Xg (k) |]|

(5.101)

(5.102)

. (5.103)

The time constant for this algorithm is only weakly dependent on the input signal

amplitude. Although the implementation of this algorithm requires an additional

multiplier, the benefit in performance is significant. As illustrated in Fig. 5.22, for the

same step size of jn- 0.005, the AGC loop converges much more rapidly for weak input

signals without affecting the convergenceperformance for strong input signals.

5.3.12 Multiuser Detection
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Figure 5.22: Perfoimance ofAGC loop depicted in Fig. 5.21.

In the proposed system, data recovery is performed using multiuser detection [22], [52].

This section provides a brief overview ofdetection algorithms for CDMA systems before

describing the adaptive multiuser detection algorithm used in the proposed system. The

interested reader is referred to [22] for a more detailed discussion.

In the proposed system, each of the baseband I and Q signals at the transmitter can be

represented as

1 ^

V2 jfc=i
(5.104)

where bk, and gi^n] are the amplitude, bit sequence, and spreading code,

respectively, of the data channel. Assuming that the signal is corrupted by AWGN

with PSD N/2 during transmission and that perfect timing synchronization and gain

control are maintained at the receiver, then each of the baseband I and Q signals at the

ADC outputs can be represented as

1 ^r[m] =̂ '2lajbjgj[m]+n[m]

where n[m] is a discrete-time random process representing the sampled noise.
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Figure 5.23: Single-user detector.

The conventional single-user detector used for data recovery in CDMA systems is

illustrated in Fig. 5.23. This approach is commonly used for data recovery in the mobile

receivers of many CDMA systems, including the IS-95 standard for digital cellular

telephony, because of its simpKcityand ease of implementation. In this approach, the

data charmel is recovered by multiplying the received signal r[rn\ with the 1^ signature

sequence and accumulating the result over K samples:

Vk =2]''['»kt['n]
111=1

=(5.106)
•V2 OT=l j=\ m=l

2 a: y k k k

V2 m=l 'V2 im=l js\ jiisl
j*k

Ifthe signature sequences are orthogonal.

then (5.106) becomes

Ĵ (5.107)
m=l J K

=-LaA+Z"['"k*['«]- (5.108)
V2 m=l

In this case, system performance is noise-limited and the single-user detector is the

optimum detector. However, when the signature sequences are not orthogonal, as in the

case of the proposed system, the second term in (5.106) can be significant. For the MLSR

signature sequences used in the proposed system,

'.ll (5.109)
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and (5.106) becomes

yk (5-110)

The interference from the other data channels can be significant, especially if any of the

amplitudes aj are sufficiently largerthan the amplitudeof the desired data channel. In this

case, system performance is limited by multiple-access interference (MAI) and the

single-user detector is no longer the optimum detector.

The decorrelating detector is the first of two linear multiuser detectors described in this

section for performing data recovery in CDMA systems (Fig. 5.24). The detector output

IS

b = sgn(z)

= sgn(R-'y).

The vector y represents the output from the K correlators and is given by

y = RAb+n

(5.111)

(5.112)

where R is the cross-correlation matrix of the signature sequences with the entries of R

given by

ftml

R(«,y) = j[m]
^ »I=1

QKlml

Figure 5.24: Decorrelating detector.
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A is a ^ X^ diagonal matrix ofthe amplitudes,

aj 0

0 ^2

0 0

0 0

(5.114)

b is a vector of the binary antipodal data streams, and n is a noise vector. The detector

output is

b = sgn(R"V)

= sgn(R"^RAb + R"^ii)

= sgn(Ab+ R"'n).

(5.115)

Consequently, the decorrelating detector eliminates MAI, and when the system

performance is interference-limited, the decorrelating detector is the optimum detector.

However, since R"^(A^,^) > 1, the decorrelating detector eliminates MAI at the expense

of noise enhancement, and when system performance is noise-limited, the decorrelating

detector is no longer the optimum detector.

The decorrelating detector depicted in Fig. 5.24 recovers all K data channels. However, in

many cases, only a single data channel needs to be recovered at the mobile receiver.

Fig. 5.25 illustrates an implementationof the decorrelating detector which recovers only

the data channel. This detector is very similar to the single-user detector illustrated in

Fig. 5.23. However, in this case, the received signal r[7w] is multiplied by a modified

signature sequence hi^m]:

(5.116)
1=1

hk[m] = 2 R-iO^-OxgiEm]
i=i

Figure 5.25: Decorrelating detector for a single data chaimel.
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Figure 5.26: MMSE detector.

Finally, a second linear multiuser detector for performing data recovery in CDMA

systems is the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detector depicted in Fig. 5.26. In

this approach, the algorithm attempts to minimize the mean-square error between b and

z. The detector output is

b = sgn(z)

V
=sgn' NS)

R+—I
2

-1 (5.117)

where R isthe cross-correlation matrix ofthe signature sequences, the vector yrepresents

the output from the K correlators, N/2 is the PSD of the AWGN, and I is the identity

matrix. The performance of the MMSE detector approaches that of the decorrelating

detector when N-^0, while its performance approaches that of thesingle-user detector

when N —^oo. Consequently, the MMSE detector provides a good compromise between

MAI suppression and noise enhancement when the system is neitherinterference-limited

t""]—kR)—^
i

Ckim]

adaptive
algorithm

dk

Figure 5.27: Adaptive MMSE detector fora sin^e datachannel.
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nor noise-limited.

Data recovery in the proposed system is performed by an adaptive MMSE detector which

recovers only a single data channel as illustrated in Fig. 5.27. The received signal r[m] is

multipHed by an adaptive sequence cjt[/M]. Adaptation of ctim] in the MMSE detector is

achieved through the LMS algorithm. Additional details about the adaptive MMSE

detector used in the proposed system is described in [22].

5.3.13 Summary

A block diagram of the proposed receiver is illustrated in Fig. 5.28. The receiver is based

on a direct-conversion architecture and dc offsets are eliminatedby high-pass filtering the

I and Q signals immediately after translating the RF signal down to baseband. Due to the

wide bandwidth of the desired signal, the comer frequency ofeach ofthe high-pass filters

can be as hi^ as 500 kHz, and consequently, these filters can be implemented using on-

chip passive structures exclusively. DC offsets and flicker noise in the subsequent

baseband stages are minimized by using large transistor dimensions. The carrier

frequency and system bandwidth are 2 GHz and 32.5 MHz, respectively, and the required

noise figure must be better than 14.2 dB in order to guarantee an average BER of 10"^,

which corresponds to an SNR of approximately 15 dB after data recovery. The minimum

RF Input (fc)

RF RIter

m

Figure 5.28: Proposed direct-conversion receiver.
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and maximum gain requirements are about 51 dB and 82 dB, respectively, and an AGC
loop with adynamic range of31 dB is used to adjust the amplitude ofthe received signal.
The AGC loop is based on a feedback architecture and is partitioned between analog and
digital circuits. The gain control algorithm is implemented inthe digital section and then

the proper gain setting is fed back to the analog VGA. By designing the VGA to have
discrete gain settings, the digital signal can control the VGA directly without the need for
a DAC. The sampling rate and resolution of each of the I and Q ADCs must be at least

25 MHz and 7 bits, respectively, while data recovery is performed using multiuser

techniques. An adaptive MMSE detector provides a good compromise between MAI
suppression and noise enhancement. The receiver specifications are summarized in

Table 5.1.

The specifications summarized in Table. 5.1 serve as a starting point for designing the
analog fi-ont-end of the receiver. However, before circuit design can begin, additional
information is required. For example, the noise and gain requirements must be partitioned

K = 15 K = 31
receiver

architecture
direct conversion: high-pass filtering for dc offsets; large

transistor sizes for dc offsets and flicker noise
carrier firequency 2 GHz

system bandwidth 32.5 MHz
sensitivity -81.2 dBm 1 -84.3 dBm

processing gain 11.76 dB 1 14.91 dB
noise figure 14.2 dB

distortion P-idB > -38.46 dBm
gain minimum: 51.47

maximum: 82.44
ADC Nyquist rate: 25 MHz

resolution: 7 bits
high-pass filter comer fi-equency: < 500 kHz

AGC loop dynamic range: 31 dB
amplitude estimate: max(| I \,\Q\)+ i-min(| /1,| g |)

update equation: g{k +1) = g{k) + iJg{k)e(k)
digital implementation ofAGCalgorithm;

analog VGA with discrete gain settings
data recovery adaptive MMSE detector

Table 5.1: Summary of receiver specifications.
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between the various receiver blocks, such as the LNA and the mixer. In addition, all of

the analog front-end impairments described in Chapter 3 can potentially degrade the

performance of the MMSE multiuser detection algorithm. The next section determines

the effects of these analog impairments using the system-level simulation framework

described in Chapter 4.

5.4 System Simulation

The adaptive MMSE multiuser detection algorithm described in Section 5.3.12 provides a

good compromise between MAI suppression and noise enhancement However, the

performance of this algorithm may be compromised by the analog impairments

introduced by the receiver front-end. In addition to noise, these impairments also include

receiver distortion, gain mismatch, quadrature phase mismatch, and LO phase noise. The

system-level simulation framework described in Chapter 4 is used to explore the tradeoffs

between these analog impairments and overall system performance. The system downlink

is simulated in Simulink and a top-level schematic is illustrated in Fig. 5.29.

5.4.1 Base-Station Transmitter

The base-station transmitter consists of a digital section and an analog section. Since this

research focuses primarily on the design and implementation of the receiver, the

simulation does not include any transmitter impairments. The digital section of the

transmitter implements the QPSK modulation, signal spreading, power control, and pulse

shaping described in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. For this particular simulation, the base-

station transmitter supports up to 15 charmels, one of which is a pilot charmel as

transmitter

digital analog

BBTX RFTXrf

SB Transmitter RF Transmitter

channel

model

Channel

Channel

receiver

analog I digital

RF

1

RCVR
Q

OSpec

Analog Front-End
Digital Baseband

receiver

output

postcor.m8t

ToRle

Figure 5.29: Top-level schematic ofsystem downlink simulation.
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described in Section 5.2.3.

As described in Section 5.2.5, digital-to-analog conversion and translation of the

baseband I and Q signals to the 2-GHz carrier frequency are implemented in the analog

section ofthe transmitter. The signalappearingat the output ofan ideal transmitteris

sit) = 5;, (0 cos(fi?^0 + jg,(0 sin(t»^0 (5.118)

where snit) and sgiit) are thebaseband I and Q signals and dfc is the carrier frequency. In

order to decrease the simulation time, the simulation framework relies on baseband-

equivalent behavioral models for the receiver RF components. The inputs to these

baseband-equivalent models are thetime-varying coefficients ofthe equation

3

•5(0 = ^DC In it)cosincoj) +Sq„ it)sin(«fi;^0] • (5.119)
i»=i

Consequently, the outputs of the transmitter block in thesimulation are simply snit) and

SQiit), and frequency translation to the carrier frequency is unnecessary. Finally, the

analog section ofthetransmitter also restricts thetotal transmit power to 1mWor 0 dBm.

5.4.2 Channel Model

For this simulation, the chaimel block only models the attenuation due to free-space

propagation and shadowing as described in Section 5.3.1. However, a more complex

model which includes other effects such as multipath propagation can be easily

incorporated into the channel block. For example, if the transmitted signal is given by

(5.118), then multipath propagation results in the following signal appearing at the

receiver:

^ (5.120)
=2.('){«/!('-«•„) cos[a>, (t- Tj]+ig, (t-T,)sin[o,(t- rj]}

n

where a^,it) and ^ are the attenuation factor and propagation delay, respectively, for the

signal received on the path. A baseband-equivalent model for multipath propagation
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Figure 5.30: Receiver front-end schematic.

which can be incorporated into the proposed simulation framework is derived by

expressing (5.120) in the form of(4.29):

r(t) =^oe,{t)[cos(fi)^r, )s„ (? - r„) - sin((»^T„ )5g, {t - r, )] cosicoj) +
n

a„ (t)[cos{o),T„ )Sq^ (/ - r„) +sin(fi;,r„) {t- r„)]sin(t0,O.
(5.121)

5.4.3 Mobile Receiver

The mobile receiver consists of an analog section and a digital section. The analog

section models the front-end of the direct-conversion receiver and is illustrated in

Fig. 5.30. Simulation of the high-frequency components, such as the RF amplifiers, the

PLL, and the I and Q mixers, relies on the baseband-equivalent behavioral models

described in Section 4.3. The simulation also models all of the amplification and filtering

in the baseband portion of the analog front-end and includes a first-order high-pass filter

for eliminating dc offsets. In addition, the analog section includes a structural model for

the two I and Q ADCs, each of which is a 7-bit 25-MS/s XA converter operating at

200 MHz.

The digital section of the receiver performs data recovery and includes a structural model

of the adaptive multiuser detection (MUD) algorithm described in Section 5.3.12. For this

simulation, the multiuser detector has a diversity order of two, providing increased

robustness against fading due to multipath propagation.

5.4.4 Simulation Outputs
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Overall system performance is determined by evaluating the I and Q outputs from the

digital section of the receiver. With a small target BER of 10"^, determining the BER

directly would require simulating a large number of data bits, resulting in very long

simulationtimes. A much betterapproach is to inferthe average BERfrom an estimate of

the output SNR, which requires the simulation of much fewer data bits. Finally, the

simulation also provides conventional receiver performance metrics for the analog front-

end, including totalgain, noise figure, input IP2, and input IP3.

For this simulation, the transmitter output signal consists of ten equal-power data

chaimels, including the pilot channel. The receiver specifications for this simulation are

summarized in Table 5.2. The overall cascaded double-sideband (DSB) noise figure of

the receiver is 13.5 dB. Since the noise performance of the receiver is most critical when

the received signal is very weak, the transmitted signal experiences the worst-case

channel attenuation of 69.43 dB and the receiver gain is set to the maximum level of

82 dB. This simulation accounts for other receiver impairments, including a gain

mismatch of 4% between the I and Q signal paths, a quadrature phase mismatch of 2.5°,

as well as PLL phase noise. PLL phase noise is modeled by thesimple behavioral model

described in Section 4.4.5 and is specified to be -80 dBc/Hz at a 100-kHz offset. The

overall cascaded input IP2 and input IP3 are -11.0 dBm and -17.7 dBm, respectively,

while the 1-dB compression point of the receiver is estimated from the specification for

center frequency 2 GHz

noise figure (DSB) 13.5 dB
gain 82 dB

VQ gain mismatch 4%
PLL phase noise -80 dBc/Hz(%100kHz
I/Q phase mismatch 2.5°

IIP2 -11.0 dBm

IIP3 -17.7 dBm

P-ldB -27.3 dBm

HPF comer frequency 500 kHz

ADC 7-bit, 25-MS/s2:A

data recovery adaptive MUD with
second-order diversity

Table5.2: Receiverspecifications for syst^i-level simulation.
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Figure 5.31: Constellation diagrams from system-level simulation.

input IP3 as given by (4.20). The simulation includes a pair of first-order, 500-kHz high-

pass filters for dc-offset removal as well as a pair of 7-bit, 25-MS/s lA modulators for

analog-to-digital conversion.

Fig. 5.31 illustrates the constellation diagrams for the I and Q signals at the output of the

XA ADCs and at the output of the multiuser detector. The SNR of the I and Q data from

the output of the multiuser detector is approximately 15 dB, which corresponds to an

average BER of 10^ for this system. Thus, the target BER is achieved despite therelaxed

receiver performance specifications as indicated by the constellation diagram for the I

and Q data from the output of the ADCs. Indeed, most of the receiver specifications listed

in Table 5.2 can be easily achieved in a highly-integrated CMOS implementation.

Although a couple of the specifications, such as the maximum gain and the ADC

requirements, are not as easily achievable, by applying low-power design techniques for

these receiver circuits, the proposed system is still quite amenable to a low-power single-

chip solution.

5.5 Summary



The exponential improvements in mainstream CMOS technology are clearly facilitating

the implementation of advanced digital communications algorithms. However, the

potential performance improvements may not be realized if these algorithms are very

sensitive to impairments introduced by the analog front-end of the receiver. A high-

performance WCDMA system which is relatively insensitive to analog front-end

impairments was presented in this chapter. The systemis designed to be used in an indoor

picocellular environm^t, and each base station supports as many as 15 data channels,

eachwith a data rate of up to 3.33 Mb/s. The design of this system relied heavilyon the

system-level simulation environment described in Chapter 4. This simulation framework

allows the designer to rapidly and efficiently evaluate the affects of analog front-end

impairments on overall system performance. The proposed system relies on an adaptive

MUD algorithm for data recovery and the analog front-end of the receiver is based on a

very simple direct-conversion architecture. Most of the receiver specifications are not

very stringent and can be easily achieved in a low-power, higjily-integrated CMOS

implementation.
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Chapter 6

Receiver Prototype

6.1 Introduction

By adhering to a design strategy which tightly incorporates implementation issues at the

system level, many of the analog hardware requirements are relaxed while still achieving

excellent overall system performance. A power-efficient solution is achieved by taking

advantage of these relaxed requirements along with low-power circuit implementation

techniques. The direct-conversion receiver is integrated onto a single chip and

implements all analog receiver functions except for variable gain amplification (Fig. 6.1).

All circuits on this chip use a 2.5-V supply, and a fully-differential signal path is used to

mitigate the coupling between different receiver components. The LNA is capacitively

coupled to the RP ports of the I and Q mixers, while the fi-equency synthesizer connects

directly to the LO ports. Along each baseband signal path, a high-pass filter is used to

eliminate dc offsets, while large transistor sizes are used to minimize the flicker noise

contribution of the baseband circuits. In addition, the baseband signal paths provide

moderate amplification as well as low-pass filtering before digitization of the I and Q

signals. This direct-conversion receiver was fabricated in a 0.25-pm, single-poly, 6-metal

CMOS process. The rest of this chapter describes the design and implementation of each
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Figure6.1: Blockdiagram of receiverprototype.

circuit block, focusing primarily on design choices which result in the most power-

efhcient implementation.

6.2 Low-Noise Amplifier

The LNA is one of the first components along the received signal path and its design

must be considered in conjunction with the components which precede it, including the

antenna and RF filter (Fig. 6.2). The antenna receives electromagnetic waves fi'om the

wireless transmission environment, and although the antenna usually has a tuned

frequency response, the signal at its output consists of the desired signal as well as

potentially strong out-of-band interferers. The RF filter immediately following the

antenna helps to attenuate these out-of-band signals, while thesubsequent LNA amplifies

the received signal. In addition, the noise contribution of the LNA must be sufficiently

lowso asnotto corrupt thepotentially weak desired signal.

Traditional implementations require that the impedances at each of the component

interfaces be 50 Q and the usual explanation for this requirement is the desire for

Antenna

W

RF Flltei'

LNA

Figure 6.2: Antenna, RF filter, and LNA.
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VsQ

Figure 6.3: Conjugate impedance matching for maximum power transfer.

maximum power transfer. More precisely, maximum power transfer requires conjugate

impedance matching between the source and load as illustrated in Fig. 6.3, and the 50-Q

requirement is a legacy from microwave designs using coaxial cables, where the 50-^2

interface resistance is a compromise between the 30-n resistance for maximum power

handling and the 11-Ci resistance for minimum loss [25], [59]. Integrated-circuit

implementations have already abandoned this antiquated reqiiirement, and more recently,

the 50-Q requirement at the interface between external and on-chip components, e.g.,

between the external RF filter and the on-chip LNA, has also come under intense

scrutiny. In order to clarify the need for a well-defined LNA input impedance, a review

ofmicrowave filter design follows.

6.2.1 Microwave Filter Design

The insertion loss method is a very common approach in microwave filter design, where

the filter response is characterizedby its insertionloss, or power loss ratio [59]:

1

i-|rH

where is the reflection coefficient as a function of frequency ea Since |r(a))| is an

even function of (o, it canbe expressed asa polynomial in (o^:

|r(a»)p =
2\ •M{co') + N{a)')

Consequently, (6.1) maybe expressed as
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Figure 6.4: Circuitfor second-order Butterworth low-pass filter.

M(a>')
(6.3)

The power loss ratio may be specified for various filter responses. For example, the

power loss ratio fora Butterworth low-pass filter response is given by

Pl.Butterworth = \ + s'
0)

CO\ c J

2N

(6.4)

where f determines the magnitude variation inthe passband, cok is the passband edge, and

N is the filter order. Consider the design of a second-order Butterworth low-pass filter

based on a single LC section illustrated in Fig. 6.4. In this case, the filter is doubly

terminated with a load resistor Ri at the output and a source resistor Rs at the input. If the

-3-dB fi'equency is fit;, then the desired powerloss ratio is

Pl,Butterworth = 1 +

r
CO

CO\ C /

The input and output impedances ofthe filter are, respectively,

=jaL+—^
" l+JmR,C

R,+J(oL

l-co^LC+jcoR.C^out "

and the reflection coefficient is
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r(©)=f^. (6.8)
An

Substituting (6.6) and (6.8) into (6.1),

R, RA ( R,LC
i- + '•—+-R,R,C

2 AR, AR, AR,R, 2R, A
/

2 RiL'C 4
(& '{•— 0) . (6.9)

4R. ^ ^

By equating (6.5) and (6.9), the following component values are required in order to

achieve the desired second-order Butterworth low-pass frequency response:

Ri=R, (6.10)

X = (6.11)
0)

42C=-^. (6.12)
Rs(Oc

In this case, the load resistance must equal the source resistance in order to achieve the

desired filter response, i.e., the filter will not fimction properly unless this condition is

satisfied. A similar analysis can be applied to other filter responses. For Bessel and odd-

order Chebyshev responses, the load and source resistances must also be equal, while for

an even-order Chebyshev response, the load and source resistances are related but

imequal [59].

In Fig. 6.2, the antenna and LNA present source and load impedances, respectively, to the

RF filter. In order to design the RF filter for a particular frequency response, the source

and load impedances of the antenna and LNA, respectively, must be known a priori.

Since RF filters are usually designed independently from the antenna and the LNA, a

standard impedance must be chosen. Commercially-available filters are typically

designed assuming 50-Q source and load impedances, and consequently, deviating from

50 Q results in poor and unpredictable RF filter performance.

Since the receiver prototype is intended to be used with a commercially-available RF

filter, the on-chip LNA must be designedto have a 50-d input impedance. Future designs

will rely on both a custom RF filter and a custom antenna so that the 50-i2 input
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Figure 6.5: Transformation ofa low-pass response to aband-pass response.

impedance requirement of the LNA can be removed. The implications ofremoving this
constraint are explored in Appendix C.

Finally, the RF filter should actually have aband-pass response. Alow-pass response can
be transformed to a band-pass response by applying the transformations illustrated in

Fig. 6.5.

6.2.2 LNA Perfonnance Metrics

The main fimction ofthe LNA is to amplify the potentially weak desired signal without
corrupting it through mechanisms such as noise or distortion. Since the linearity
performance of receivers is usually limited by components following the LNA, such as
the mixer, the distortion performance ofthe LNA is usually not very stringent. However,
the noise contribution of the LNA must be sufficiently low so as not to corrupt the
potentially weakdesired signal at its input.

The noise performance ofan LNA may be characterized by a couple ofdifferent metrics:
noise factor and noise measure. Noise factor or noise figure is the most common metric

and is a measure ofhow much the LNA degrades the SNR ofthe received signal. Noise
factor is defined as

F =
SNR,

SNR^
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where SNRin and SNRout are the SNRs at the input and ou^ut, respectively, of the LNA.

A related metric, noise figure, is simply the noise factor expressed in decibels, 101og(i^.

One potential drawback of this metric is that it does not account for amplification. For

example, an ideal wire is obviously not a very good LNA since it does not provide any

amplification, although it does have an excellent noise figure of zero. Consequently,

specifying the noise factor or noise figure of an LNA is meaningless without also

specifying its gain.

A metric less commonly used to characterize the noise performance of an LNA is noise

measure. Noise measure accounts for both the noise and gain of the LNA and is defined

as [60]

F~1
M = (6.14)

1-1/G ^ ^

where F and G are the noise factor and power gain, respectively, of the LNA. In the case

of an ideal wire, the noise measure is infinite and is consistent with our notion that a wire

in not a very good LNA. The power gains of practical LNA topologies are sufficiently

large, e.g., G > 10, so that noise measure and noise factor become equivalent metrics.

Consequently, only noise factor is evaluated for the LNA topologies described later in

Section 6.2.5.

6.2.3 Transistor Noise Model

Regardless of which metric is preferable, the key design goal is to minimise the noise

figure while maximizing the gain of the LNA. Since the noise performance ofthe LNA is

so critical, an accurate transistor noise model is essential. In particular, the measured

thermal noise in short-channel MOS devices is greater than the amount predicted by

long-channel theory [61]-[63]. This section begins with a review of the long-channel

MOS noise model followed by a discussion of some recently proposed noise models for

short-channel MOS devices.

Long-Channel MOS Noise Model Since the channel material of an MOS device is

resistive, the drain current exhibits thermal noise. For an MOS transistor operating in
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Figure6.6: MOSsmall-signal equivalent circuitwithnoise generators.

strong inversion, the small-signal equivalent circuit withnoise generators is illustrated in

Fig.6.6. According to long-channel theory, the power spectral density of the drain

current noise may be expressed as [10]

= = (6-15)

where gm is the device transconductance. Equation (6.15) assumes that the device is

operating at frequencies well above the flicker noise comer frequency so that flicker

noise may beneglected. This model significantly underestimates the actual noise present

in short-channel MOS devices. Recently, more accurate noise models have been

proposed for short-channel MOS devices. Two proposed mechanisms resulting in the

observed excess thermal noise include high-field effects [65] and induced gate current

noise [64], [65].

MOS Noise Model includingHigh-FieldEffects, The first modification to the traditional

MOS noise model is an increased drain current noise resulting from high-field effects in

short-channel devices. In this case, thepower spectral density of thedrain current noise is

expressed instead as

(6.16)

where yis a, bias-dependent parameter used to account for the increased drain current

noise and gdo is the zero-bias drain conductance of the device. For long-channel devices

instrong inversion, ;^is equal to 2/3 and gdo isequal to the device transconductance, gm,

W
g^=gn, -Vt) (6.17)
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so (6.16) reduces to (6.15). For short-channel devices, ymecy be as high as two to three

and may be attributed to hot electron effects [65]. Under hi^ electric fields, the

temperature of electrons in the channel can rise above that of the lattice, resulting in an

increase in the drain current noise. In this case, the power spectral density of the drain

current noise is given by [65]

AJrT

where g(V) is the chaimel conductance at a given point along the charmel, V is the

corresponding voltage, and Te and T are the electron and lattice temperatures,

respectively. Equating (6.16) and (6.18) results in the following expression for y:

1 ^"T
r (619)

Sdo^ 0 ^

Including the effects ofmobility degradation, the drain current Id is given by

E(y)

However, Id may also be expressed in terms ofg(F):

sat

dy

(6.20)

io=s(y)E{y)=g(y)^. (6.21)
dy

Equating (6.20) and (6.21) results in the following expression for g(F):

g(y)^^^CJir{V^-V,-V)-^. (6.22)

Next, in order to evaluate the integral in (6.19), an expression for TJT is also required.

Unfortunately, the exact dependence of electron temperature on electric field strength is

unknown. For this calculation, it is assumed that
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S^L'Io

In strong inversion [66],

e _

T
.

IH- '•>
g(y)E^

Substituting (6.22)and (6.23) into (6.19) gives

1

r=—f2r -V,- vfdv
Sdo^ 0

1

I =I =—u C WE K)

V =v =_2W1)£«L
" iV^-V.)+E^L

In addition, forshort-channel devices', gdo is given by

(Vos-y.)yo-{yoSdo

(Eos-Kr-(Ecs-K)yo+^Ei

a

w

dV^

r

+

yo=o

(6.23)

(6.24)

(6.25)

(6.26)

(6.27)

Substituting (6.25), (6.26), and (6.27) into (6.24) results inthe following expression for

r-

r=
1

Wgs-V,) + E,M^

For long-channel devices, EsatL is much larger than Vgs-K, and (6.28) reduces to

/= 2/3. However, in the limit that EsatL is much smaller than Fgs- F, (6.28) reduces to

r=2.

+2{V^,-V,)E,^,L + 2(Vas-V,)' . (6.28)
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Figure 6.7: Distributed gate capacitance and channel resistance at high frequencies.

Induced Gate Current Noise, At high frequencies, induced gate noise becomes

significant, which arises from the distributed nature ofthe device as illustrated in Fig. 6.7.

In this case, the gate admittance consists ofan additional conductive component [65]:

(6.29)

where and gg are given by, respectively.

C^=-WLC„ (6.30)

Since gg is a physical resistance, it has an associated noise current with power spectral

density given by

S,^=-^=4kTSg^ (6.32)

where S is 4/3 for long-channel devices. For short-channel devices where high-field

effects may be significant, the power spectral density of the gate current noise is given by

[65]

AlrTn^C^ '̂t'T
S,, = ,3° -n'dV (6.33)

0

where

'2

Was-V.)
r=yn...+

OF T V
V —V Dsat
^ GS t rs
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Equating (6.32) and (6.33) results in the following expressionfor S:

y

S-^JjS\VW,-VydV. (6.35)
Assuming that TJTis given by (6.23), (6.35) becomes

^^<yos-y,)+
,,,, ,,,3 15

(6.36)

2KE^LY(V^-V,Y +y£«z(r<^ -v,Y +y(r„, -v,y

For long-channel devices, Esa^ is much larger than Vgs-K, and (6.36) reduces to

S=4/3, as expected. However, inthe limit that EsatL ismuch smaller than Vgs- Fi, (6.36)

reduces to S= 15/2, which is more than five times larger than the long-channel limit.

Consequently, for short-channel devices operating at very high fi-equencies, induced gate

current noise can be quite detrimental to low noise performance.

Finally, since the induced gate current noise originates fi-om the distributed nature of the

gate capacitanceand the channel resistance, it is partially correlated with the drain current

noise with a correlationcoefficient givenby

It4 — <6.37)

where

(6.38)

—r oYC^
igig=4kTS^^ (6.39)

^Bdo

i/^=AkTsJO)C^6f. (6.40)

Consequently, (6.37)may be expressedas

c=jJ^s (6.41)
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where yand Sare given by (6.19) and (6.35), respectively. Equating (6.40) with

i/, = \jg\VW.-V)dV
LI

(6.42)

where Va is given by (6.34), results in the following expression for e:

£=^]js\vw.-vw. (6.43)

Assuming that TJT is given by (6.23), f becomes

£ =

-y,) +E^Lf \E^E+'̂ (yos-V.) (6.44)

For long-channel devices, EsatL is much larger than Vas-Vt, and (6.44) reduces to

£=1/6. Consequently, the correlation coefficient in (6.41) is

c< 70.395 (6.45)

where the equality holds for long-channel devices.

For an MOS transistor operating in strong inversion, the revised sm^-signal equivalent

circuit with noise generators is illustrated in Fig. 6.8. When using this model for noise

calculations, the correlation between the gate current noise and the drain current noise

must be taken into account.

6.2.4 Matching for Minimum Noise Figure

Minimizing the noise figure is one ofthe key design goals when designingan LNA. For a

G o- -o D

Og Cgszb

+

OanVg. (1)11

Figure 6.8: RevisedMOS small-signal equivalent circuitwith noise generators.
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Figure6.9: (a) Common-source amplifier, (b) Small-signal equivalent circuit.

particular LNA topology, an optimum source admittance exists for mininmim noise

figure. A common-source transistor amplifier driven bya source admittance 7^=05+jBs

is illustrated in Fig. 6.9a and the corresponding small-signal equivalent circuit with noise

generators is illustrated in Fig. 6.9b. For this example, Cgd and ro are ignored in order to

simplify thecalculation, while thethermal noise current dueto the conductive component

of the source admittance is given by

i^=4kTG,i/ (6.46)

The current noise components appearing at the drain due to 4, ig, and id are given by,

respectively.

and the noise factor is

=

St +Jio»C^ +5,)

SnJ'g
~St+G, +J(a)C^ +5J=

^od ~^d

F = l+ ^
•2

(6.47)

(6.48)

(6.49)

(6.50)

where for two zero-mean random vari^les, A and B, the sum of the two random

variables has variance

VAR[A+.B] = VAR[A\+VA[R[B]+E[AB*]+E[A*B]. (6.51)
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This formulation is necessary because of the correlation between the gate current noise

and the drain current noise. Consequently, the noise factor is

where

From (6.37),

F = 1+ (6.52)

(6-53)

2^
•2 ^ .V

2^
t = 7 (6.55)

gm

gg'^G^+ j{(0C^ +B^)ijod = • ^ ^ . (6.56)

.* . gm^g^d

=(C'W = =j\<^\^i/s ^h'd • (6-58)
The noise factor is then

aScoi^Cl, y , 5
ag„G,

l±f£^
5 g G "

om s

2kUI^-^(fflC„+5,)

where a is defined as

g. E^mVgs-V.)+2E^L]^^
W<!s-V,)+E.cLf

The noise factor is minimum when Gsand Bs are, respectively.
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+aWcl, 4r.ii-1 cn

B —B , = —s "sopt gp

5r

l+orlc

and the corresponding noise factor is

where

^«fa=l+2j——."• \ 5 Wr]

2

+^
j 5

J

For 0)«0)j, (6.63) becomes

Jfa-i.r)-2-
V 5

^mi« -1 + 2

= 1 + 2.32—
m-r

(6.61)

(6.62)

(6.63)

(6.64)

(6.65)

where the latter equality assumes that 2, 4, and |c|= 0.395.

Minimum noise figure for the common-source transistor amplifier is achieved with an

optimum source conductance and susceptance given by (6.61) and (6.62), respectively,

and consequently, for minimum noise figure, the RF filter which precedes this amplifier

should have anoutput admittance equal to therequired optimum noise admittance. At the

same time, maximum power transfer fi-om the RF filter to the ampKfier requires a

conjugate match between theoutput admittance of the RF filter and the input admittance

ofthe amphfier, which is given by

Ss (6.66)

A simultaneous noise and power match requires that and comparing (6.61) and

(6.62) with (6.66) reveals that such a match is impossible for this amplifier topology. For
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a power match alone, the required source admittance is Y^=gg- jcoCg^ and the

corresponding noise factor is

F =\+S+^ to

\COt j

>5 or 6.99 dB

{6.61)

where the latter inequality assumes that o)« co^ and S= 4. Under this condition of

maximum power transfer, the noise performance of the common-source transistor

amplifier is rather poor.

6.2.5 LNA Topologies

Since the receiver prototype is intended to be used with a commercially-available RF

filter, the on-chip LNA must be designed to have a 50-Q input impedance. In this section,

several potential LNA topologies are analyzed, including the common-source, common-

gate, common-source with inductive degeneration, and local shunt feedback topologies.

Common-Source LNA. In order to achieve a 50-Q input resistance, a slight modification

is made to the common-source LNA already analyzed in Section 6.2.4. A shunt inductor

is added to the input of the LNA in order to tune out the gate capacitance ofthe transistor

(Fig. 6.10), where

B. =-
1

G)L,
(6.68)

and Ls is chosen such that

Figure 6.10: Common-source LNA with tuned input.
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L C•^S^gS

(6.69)

Under this condition, the input conductance of the LNA is and a 50-Q input

impedance is achieved by setting 7^ =gg =1/(50Q). Also, the output conductance of

the RF filter is G, =l/(50Q) and the corresponding noise factor is given by (6.67).

Alternatively, a broadbandinputmatch to 50 maybe achievedby eliminatingthe shunt

inductor at the LNA input and selecting

g.»0)C,

SCDr
a)»

a

Under this condition, the noise factor is given by (6.67):

5 KCO.T j

^ 1+ ^ +
a

>67.5 or 18.3dB

(6.70)

(6.71)

where the latter inequality assumes that a=0.8, J=4, and Consequently, a

broadband input match is achieved at the expense of verypoornoise performance.

Finally, the voltage gain ofthis LNA is

A=-s„Ri

whereRi is the load resistanceat the ou^ut ofthe LNA.

(6.72)

:iBs LJ W? ^ So ^0* -- V«0 SmVsg "d

(a) (b)

Figure6.11: (a) Common-gate LNA. (b) Small-signal equivalent circuit.
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Common-Gate LNA» A second topology which may be used to achieve a 5Q-Ci input

resistance is the common-gate LNA illustrated in Fig. 6.11a. From the small-signal

equivalent circuit with noise generators illustrated in Fig. 6.1lb, the noise factor is

ceSco^C
F = l +

gf

0(g„G,
•[(g,+G,)^+(or +B.)^] +

2|cul?-^(a>C„+5.)^
5 g G

o m 5

(6.73)

which is identical to the noise factor of the common-source LNA in (6.59). Consequently,

the minimum noise factor for the common-gate LNA is also given by (6.65) and the

corresponding source conductance and susceptance are given by (6.61) and (6.62),

respectively.

In orderto achieve a 50-Q LNAinputresistance, a shunt inductor is added at the input of

the LNAin order to tune out the gate capacitance of the transistor (Fig. 6.1la). Under this

condition, the input conductance ofthe LNAis and a 50-Cl input resistance

is achieved by setting =g^+g^ =1/(50Q). Also, the output conductance of the RF

filter is = 1/(50Q) and the corresponding noise factor is givenby

L+^
a 5

^ = 1 +

1+^
5

f

<(OrJ

Q)

K^TJ

Ay (D

\^T J (6.74)

>1+^ = 3.5 or 5.44dB
a

where the latter inequality assumes that o)«o)j., y-2, and a=O.S. Under this

condition, the noise performance of the common-gate transistor amplifier is rather poor.

Altematively, a broadband inputmatch to 50 maybe achieved by eliminating the shunt

inductor at the LNA input and selecting

« g„
gs om

CO « COj..
(6.75)
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Under this condition, ggis alsomuchless than gm, andconsequently, the inputadmittance

reduces to Yi„ = gm and the noise factor is

a 5

r
a>

\<^TJ (6.76)

Sl+-^ = 3.5 or 5.44dB
a

where the latter inequality assumes that a)«0)j>, y- 2, and a= 0.8.

Finally, the voltage gain ofthe common-gate LNA is

(6.77)

where Ri is the load resistance at the output of the LNA. When the LNA input resistance

is matched to 50Q, the voltage gainis .<4^ = - 0-02i?/.

Common-Source LNA with Inductive Degeneration* A third topology which may be

used to achieve a 50-Q input resistance is the common-source LNA with inductive

degeneration illustrated in Fig. 6.12a [11], [64], while the corresponding small-signal

equivalent circuit illustrated in Fig. 6.12b. In order to simplify the calculations, gg is

ignored. This approximation is valid when

g,«a)C
SS

o>^C^
(6.78)

^Sdo

SCOr
(0« ^

a

where a is defined in (6.60). Indeed this condition is easily met in most designs where

the devices are designed to operate at frequencies much less than ODr. The input

impedance ofthis LNA is

7. =IA_
in ^ J ^ '
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Ys = Gs + jBs
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U I
Ls

(b)

Figure 6.12: (a) Common-source LNA with inductive degeneration, (b) Small-signal
equivalent circuit.

A SO-Q input resistance is achieved by equating the real part of Z/„ to 50 Q and then

selecting the values ofinductors LgandLsto tune out the imaginarypart of

^^=50Q
gs

s ^ ,.,2
0)'C

The noise factor of this LNA is

as&a'C?
F = l +

5g„G,
+L,)y +(o'Gi{L, +L,Y} +

s \ g s-

2|c
(oC'y—pf{[1-®5.(Z^ +Z.)I©C^ +£,)]]-

^ Sm s

w{L, +L,)G] [\-a)'C^{L^ +1,)]}.

Substituting (6.81) into (6.82) results in the following expression for noise factor:

aSco^Cl.
F = l+ ^

5s G
o in j

Gl
2/^2co'C

1-
B,

mC
SsJ

2|c
5
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ym^Cl
+ ^-1-

1-3
(oC

SiJ

(6.80)

(6.81)

(6.83)



The noise factor is minimum when Gs andBs are, respectively.

G =G ,sopt

B =B = Q)C•*^s •^sopt

and the coiresponding noise factor is

aU j

V 5 (i?r
•^m/n —1 + 2

(6.84)

(6.85)

(6.86)

which is identical to the minimiim noise factor given in (6.65) for the common-source

and common-gate topologies. As in those two cases, a simultaneous noise and power

match is impossible for the common-source LNAwithinductive degeneration.

Whenthe source admittance is purely real, = 0 andthe corresponding noise factoris

F = l + ^
G

o/n j

1 +•
2/^2

gs J oisA

In this case, the noise factor is tninimnrin when

5 g G
o m 5

G=G =a)C Jl+-^+^i£l

and the corresponding noise factor is

F^=l+2j^ Y aS , \&Y
-+—+2 clJ-^
a 5

= 1+3.26
CO

OOt

CO

(Or

(6.87)

(6.88)

(6.89)

wherethe latterequality assumes that a= 0.8, S= 4, y= 2, andc =yO.395.

The above approach identifies the optimum source conductance for a MOS device with a

fixed geometry at a particular bias point. However, for integrated-circuit

implementations, the device geometry is actually a design variable, while the source
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conductance is fixed. Thus, a more appropriate design goal is to determine the optimum

device geometry for a particular bias current and a fixed source conductance, e.g., 50 Q.

For short-channel devices, the drain current may be expressed as a fimction of

transconductance and gate capacitance:

(6.90)
x-y

where x and y are given by

^ = (6.91)

y = '^SmE^L. (6.92)

Solving for g„ in (6.90) and substituting the result into (6.87) results in an expression for

noise factor which depends only on Cgy, G>, and Id. The optimum value of Cgg can be

determined by differentiating the noise factorwith respect to Cgy, and the corresponding

device width is given by

W = (6.93)
OX

Unfortunately, for short-channel devices, the relationship between Id, gm, and is rather

complicated, and the resulting equations are too complex to provide any insist into the

design process. Althou^ the long-channel equations are invalid, the results derived fi-om

these equations can still provide some rough design guidelines. For long-channel devices,

the transconductance is given by

Sm j
\ (6.94)

L

Substituting (6.94) into (6.87) results in an expression for noise factor that is minimum

when
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aS

5c =c^gs ^gs<g>t ^

5 a ' 'V 5

and the corresponding minimum noise factor is

4 (OG ^^r^2\c\M
5 a V 5

3

4 [if
Is J

(6.95)

(6.96)

Equation (6.96) is plotted as a function of Id in Fig. 6.13 along with the result derived

from the short-channel equations. The noise performance predicted by (6.96) agrees well

with the short-channel result and is only slightly optimistic at high bias currents. Once

Cgs and gm are determined, the remainingdesignequations are:

4= —
g G0 m^s

1

SS

short channel

long channel

(6.97)

(6.98)

Figure 6.13: NFmm versus Id based on short-channel and long-channel equations for the
inductively-degenerated LNA topology. ((ar= 0.8, ^=4, y=2, c=y0.395, 1/(50 Q),
®=2;r2xl0'rad/s, L=L^=().\i\m (£<(„,..„ =0.25 nm), fi^=mca?fWs,
£)„ = 5xlO''V/cin.)
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Figure 6.14: (a) Local shunt feedback LNA. (b) Small-signal equivalent circuit.

Finally, the voltage gain ofthis LNA is

Ri

Jo>L^ 1 +
Sm^s

jG)k

where Ri is the load resistance at the output ofthe LNA.

Ri
(xC

1+ ^
5g^L

IjSmVgs ( + )g

(6.99)

Local shunt feedback LNA, A fourth topology which may be used to achieve a SQ-Cl

input resistance is based on a single transistor with local shunt feedback as illustrated in

Fig. 6.14a [67]. The input impedance ofthis LNA is

Z... =
Rf+Ri

1+ Sm^l + )
(6.100)

A narrowband input match may be achieved by adding a shunt inductor at the input of the

LNA in order to tune out the gate capacitance of the transistor. In this case, the input

impedance is

Rf +Ri

1+ Sm^l +Sgi^f+^t)
(6.101)

Alternatively, a broadband input match may be achieved by eliminating the shunt

inductor at the LNA input and selecting

o)C^(Rf+Ri)«g„Ri

a)«Q)j
Rf+Ri

(6.102)
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Under this condition, gg{Rf +Ri) is also much less than g„Ri, and consequently, the

input impedance reduces to

Rf
= '• (6.103)

In the case of a broadband input match, both gg and may be ignored, and the noise

factor is

j, ^^ nM+RfGsY ^

Rfl(g„+G,f+B]] ^ 1^ caC^RfB,
G,(\-g„Rff 'y 5 G.(l-g„iJ/)

For SmRf »1, theTninimum noise factor is achieved when

and the corresponding noise factor is

ag^ «WC|,(l-|cn

S.=B^=-a\c\Jl-^(OC^ (6.106)

^•^=1+2^^^(1-101')^ (6.107)
which is identical to the minimum noise factor for the other LNA topologies. As in those

cases, a simultaneous noise and power match is also impossible for this LNA.

When the source admittance is purely real, the noise factor becomes

^rg.(} +R,G,r ^Rf(g„+G,r
5g^G, aGAl-g^Rf)' GAl-g^Rff'

The minimum noise factor is achieved when
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{r+ag„Rf)+a^Sm^Cl (1 - J!,);
H„Rf(a+rg.Rf)

G. = =.r-'' . i' f: (6.109)

and the corresponding noise factor is

^j^2(«+20£^^

, (6-110)
2-y/g»^/(Of+ )[5g^(r+ag„RMa ^ (I-g„Ry)^]

^gn,(^-g„Rfy

By assuming g„Rf »1, (6.108)-(6.110) may be further simplified. In this case, the

noise factor becomes

aSco Ct. yG 1
F = l+ 2.+Z^+_!_.

6g„G, ag„ RfG,

The minimum noise factor is achieved when

(6.111)

lag a^Sco^cL
^;—ir

and the corresponding noise factor is

""" 11 C >-•»y 5 a?j.

= 1 + 2.53—
COj

where the latter equality assumes that S= 4 and y= 2.

The above approach identifies the optimum source conductance for a MOS device with a

fixed geometry at a particular bias point. However, for integrated-circuit

implementations, the device geometry is actually a design variable, while the source

conductance is fixed. Thus, a more appropriate design goal is to determine the optimum

device geometry for a particularbias current and a fixed sourceconductance, e.g., 50 Cl.

In this case, using the long-channel expression for gm from (6.94) still results in very
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! !

Figure 6.15: iVF„/„ versus Id for the LNA topology with local shunt feedback. 0.8,
S=A, y=2, c=7*0.395, 0,= 1/(50 Q), 2;r2xl0® rad/s, L=L^=OA%\ym
(I'drawn ~ 0.25 )LiDi), fi^~ 400 CTi^/Vs, Esat ~5x10^ V/cih, Ri —350 i2.)

complicated expressions for Cg^opt and the corresponding Fmm which are not reported

here. However, the minimum noise figure based onthe short-channel equations is plotted

in Fig. 6.15. This result is derived by substituting expressions forg„ and /2/into (6.108).

An expression for is derived from (6.90), while an expression for Rf is derived by

setting thesource conductance equal to theLNA input conductance in (6.103):

Rf+Ri
G. = (6.114)

Finally, in thecaseofa broadband inputmatch, thevoltage gainof this LNA is

A^^{\-g^Rf)
Rf+Ri

(6.115)

where Ri isthe load resistance at the output ofthe LNA. For g^Rj. »1, the voltage gain

becomes

A^=-g„{Rf\\R,). (6.116)

Summary of LNA Performance* The performance of the four LNA topologies are

summarized in Table 6.1. When the device geometry and bias curr^t are fixed, all four
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: 1 + 2.32—
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(O
:! + 232-=i-

Oh

<oC.

gm4

ki')

^1 or OdB

=-y4
cdL.

=-J
. G,g„R,

eoC.

local shunt feedback

=1+2^
=1 + 2.32

a>

cl')^
av

Qg. , or'̂ (l-lcl')e?'Cl
yRf 5r

-Q)C^a\c\.
\Sy

^+8n,^l

^1 or OdB

-gJRfWB,)

Table 6.1: SummaryofLNA topologies (flr=0.8, 4, /=2,c=70.395).

LNA topologies have the same minimum noise factor, although the optimum source

admittance varies. In all four cases, an impedance match which simultaneously provides

minimum noise factor and maximum power transfer is impossible.

When the source impedance is purely real and fixed at 50 f2, a power match results in

minimum achievable noise figures of 6.99 dB and 5.44 dB for the common-source and

common-gate topologies, respectively. On the other hand, the minimum noise figures of

the common-source LNA with inductive degeneration and the LNA with local shunt

feedback both have an asymptotic limit of 0 dB. Consequently, for applications with very

stringent noise requirements, the common-source topology with inductive degeneration

and the topology with local shunt feedback are the best candidates for low-noise

amplification. However, for applications with relaxed noise figure reqturements, all four

topologies are viable options. In this case, the selection should be based on other criteria,

such as feasibility of integration or power consumption, which will be discussed next.
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Integration and Power Consumption Issues. The topologies which rely on inductors for
narrowband input matching are less feasible for integration. These topologies include the
common-source LNA and the common-source LNA with inductive degeneration.

Although the common-source topology may also be designed for a broadband input
match, the noise factor in this case is in excess of 18.3 dB, which is intolerable even for

applications with very relaxed noise requirements. For topologies with a narrowband

input match, an inductor is added to the input of the LNA in order to tune out the gate
capacitance of the transistor. Although an ideal inductor is noiseless, practical

realizations introduce noise due to the series resistance of the inductor. Since this

inductor appears at the input of the LNA, excessive noise from the inductor series

resistance may not be tolerable. Many standard digital CMOS technologies rely on low-

resistivity silicon substrates, and the quaUty factors of on-chip spiral inductors

implemented on these substrates tend to be rather poor, resulting in increased noise.

Consequently, off-chip inductors must be used for these topologies. Nevertheless, small

form factor is still achievable for implementations based on these topologies by
implementing the off-chip inductors as bond wires or by incorporating them into the

package.

For applications with relaxed noise figure requirements, a second criteria for topology

selection is power consumption. For the common source topology with a narrowband

input match to 50 Cl, the noise figure is given by (6.67) and gg=Gs= 1/(50 £2). The

corresponding expressions forgm and Cgs are, respectively,

4yG^

C

In this case, the drain current is given by(6.90), where gm and Cgs are given by(6.117)

and (6.118), respectively. The drain current is plotted as a function of noise figure in

Fig. 6.16a assuming a=0.8, r=2, c=y0.395, 1/(50 £2), fi>=2;r2xl0®rad/s,

^ ~ (Idrawn - 0.25 pm), 400 cmWs, and Esat =5x10^ V/cm. Also, the
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Figure6.16: (a) Drain currentversus noise figure, (b) Gain versusnoise figure. (a= 0.8,
4, ^=2, c =7*0.395, Gs = 1/(50 Q), a)= 2;r2xl0^ rad/s, L=L^- 0.18 pm

(Ldrawn = 0.25 |im), 400 cm^/Vs, Esat = 5x10"* V/cm, Ri = 350 D.)

gain is plotted versus noise figure in Fig. 6.16b with the additional assumption that

/?/ = 350 a.

For the common-gate topology with a broadband input match to 50 i2, the noise figure is

given by (6.76) andgm-Gs= 1/(50Q). The corresponding gate capacitance is
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The drain current andgainareplotted as a functions ofnoisefigure in Fig. 6.16.

When the inductively-degenerated common-source topology is matched to 50 Q, the

expression for the minimum noise factor and the corresponding expressions for gm and

Cgs are rather complicated as already discussed in Section 6.2.5. Although the results are

not explicitlyreported here, the drain current and gain are plottedversus noise figure in

Fig. 6.16.

Finally, when the topology withlocal shunt feedback is matched to 50 Q, the expression

for the minimum noise factor and the corresponding expressions for gm and Cgs are also

rather complicated. Although the results are not explicitly reported here, the drain current

and gain are plottedversus noise figure in Fig. 6.16.

The inductively-degenerated common-source LNA provides the best overall

performance. For the same noise figure performance, the common-source LNA with

inductive degeneration requires the least amount of current, and consequently, is the

lowest power solution. Also, its gain performance is comparable to that of the LNAwith

local shuntfeedback. Forrelaxed noise figure requirements, the common-source topology

provides the highestgain but also consumes significantly more power than the other LNA

topologies for the same noise performance.

For the receiver prototype described here, low power consumption is the most important

design consideration. The common-source LNA with inductive degeneration is a good

candidate since it has the lowestpower consumption while providingadequate gain The

drain current and gain areplotted as a functions ofnoise figure in Fig. 6.16, while Cgs, gm,

Ls, and Lg are plotted versus noise figure in Fig. 6.17. In summary, the following

guidelines facilitate the design of the inductively-degenerated common-source LNA for a

particular noise figure requirement:

1. For a given noise figure requirement. Id is plotted in Fig. 6.16.

2. For this noise figure requirement, Cgs is plotted in Fig. 6.17a, and the

corresponding device width is given by W=3Cg^ f(2LC^).

3. The corresponding device transconductance is determined from (6.90).
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4. The valuesofLs andLg are then determined by (6.97) and (6.98), respectively.

6.2.6 Inductively-Degenerated Differential LNA

The LNA for this prototype is implemented using an inductively-degenerated differential

amplifier topology illustratedin Fig. 6.18 [11]. Since the LNA is integrated onto the same

chip along with other receiver components, noise introduced by other circuits can couple

to the LNA through the supply or the substrate. The conunon-source LNA with inductive

degeneration described in Section 6.2.5 is implemented in a differential configuration in

order to improve its common-mode rejection, resulting in increased robustness against

NFa^WB NF^t, <fB)

NF,,,hWB)

Figure 6.17: Designing for minimum noise figure in the common-source LNA with
inductive degeneration, (a) Cgy. (b) gm. (c) Lg. (d) Ls. (a= 0.8, S=4, 2^2, c-70.395,
Gs = 1/(50 D), 2;r2xl0^ rad/s, L= 0.18 pm {Ldrawn ~ 0.25 pm),

400 cmWs, Esat = 5x10"^ V/cm, Ri = 350 Q.)
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noise coupling.
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M4 = 200/0.25

Ml =500/0^ M?

L4= 0.8nH

4.5 mA

j—vJUUL'—o Vti

Figure6.18: Inductively-degenerated differential LNA.

Although the design guidelines for the differential topology are similar to those for the

single-ended case, there are a few minor differences. First the input impedance of the

differential LNA is given by

gL l-a)^C(L+L)om s • sf
— J

coC
ST

(6.120)

where -g^^ -g^^, _ C^j - C^2, and =Lj = Z,2. In this case

the input impedance is twice that of the single-ended topology. For this receiver

prototype, an external balun is used to convert the single-ended RF input signal to a

differential signal for the LNA. The unbalanced impedance of commercially-available

baluns is 50 £2 in order to provide a match to the preceding RF filter, while thebalanced

impedance can be either 50 Cl, 100 Q, or 200 Q [6]. An inductively-degenerated

differential LNA is depicted in Fig. 6.19 along with the equivalent half-circuit.

Comparing the half-circuit in Fig. 6.19b with the single-ended circuit in Fig. 6.12a, the

two circuits are equivalent for G'̂ -GJ2 and - 21 The drain current of the

differential LNA isplotted inFig. 6.20 versus noise figure for G\ =1/(50Q), 1/(100Q),

and 1/(200 Q). For the samenoise figure performance, the differential LNA matched to

the lowest source conductance consumes the least amount of current. Conversely, for the
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Figure 6.19: (a) Differential LNA with source conductance and tail current /^. (b)
Equivalent half-circuit.
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Figure 6.20: Drain current versus noise figure of the inductively-degenerated differential
LNA for several values ofsource conductance.

same current consumption, the differential LNA matched to the lowest source

conductance has the best noise figure [68]. Unfortunately, the impact of the source

conductance on the noise figure was not fully appreciated at the time, and the LNA used

in this receiver prototype was designed to match a balanced resistance of 50 £2 instead of

200 a.

In the receiver prototype, the dimensions of eachof the transistors M\ andM2 is 500 ijm

X 0.25 pm. The LNA is biased at 4.5 mA and is powered by a separate 2.5-V supply,
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which helps to isolate the LNA from the potentially noisy supplies of the otherreceiver

circuits. In the layout, each of the input transistors is partitioned into ten blocks of ten

fingers of 5 pm x 0.25 pm devices. Fingering the devices helps to reduce the resistance

associated with the polysilicon gate [64], [69]. Keeping this resistance small is critical

since the noise associated with this resistance appears directly at the inputof the LNA. In

addition, substrate contacts are placed generouslyaround and between the ten blocks in

order to reduce the substrate resistance near the LNA. The noise voltage associated with

this resistance modulates the bulk of the transistor and introduces an additional

component to the drain current noise.

(6.121)

which can degrade the noise performance of the LNA [25], [70], [71]. The layout of the

input transistors M\ and Mi is illustrated in Fig. 6.21.

The noise factor of the differential LNA in Fig. 6.18 is also affected by the cascode

transistors Mi and Mj. While these cascode transistors slightly degrade the noise

performance of the LNA, they provide increased isolation, reducing the amount of LO

leakagefrom the mixer to thereceiver input. In direct-conversion receivers, the frequency

\ W- i' m

lllll

•i

I
mmm E

Figure 6.21: Layout ofLNA transistors M\ - M4.
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of the leakage signal is the same as that of the desired signal, and consequently, is

radiated from the antenna without any attenuation from the RF filter. This leakagesignal

is problematic since it can potentially interfere with other systems operating in the same

frequency band. In addition to reducing the amoimt of LO leakage to the receiver input,

the cascode transistors also reduce the influence of the gate-drain overlap capacitances of

M\ and M2 on the LNA input impedance [68], Including the gate-drain overlap

capacitance, the input impedanceof the equivalent half-circuit may be determined by the

small-signal equivalent circuit illustrated in Fig. 6.22:

2 +R,C^ - - (O'R,a, + ^
+ +j<Og„L,+ja)R,Cg,)

+4)c^ -0>%C^-co'g„R,iL, ^(0'L^L,C^C^
MCg, +c^{l+g„i?,+Jmg„L,+jmR,C^)]

Assuming that

0)' =
1

gs

(6.122) becomes

Z,. =

Sm^s
j

(i,+4)c^_

c„+c^
gs ga ^ T It +Sn.^l+J^Sn,k+^l^gs)

+ -^c. s s

jay

gs

C +C
SI fi

*gmRl+L^+L,

1- +g„^/+^/C„)

(6.122)

(6.123)

(6.124)

Since Cgd is typically much less than Cgs, (6.124) reduces to gmLJCg^ as long as Ri is

small. For the differential LNA in Fig. 6.18, the cascode transistors A/3 and Ma present a

small load resistance {Ri = Mgm^ = l/g»i4) to each of the input devices M\ and M2, thus

reducing the effect of the gate-drain overlap capacitances of Afi and Af2 on the input

impedance. Consequently, for increased insensitivity to the effects of the gate-drain
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Figure 6.22: Small-signal equivalent circuit of the inductively-degenerated LNA
including gate-drain overlap capacitance.

overlap capacitances, the transconductance of each of the cascode transistors should be

large. However, a large transconductance also increases the noise contribution of each of

the cascode devices. The widths of the cascode transistors should be chosen as a

compromise between these two opposing factors. In the receiver prototype, the

dimensions ofeach ofthe transistors and Ma is 100 pm x 0.25 pm.

Inductors L^-Le are realized as on-chip spiral inductors. A test chip (RFTRIPLED) was

fabricated in order to evaluate the performance ofvarious inductor test structures and the

results are reported in Appendix D. The spiral inductors implemented in the receiver

prototype use the top three layers of metal all shorted together using a large number of

vias in order to reduce the series resistance, thus improving the inductor quality factor.

Separate test structures were fabricated in order to characterize the performance of the

inductors actually used in the receiver prototype. The geometries of inductors Z3 -Le are

summarized in Fig. 6.23. At 2 GHz, the measured quality factors of inductors L3 and 1$

are 3.9 and 3.6, respectively. These low quality factors are typical for on-chip spiral

inductors implemented on low-resistivity silicon substrates. The low quality factors of

these on-chip spiral inductors are not detrimental to the low noise performance of the

amplifier. Indeed, the series resistance of each of the inductors X3 and La must be kept

small since the noise associated with each of these resistances contributes directly to the

LNA noise figure. However, despite the low quality factor, the series resistance of each

of the source inductors is actually quite small due to the low inductance values. The

series resistance may be estimated by the following expression for quality factor:
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Figure 6.23: Summary of on-chip spiral inductors.
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(6.125)

From (6.125), the series resistance of each of the inductors Li and Z4 is only 2.6 Q at

2 GHz. The noise associated with the series resistance of each of the load inductors Z5

and Le also contributes to the LNA noise figure. In this case, the mean-square value ofthe

input-referred voltage noise is approximately

i,,=4kTR, A/ (6.126)

where Ls is the source inductance and Li and Ri are the inductance and series resistance,

respectively, of the load inductor. Since Ls is much less that Z/, the noise contribution due

to the series resistance of each of the load inductors is minimal with an equivalent noise

resistance of only 0.37 Q at 2 GHz.

Each of the LNA input bond pads consists of the top three layers of metal, all shorted

together, while a fourth lower layer of metal acts as a shield [72]. However, rather than

connecting the shield to ground, the shield instead is connected to the source terminal of

the input transistor so that the pad capacitance appears in parallel with the gate-somce

capacitance of the input transistor as illustrated in Fig. 6.24 [73]. This technique

significantly reduces the effect of the-pad capacitances on the inputmatching. Including

the pad capacitances, the input impedance ofthe amplifier can be describedby



Figure6.24: Interface between LNA and inputpads.

2 =2 j

^ Cr{\-Co'C^L,)

l-a/C^ L,+ ^

where Ct is the parallel combination ofthe transistor gate-source capacitance and the pad

capacitance Cp, while Q is the capacitance between the pad shield and the substrate. In

this case, input matching is achieved by equating the real part of 2/„ to 50 and then

selecting the values of inductors Li and Li to tune out the imaginary part of at the

carrier frequency:

T
Q)^Cr \-Qj^CX.

(6.128)

On-chip spiral inductors should be avoided when implementing inductors L\ and L2.

These inductors appear directly at the LNA input and any series resistance can potentially

degrade thenoise performance of the LNA. Inparticular, for low noise performance, the

gate inductance must be relatively large, and implementation as an on-chip spiral

inductor results in a relatively large series resistance. Instead, the inductors L\ and L2 are

realized using the input bond wires, which have quality factors in excess of 20 and

provide an inductance of about 1nH/mm. The LNA input bond pads are recessed about

300 pm from the edge of the chip in order to accommodate longer input bond wires, and

consequently, higherinductance values. The layout of the LNAis illustrated in Fig. 6.25.
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Figure 6.25: LNA layout.

Inductors I5 and Le provide a tuned response at the output of the LNA. At resonance, the

load impedance is

1

1+ J—-
z =_-A_=i±i£

' Ja)C, jaC, (6.129)

where Q is the load capacitance, and Li and Ri are the inductance and series resistance,

respectively, of the load inductor. Larger voltage gains are achieved by using larger load

impedances. However, the load impedance is limited by two opposing factors. First, for

the same resonance frequency, larger load impedances are achieved by using smaller

capacitance and larger inductance values. However, on-chip spiral inductors with larger

inductance values tend to have lower quality factors. In the receiver prototype, the LNA

load impedance is about 290 Q.

The output of the LNA is connected to the input of the subsequent mixer throu^ a pair

of 2.3-pF coupling capacitors. Large coupling capacitors are used in order to minimize

the signal attenuation resulting from the capacitive voltage divider formed by the

coupling capacitors and the input capacitances of the mixer. The coupling capacitors are

implemented as sandwich structures using the top four layers of metal [74]. In order to
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Figure 6.26: Biascircuit forthe LNAinput.

reduce the effects ofvoltage division, the parasitic bottom plate capacitances are placed
atthe LNA output, where all the parasitic capacitances are tuned out by load inductors 1$

andLe.

Finally, the bias circuit for the LNA input is illustrated in Fig. 6.26 [18]. The bias voltage
at the LNA input is determined by thegate voltage of transistor Mb\. Each of theR-C-R

networks acts as a choke for high-frequency signals without degrading the noise

performance ofthe LNA.

SimulationResults. The LNA was simulated in SpectreRF withdevice models based on

the Philips MOS Model 9, which includes the effects ofinduced gate current noise [75].
Due to the tuned nature of the LNA, accurate simulation results require inclusion of all
parasitic capacitances. A netlist for the LNA including the input bond pads was extracted

Cii

Ri

L

-dJULr

(a)

Rs
•AAAr

-I- C2

L5, Le
L 0.8 nH 6nH

Rs 2.5 a 20 Q

c, 75 fF 180 fF

C2 75 fF 180 fF

Ri 20 Q 10^

Ri 20 Q loa

(b)

Figure 6.27: (a) Circuit model for on-chip spiral inductors, (b) Component values at
2 GHz.
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Figure 6.28: Simulated LNA gain.
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frequency (GHz)
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Figure 6.29: Simulated LNA Si i.

from the layout for use in simulations. In addition, the circuit illustrated in Fig. 6.27 was

used to model the on-chip spiral inductors.

The simulated gain of the LNA is illustrated in Fig. 6.28. The peak gain is 26 dB and

occurs at approximately 2.1 GHz, while the gain at 2 GHz is about 25.8 dB. The

simulated of the LNA is illustrated in Fig. 6.29. Su is the reflection coeffrcient seen

looking into the input of the LNA [59]:
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output noise (V^/Hz) contribution

/?,(50Q) 6.23 X lO-* 47.2%

Jlfi, A^2 4.17x10'' 31.6%

M3, Mi 1.69x10"® 12.8%

Lst 6.41 X lO"® 4.8%

3.60x10"* 2.7%

total 1.32x10"' 100%

Table 6.2: Sinmnaiy ofLNA noise performance fix)m simulation.

(6.130)

where V* and K," are the voltage amplitudes of the incident and reflected waves,

respectively, and Zi„ and Zo are the source and LNA input impedances, respectively.

Consequently, 5'ii is a measure of howwell the LNA input impedance is matched to the

source impedance, where i = 0 for a perfect match. This simulation was performed with

a pair of ideal 4.5-nH gate inductors to complete the input tuning. The Sn at 2 GHz is

about -22 dB.

The simulated noise figure of the LNA is about 3.26 dB and the dominate noise

contributors are summarized in Table 6.2. The simulated noise figure due to Mi and M2

alone is about 2.23 dB and agrees well with the 2.18-dB noise figure calculated fi-om

(6.87) using the simulated values ofg„ and Cgs and assuming that a= 0.8, S=4, ^ 2,

c=7*0.395, Gs =1/(50 Q), and fl>= 2^2x10^ rad/s. The simulated values of and Qy are
0.03 and 453 fF, respectively, where Qy consists of the parallel combination of the

165-fF pad capacitance and the 288-fi^ gate-source capacitance oftransistor A/i. Although

the simulated noise figure agrees well with the performance predicted by(6.87), the noise

figure of the LNA can actually be improved slightly. As illustrated in Fig. 6.20 for

G^ =1/(50 Q), the minimum achievable noise figure due to Mi and M2 alone is less than

2 dB for a bias currentof4.5 mA. The simulated performance ofthe LNA is summarized

in Table 6.3.

63 Frequency Synthesizer
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4 4.5 mA

Vdd 2.5 V

G's 1/(50 Q)

M\, M2
WIL 500 pm X 0.25jim

Sm 0.03 £J"'
Qes 288 fF

-A/3,
WL 100 pmx 0.25 Mm

Sm 0.017

L\,L2
L 4.5 nH

Q oo^,2GHz

•^3j -^4
L 0.8 nH

Q 4 ^.2 GHz

Ls^Le
L 6nH

Q 3.77 @.2 GHz

input pads Cp 165 fF

Cs 165 fF

input bias 827 mV

gain 25.8dB(^2GHz

-21.9dB@2GHz
NF 3.26 dB

Table 6.3: Summary ofLNA simulation.

An excellent and detailed description of the design and implementation of the frequency

synthesizer is provided in [31]. This section offers a brief overview of the design along

with a discussion of some of the design choices made for low power consumption. The

2-GHz I and Q LO signals are generated using a fully-differential, wide-bandwidth PLL

illustrated in Fig. 6.30. The 2-GHz output signal from the VCD is divided by ten to

produce the 200-MHz sampling clock for the ADC. This 200-MHz signal is then divided

by four and locked to an external 50-MHz referencesignal. The PLLhas a nominal loop

50 MHz

PFD CP/LF VCO >2 GHz

200 MHz

Figure6.30: Blockdiagram ofphase-locked loop frequency synthesizer.
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bandwidth of3 MHz.

6.3.1 Voltage-Controlled Oscillator

The phasenoise perfoimance of an oscillator at an offset frequency Afi? from the center

frequency can be described by [76]

Z(Afi?) = lOlog
IFkT

»s

1 +

\2

\2Q^0))
1 +

Loo,
Mr

Aoo
(6.131)

where is an excess noise factor, Psig is the output power of the oscillator, Q is the

quality factor of the tank, and Aoo is the comer frequency between the 1//^ and 1//^

regions. From (6.131), the oscillator phase noise can be improved by increasing Psig as
well as by increasing Q. Unfortunately, the lack of high-quality on-chip passive

components exacerbates the difficulty ofintegrating low-power VCOs.

Two commonly used VCO topologies are the LC-tuned oscillator and the ring oscillator.

Figure 6.31: Example ofa differential LC-tuned VCO.

I Q
Ai k Ai

1

Figure 6.32: Exampleofa ring-oscillator VCO.
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LC-tuned VCO ring-oscillator VCO
quality factor -A 1-1.5

area large small

quadrature generation requires additional circuits inherent

Table 6.4: Comparison ofLC-tuned and ring-osdllator VCOs.

An example of a differential LC-tuned VCO is illustrated in Fig. 6.31, while an example

of a ring-oscillator VCO is illustrated in Fig. 6.32. The advantages and disadvantages of

each of these oscillator topologies are summarized in Table. 6.4. The phase noise

performance of LC-tuned oscillators is typically much better than that of ring oscillators

due to the higher tank quality factor. Although the quality factor of on-chip spiral

inductors is limited to about four for processes which rely on low-resisitivity silicon

substrates (Appendix D), the equivalent quality factor ofring oscillators is even less with

values ranging from 1 to 1.5 [77]. Nevertheless, for applications with relaxed phase noise

requirements, the ring-oscillator VCO has two major advantages. First, the area of the

ring-oscillator VCO is much less than that of the LC-tuned VCO, which requires large

on-chip spiral inductors for implementing the tank. Second, the ring-oscillator VCO

inherentlyprovides the I and Q outputs required for quadrature demodulation. Althou^

the power consumption of the LC-tuned oscillator alone is probably less than that of a

ring oscillator for the same phase noise performance, the additional power consumption

required for quadrature generation can be significant.

Due to the relaxed phase-noise requirement of the application described here, the VCO in

this receiver prototype is implemented as a four-stage ring oscillator illustrated in

Fig. 6.33. Additional circuits for quadrature generation are not required, resulting in

substantial savings in power consumption. The I and Q outputs are connected directly to

the mixer LO ports, while a third output is connected to the frequency divider. Dummy

to dummy load I to divider Q

Figure 6.33: Four-stage ring-oscillator VCO.
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divider circuits are connected to the remaining VCO output in order to provide load

matching for improved quadrature accuracy. Since all users transmit simultaneously in

the same frequency band, the frequency synthesizer needs to generate only a single

carrier frequency and can be implemented using a wide-bandwidth PLL. The wide loop

bandwidth of the PLL suppresses the close-in phase noise of the ring-oscillator VCO

[78], thus improving the overall phase noise performanceofthe frequencysynthesizer.

63.2 Other Design Considerations

A deadzone-free phase-frequency detector (PFD) is used to increase the pull-in range of

the PLL. The PFD outputs rail-to-rail signals to drive the current steering charge pump,

reducing the leakage currents that cause spurious tones to appear at the synthesizer

output A passive, second-order loop filter is chosen in order to minimize noise as well as

power consumption. In addition, because of the wide loop bandwidth, the passive

components used to implement the loop filter do not require significantdie area.

Minimizing the amount of signal coupling between the LO and the rest of the receiver is

critical when designing frequency synthesizers for hi^y-integrated implementations.

Unwanted signal coupling can occur through numerous mechanisms, including substrate

current injection, capadtive coupling to long interconnects, and power supply botmce. In

this prototype, the amount of couplingis reduced by implementing the digital portions of

the PLL using dther source-coupled logic (SCL) or differential cascode voltage switch

logic (DCVSL) [79]. Fig. 6.34 illustrates inverter implementations based on these two

Vin' 'Vout

(a) (b)

rltZVm
o

u,

,-K) Vout O-H .

5

(c)

Figure 6.34: Inverter implementations, (a) Static CMOS, (b) SCL. (c) DCVSL.
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logic styles along with static CMOS. Substrate current injection caused by charging and

discharging capacitors to the substrate can be canceled to first-order by using fiilly-

differential or pseudo-differential circuit topologies, such as SOL or DCVSL,

respectively. These two logic styles are also more robust against common-mode noise

than single-ended implementations, such as static CMOS. Furthermore, the amount of

supply bounce during transitions can be significantly reduced by using SCL, which drains

constant current firom the supply.

Although SCL circuits consume static power, this logic style is used to realize the VCO

and the high-frequency stages of the divider in order to minimize the amount of high-

firequency current that can potentially couple into sensitive circuit components such as the

LNA. Implementation of the last stage of the divider and the PFD is based on DCVSL,

which eliminates static power consumption, but unlike static CMOS, also lessens the

substrate current noise. In addition, a separate 2.5-V supply is used for these two blocks

in order to further increase the isolation between the digital and analog circuit

components. In terms of power consumption, the use of different logic styles is feasible

since the overhead required to convert between SCL and DCVSL logic levels is minimal.

6.4 Mixer

An excellent and thorou^ description of the design and implementation of the I and Q

mixers is provided in [74]. This section offers a briefoverview ofthe design along with a

discussion of some of the design choices made for low power consumption. The main

function of the mixer is to frequency translate the desired RF signal to baseband without

corrupting it through mechanisms such as noise or distortion. Two different types of

mixers are passive mixers and active mixers. An example of a CMOS passive mixer is

illustrated in Fig. 6.35 [68], while an example of a CMOS active mixer is illustrated in

Fig. 6.36. The following criteria must be considered when selecting a mixer topology for

a particular application: linearity, noise, conversion gain, power consumption, and port

isolation.

6.4.1 Passive Mixers
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LO

RF IF
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Figure 6.35: CMOS double-balanced passive mixer.

LO

o—

RF
o—

IF

Figure 6.36: CMOS double-balancedcurrent-commutating mixer.

Passive mixers do not provide any conversion gain, and in fact, actually result in

conversion loss. In direct-conversion receivers, the desired signal can still be relatively

weak at the input to the mixer, and this conversion loss imposes more stringent noise

requirements in the subsequent baseband circuits. Although passive mixers introduce

thermal noise, they do not introduce any flicker noise due to the absence of current, and

thus passive mixers are potentially attractive for use in direct-conversion receivers.

Low power consumption and excellent linearity performance [80] are two additional

advantages of passive mixers. However, both of these advantages are negated if an

additional amplifier is needed to compensate for the conversion loss ofthe passive mixer.
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Finally, the port-to-port isolation of passive mixers is poor. In particular, the LO signal

can couple to the RF port through the gate capacitances of the switches. Poor LO-to-RF

isolation is unacceptable in direct-conversion receivers, which are susceptible to

problems such as LO radiation from the antenna as well as DC offsets resulting from LO

self-mixing.

6.4.2 Active Mixers

A popular active mixer is the double-balanced cuirent-commutating mixer (Fig. 6.36)

based on the Gilbert ceil multiplier [81]. Unlike passive mixers, active mixers actually

provide conversion gain, which relaxes the noise and gain requirements in the subsequent

baseband circuits. However, active mixers contribute both thermal noise and flicker

noise, which may be problematic in direct-conversion receivers.

As already mentioned in Section 6.4.1, the power consumption and linearity of passive

mixers alone are generally superior to that of active mixers. However, a fair comparison

must also include the power consumption and linearity of any additional amplifiers to

compensate for the lack of conversion gain in passive mixers. In this case the, the choice

between an active mixer and a passive mixer is not as clear-cut.

Finally, the port-to-port isolation of current-commutating mixers is generally better than

that of passive mixers. In particular, the path between the LO and RF ports is separated

by two transistors rather than just one.

6.4.3 Mixer Implementation

For this receiver prototype, the RF signal is frequency translated to baseband along

parallel I and Q signal paths using a pair of double-balanced current-commutating

mixers. The I and Q mixers are both based on the same topology illustrated in Fig. 6.37.

An active mixer is selected because of its ability to provide conversion gain, and a

double-balanced configuration is chosen in order to increase the mixer's immunity to

common-mode variations, including substrate noise introduced by the digital sections of

the receiver. In addition, this topology provides excellent isolation between the LO and
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Figure 6.37: Mixer topology used inthereceiver prototype.

RF ports of the mixer, which is further improved by adding cascode transistors M3 and

Mj.

The gates of the switching transistors Ms-Mg are connected directly to the I and Q

outputs of the VCO. By dc coupling the LO signals to the input of the mixer and by

locating these transistors immediately adjacent to the VCO in the layout, the capacitive
loading on the VCO is minimized. Consequently, the need for clock buffers is avoided,

resulting in substantial power savings. The sizes of transistors Ms-Ms are chosen as a

compromise between flicker noise performance of the mixer and power consumption in
the VCO. Since the VCO outputs are directly connected to these transistors, small device

dimensions are desirable in order to reduce the capacitive loading on the VCO. On the

other hand, large device dimensions are desirable for improved flicker noise

performance. Although the receiver prototype is based on a direct-conversion

architecture, the wide bandwidth of the desired signal reduces the impact of flicker noise

on the performance ofthis system. Consequently, the mixer's flicker noise requirement is

relaxed in favor ofreduced power consumption in the frequency synthesizer.
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Finally, the load devices M9 and M\q are biased in the linear region and their resistances

can be changed by adjusting their gate bias voltages to provide variable gain capability

[11].

6.5 Baseband Amplification and Filtering

Each of the 1 and Q baseband signals must be amplified and filtered before subsequent

analog-to-digital conversion. Although the VGAs are not implemented in this receiver

prototype, the baseband section still must provide a moderate amount of fixed gain since

the gain firom the LNA and mixer alone is not sufficient to meet the minimum gain

requirement of this system. The baseband section of this direct-conversion receiver also

provides high-pass filtering for dc-offset removal. Moreover, low-pass filtering provides

rejection of out-of-band interferers as well as anti-alias filtering for the subsequent

ADCs.

6.5.1 Low-Pass Filtering

For the receiver prototype, a Sallen and Key section is used for low-pass filtering.

Altemative approaches include switched-capacitor techniques as well as other

continuous-time techniques such as MOSFET-C or transconductance-C filters. In

general, a continuous-time approach based on Sallen and Key sections is more

appropriate for applications with relaxed filtering requirements and results in very simple,

low-power implementations. On the other hand, switched-capacitor techniques and

continuous-time techniques based on MOSFET-C or transconductance-C filters are more

appropriate for applications with increased selectivity requirements. A brief discussion of

each ofthese analog filtering techniques follows.

Sallen and Key Filter, A block diagram of a Sallen and Key section based on an

amplifier with gain K is illustrated in Fig. 6.38 [82], [21]. The voltage transfer function is

given by

V„:. a^K

+a^s + a
° V— (6.132)
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Figure 6.38: Sallen andKeyfilter block diagram.

where oqand a\ are given by, respectively.

1

"i =-Ar+-Ar+-r^(l-^).
R\C^ i?2^1 -^2^2

(6.133)

(6.134)

Thus, the Sallen and Key section can be used to realize a second-order response using
only a single active gain element. In fact, for A" = 1, the active gain element can be

implemented simply as a voltage follower. Although the Sallen and Key section lends
itself to very simple circuit implementations, the response of this filter is particularly
sensitive to component variations for poles with high quality factors [83], where the
quality factor ofa complex pole pair is a measure ofthe distance ofthe poles fi-om the
imaginary axis in the 5 plane as illustrated in Fig. 6.39. Thus, this approach may be
problematic when used to implement higher-order filter responses which require complex

JODA

\(oo

(Op

2Q

s plane

Figure 6.39: Quality factor of a complex pole pair.
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Figure 6.40: Tow-Thomas biquad.

pole pairs with high quality factors.

r2

r
•o Vout

MOSFET-C and Transconductance-C Filters, Lower sensitivities to component

variations may be achieved for higher-order filters by implementing a second-order

transfer fimction using additional active gain elements, such as the Tow-Thomas biquad

illustratedin Fig. 6.40 [20], [83], [84]. The voltage transfer fimction is given by

1

out _ r,

s +
1

s +
1

(6.135)

•^1^1 1

The key building block for this biquad is the active RC integrator illustrated Fig. 6.41a

which has the following transfer fimction:

Vout _ 1
sRC

(6.136)

Implementations of this RC integrator based on continuous-time techniques include the

Vmo—>WV

r

(a)

Vbias

-o Vout VinO I t
r

(b)

Vb< Qm t O Va

C

I

(C)

Figure 6.41: Integrators, (a) RC. (b) MOSFET-C. (c) Transconductance-C.
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Figure6.42: Switched-capacitor integrator.

MOSFET-C integrator (Fig. 6.41b) [85] and the transconductance-C integrator

(Fig. 6.41c) [86], [87]. In theformer case, the resistance R is implemented using an MOS

transistor operating in the linear region, and the resistance can be adjusted through the

transistor gate bias voltage, Vbias, resulting in the ability to compensate for process

variations. Altematively, theRCintegrator can be implemented using a transconductance

element,resulting in the following integrator transferfunction.

l2ML =£jl.
K. sC

(6.137)

In this case, the effective resistance can be adjusted through the bias current of the

transconductance element.

Switched-CapacUor Filter, The RC integrator can also be implem^ted using switched-

capacitor techniques as illustrated in Fig. 6.42 [88], [89]. The MOS switches are driven

by a nonoverlapping clock with frequency/and phases ^ and In this case, the time

constant ofthe integrator is

fc,
(6.138)

and is dependent only on the clock frequency and the ratio of the integrating and

sampling capacitors. Consequently, filters based on this technique are very robust against

process variations and do not require additional tuning.
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Comparison of Filter Implementation Techniques, Sallen and Key sections are very

amenable to simple, low-power circuit implementations. However, the response of hi^-

order filters based on this techniqueis particularly sensitiveto componentvariations, and

thus, the use of Sallen and Key sections is most appropriatefor applications with relaxed

filtering requirements.

For higher-order filter responses, lower sensitivity to component variations may be

achieved by using switched-capacitor techniques as well as continuous-time techniques

based on MOSFET-C and transconductance-C integrators. The main tradeoff for this

reduced sensitivity is increased power consumption. For MOSFET-C and

transconductance-C filters, tuning is still required in order to achieve very accurate filter

responses. On the other hand, switched-capacitor filters are very robust against process

variations, and consequently, very accurate filter responses can be achieved without the

need for tuning. Finally, continuous-time techniques based on MOSFET-C and

transconductance-C integrators are more appropriate for applications with higher

bandwidth requirements, while switched-capacitor techniques are more appropriate for

applications with lower bandwidth requirements.

amplifier HPF buffer Sallen and Key LPF

1pF=t Vout-"
45 ka

375 fP

Vin~ o

1pFzb 45 kO
375 fF

Figure 6.43: Block diagram ofbasebandamplification and filtering.
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Figure 6.44: Noninverting amplifier schematic.

6.6 Implementation ofBaseband Amplifiers and Filters

The 1 and Q baseband sections are each based on the block diagram illustrated in

Fig.6.43. All of the baseband circuits are implemented using large transistor sizes in

order to reduce the amount of flicker noise. Immediately after jfrequency translation,

shunt 1-pFcapacitors in combination with the mixeroutputimpedance provide&st-order

low-pass fQt^ring of each of thebaseband I and Q signals. A noninverting amplifier then

provides moderate gain in order to reduce the impact of noisecontributed by subsequent

stages. The circuit schematic of this amplifier is illustrated in Fig. 6.44. The input of this

amplifier is dc coupled to themixer output, which sets thecommon-mode biasvoltage at

a nominal value of 1.9 V.

Each of the baseband signals then passes through a first-order high-pass filter, which

removes dc offsets and flicker noise from previous receiver stages. System-level

simulations reveal that the SNR degradation is less than 0.5 dB for a high-pass comer

frequency of up to 500 kHz. Howcvct, a much lower coma:frequency is implemented in

orderto further reduce the SNR degradation as well as to account for process variations.

Each filter is realized using on-chip passive stmctures, which include a pair of 40-pF

capacitors and a pair of 45-kQ resistors, placing the high-pass comer frequency at about

90 kHz. The on-chip resistors and capacitors are implemented usingunsalicided n+-poly

and poly/n-well stmctures, respectively. The poly/n-well stmcture operating in
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Figure 6.45: Capacitance ofpoly/n-well structure versus bias voltage.

40 pF 40 pF
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Figure 6.46: High-pass filter schematic.
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Figure 6.47: Buffer schematic.

accumulation as illustrated in Fig. 6.45 [90] offers a large capacitive density of about

6 fF/jim^ when biased above the flat-band voltage, Vfb, of about 90 mV. The circuit

schematic of the high-pass filter is illustrated in Fig. 6.46. The resistor string sets the

common-mode bias voltage at the filter output. Large resistors are used in order to

minimize the power consumed by the bias string. The hi^-pass filter is followed by the

unity-gain buffer illustrated in Fig. 6.47.
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pole location(x cOq ) quality factor

-1.0 0.5

-0.5 ± /0.8660254 1.0

Table 6.5: Poles for a third-order Butterworth low-pass frequency response.

Next, each of the baseband signals passes through a second-order Sallen and Key low-

pass filter. This low-pass filterprovides attenuation of out-of-band interferers as well as

anti-alias filtering for the subsequent ADC. Although implementations based on

continuous-time filtering techniques are susceptible to variations in component values

due to process variations, such variations are not as critical for this particular application

due to the relaxed selectivity requirements. Moreover, since the baseband filtering is

followed by a 2A ADC operating at 200 MHz, the anti-alias filtering requirements are

also much less stringent. The main requirement of the low-pass filter is that the comer

frequency should be no less than the 16.25-MHz single-sided bandwidth of the desired

signal.

The poles ofthe Sallen and Key filter in combination with the pole at the mixer output
provide an overall third-order Butterworth low-pass frequency response. The maximally
flat gain and very linear phase response ofthe Butterworth filter result in very little signal

distortion. When normalized to the comer frequency, cDq , the poles of a third-order

Butterworth low-pass response are given bythe roots ofthe equation [20]

V,+o

200 uA

o V«+ Vo- o-

200/0.35 200/0.35

375fF=;=

200 mA

3pF

5kO

•W\A-

=i=375fF

Figure 6.48: Sallen and Key filter circuit schematic.
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Figure 6.49: Equivalent half-circuit ofSallen and Key filter

+2s^ + 25 + 1 = 0

(5+ l)(5^ +5 + 1) = 0
(6.139)

and the pole locations are summarized in Table 6.5. The circuit schematic of the Sallen

and Key filter is illustrated in Fig. 6.48. The gain element of the Sallen and Key filter is

implemented using a PMOS voltage follower [91]. In this process the source and bulk

nodes of PMOS devices can be connected together in order to eliminate the body effect

In this case, the small-signal model of the equivalent half-circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6.49

and the gain ofthe voltage follower is

K=^ =l+M2£2f-.
V Cj5+ g„

(6.140)

Substituting (6.140) into (6.132) results in the following expression for the voltage

transfer function of this filter:

out

R2C1C2 2 1
^ ^ ^ 5^ +—5 + 1
s. g.

(R, +^2)C,Cj Cj
5^ + 5 + 1

^ g m _gm

The passive component values are determined by setting

g. COn
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Sm ^0
(6.143)

For Ri=R2 = 5 k£2, (Oq = 2^(16.25 MHz), and g„= 372 £2, the corresponding values

for Ci and C2 are 4 pF and 830 fF, respectively. However, in order to account for process

variations as well as parasitic capacitances, the nominal values of Ci and C2 were chosen

to be 3 pF and 375 fF, respectively. For these selected component values, simulations

over process comers indicate that the -3-dB comer frequency varies between 17 MHz

and 22 MHz. The resistors and capacitors are implemented using unsalicided n+-polyand

poly/n-well structures, respectively.

The transfer function in (6.141) also contains zeros which can affect the desired

Butterworth frequencyresponse. The zero locations are given by

2/?2C2
l±jj4g„R2-^-l . (6.144)

amplifier buffer Salien & Key HPF

Figure 6.50: Layoutof baseband amplifiers and filters.



For Ri=R2 = 5kQ, (Dq= 2;r(16.25 MHz), = 372 Cl,Ci=4 pF, and C2 = 830 fF,

the zero locations are j =-1.2x 10^±y3.8x 10^ The magnitude of these zeros is

approximately 63 MHz and is sufficiently greater than the comer firequency of

16.25 MHz so as not to adversely affect the desired Butterworth firequency response.

Nevertheless, these zeros can still be problematic since they decrease the out-of-band

attenuation of the filter. However, the inevit^le presence ofhigher-order poles mitigates

the severity ofthis problem.

Finally, the layout of the baseband amplifiers and filters is illustrated in Fig. 6.50. The

symmetric layout helps to improve the matching between the I and Q sections.

6.7 Analog-to-Digital Converter

An excellent and detailed description of the design and implementation of the I and Q

ADCs is provided in [32]. This section offers a brief overview of the design along with a

discussion of some of the design choices made for low power consumption. The ADC

requirements are determined in Section 5.3.8 and summarized in Table. 5.1. For this

system, each of the ADCs must have a Nyquist rate of at least 25 MHz and a resolution

ofat least 7 bits.

6.7.1 Pipeline Architecture

For these specifications, one possible approach of implementing the ADC is to use a

pipeline architecture illustrated in Fig. 6.51 [92]. In this architecture, each of the N stages

samples the signal firom the previous stage and quantizes it to B bits. The quantized signal

is then subtracted firom the input signal and the result is amplified by an interstage gain

block before being sampled by the next stage. This architecture is particularly amenable

to low-power implementations. First, for an iVx5-bit ADC, this architecture requires

Nx2^ comparators compared to 2^^ comparators for a flash architecture. Second and

more importantly, the circuit requirements of subsequent stages are relaxed, and

capacitive scaling techniques can be Used, resulting in significant power savings. Finally,
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Figure 6.51: Pipeline ADC architecture.

one potential disadvantage of the pipeline ADC architecture, as with any pipeline

architecture, is latency.

Several low-power ADCs have been implemented based on the pipeline architecture with
capadtive scaling, including a 10-bit, 20-MS/s ADC consuming 35 mW [93] and a
10-bit, 40-MS/s ADC consummg 28 mW [94],[95]. The former was implemented in a
1.2-^ process and the latter was implemented ina0.6-jmi process.

Although the pipeline architecture is a promising approach for implementing a low-
power ADC with the minimum requirements spedfied for this system, other factors must

be considered in order to minimize the overall power consumption ofthe entire receiver.
In particular, one ofthe most critical recdver functions is timing recovery, and a more
efifident recdver implementation may be achieved when the ADC is designed in
conjunction with thetiming recovery algorithm.

6.7.2 Timing Recovery Considerations

In order to achieve an even more efficient recdver implementation, receiver functions

must be carefiilly partitioned between the analog and digital hardware. Despite the
relatively high Nyquist rate requirement ofthe ADC, alA modulator is used for analog-
to-digital conversion in this receiver. This 2)A ADC is designed in conjunction with an
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all-digital timing recovery algorithm, and when both the analog and digital hardware are

considered, this approach results in a very efficient implementation.

The use of different frequency references in the base-station transmitter and the mobile

receiver introduces a frequency offset between the two LOs, and consequently, frequency

estimation and compensation must be performed at the receiver before the data can be

recovered. In order to provide adequate granularity for digital timing recovery, receivers

typically oversample the input signal by at least two times the Nyquist rate [19]. Since

oversampling is an inherent property of XA modulators, a XA ADC is an attractive

approach for analog-to-digital conversion [96]. A block diagram of the proposed timing

recovery algorithm for this receiver is illustrated in Fig. 6.52. The output of the XA

modulator before decimation is a low-resolution, oversampled version of the data signal.

Timing recovery can be performed by properly adjusting the phase of the digital

decimation filter following the modulator. By including a vari^le-length delay line

before the decimation filter, the timing recovery block can control the effective phase of

the ADC sampling instant to within the granularity provided by the oversampling ratio

(OSR). In order to achieve the same timing granularity with a pipeline ADC, a converter

with a sampling rate of OSR x 25 MHz would be required. Thus, when timing recovery

issues are also considered, a pipeline ADC is no longer the definitive choice for low

power consumption.
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6.7.3 Sigma-Delta Analog-to-Digital Converter

In the receiver prototype, the baseband I and Qsignals are digitized using apair of7-bit,

25-MS/s SA ADCs operating at 200 MHz. Since the high Nyquist rate of the baseband

signals restricts the ZA converter to a low OSR of 8, the required dynamic range is
achieved by using a2-1-1 cascade architecture with single-bit quantization in each stage
(Fig. 6.53).

The integrators are implemented as fully-differential switched-capacitor circuits using
folded-cascode operational amplifiers with NMOS input devices to maximize speed as
illustrated in Fig. 6.54. The device sizes and bias points ofeach amplifier are optimized
for minimum power consumption. Power consumption in the2AADCs is further reduced

by using capacitive scaling techniques [97]. However, the presence of parasitic

capacitances limits the achievable power savings resulting fi-om this approach. The
capacitor values and bias current of each of the four integrators are summarized in
Table 6.6.

6.8 Receiver Test Chips

A pair of test chips were fabricated to characterize the performance of the individual

circuit components as well as the performance ofthe entire receiver. Amicrograph ofthe
first test chip (SCRRX) is illustrated in Fig. 6.55. This test chip includes the analog
receiver consisting of the LNA, the mixer, the PLL, and the baseband circuits for

amplification and filtering. Separate test circuits for theLNA, the mixer, and thePLL as

well as a test circuit which consists ofjust the LNA andthe mixer arealso included. Test

structures were also fabricated in order to facilitate the characterization of inductors used

in the implementation ofthe LNA.

A micrograph of the second test chip (SCRBARF) is illustrated in Fig. 6.56. The

complete direct-conversion receiver including the ADCs is fabricated on this test chip.
The area of this chip is 5.0 mm x 5.2 mm including bond pads, but the circuits alone

require onlyabout 5 mm^.
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Figure 6.53: 2-1-1 cascade lA architecture.
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Figure 6.54: Switched-capacitor integrator.

Cs (fF) Ci(fF)
90 270

90 150

87.5 105

75 150

Table 6.6: Capacitor values and bias currents for £A ADC.
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Chapter 7

SimulatedPerformance
and Measurement Results

7.1 Simulated Performance

Extensive simulations were performed on the individual building blocks and many of

these results are reported elsewhere. Simulation results for the LNAare reported in [98],

the mixer in [74], the PLL in [31], and the ADC in [34]. In this section, the simulation

results for the entire receiver are reported.

7.1.1 LNA/Mixer/Baseband Simulations

Most of the simulations were performed without the PLL and the EA ADCs since long

simulation times are required when these blocks are included. Instead, only the LNA, the

mixers, and the baseband amplifiers and filters are included. For these simulations, the

LO signal is modeled as a 2-GHz noiseless sinusoid with an amplitude of 0.4 V. All

simulations were performed using netlists extracted firom the layout in order to include

the effects of parasitic capacitances. In addition, all simulations were simulated across

process comers: typical, fast, and slow. The gain at the output ofthe Sallen and Key filter

is plotted versus firequency in Fig. 7.1, and a few characteristics of the fi-equency

response are summarized in Table 7.1. The first-order hi^-pass filter and the third-order
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0.1 1

frequency (MHz)

Figure7.1: Simulated frequency response at the output of the Sallen andKeyfilter over
process comers.

typical fast slow

gain @ 1 MHz 43.8 dB 45.0 dB 42.2 dB

-3-dB frequency (HPF) 82.9 kHz 104.4 kHz 67.0 kHz

-3-dB frequency (LPF) 19.7 MHz 22.5 MHz 17.1MHz

Table 7.1: Summary of receiverfrequency response.

Butterworth low-pass filter responses areevident in the overall frequency response of the

receiver.

For the typical process comer, the simulated frequency responses at the outputs of

various receiver building blocks are illustrated in Fig. 7.2. At 1 MHz, the gain.<g at the

outputs of the mixer, the amplifier, the high-pass filter, and the Sallen andKeylow-pass

filter are 41.0 dB,44.8 dB, 43.9dB, and43.8 dB, respectively.

The simulated noise performance of the receiver is summarized in Table 7.2. For the

typical, fast, and slow process comers, the noise figures are 5.52 dB, 4.81 dB, and

6.26 dB, respectively.

The distortion performance of the receiver- is summarized in Table 7.3. The -1-dB

compression points are -34 dBm, -39 dBm, and -33 dBm for the typical, fast, and slow

process comers.
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Figure 7.2: Simulated frequency responses at the outputs of various receiver
components (typical process comer).

typical fast slow

output noise due to source 448 uV 546 uV 352 uV
total output noise 845 uV 950 uV 722 uV

noise figure 5.52 dB 4.81 dB 6.26 dB

Table 7.2: Summary of simulated receiver noise performance (output noise integrated
over 100 MHz).

typical fast slow

-1-dB compression point -34 dBm -39 dBm -33 dBm

Table 7.3: Summaryofsimulatedreceiverdistortion performance.

Finally, a transient envelop simulation was performed using SpectreRF. The I and Q

baseband transmit signals are first generated in Simulink (Fig. 7.3). Next, these signals

are frequency translatedin quadrature to RF using a behavioral model in SpectreRF. The

spectra of the receiver output signals for input power levels of-43 dBm and -33 dBm are

illustrated in Fig. 7.4. For an input power level of-33 dBm, the output signal is distorted

due to compression.

7.1.2 LNA/Mixer/PLL/Baseband Simulation
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Figure 7.3: Baseband transmit spectrum from Simulink.
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Figure 7.4: Spectrum of receiver output signal from transient envelop simulations,
(a) -43-dBm input power, (b) -33-dBm input power.

When including the PLL along with the LNA, the mixers, and the baseband amplifiers

and filters, the simulation times are much longer. Consequently, only a single simulation

was performed in order to characterize the noise performance for the typical process

comer. The simulated noise performance is summarized in Table 7.4. When including the

PLL, the noise figure increases slightly to 5.7 dB compared to 5.52 dB without the PLL.

7.1.3 LNA/Mixer/PLL/Baseband/ADC Simulation

A transient simulation was perfoimed on the entire receiver, including the LNA, the

mixers, the PLL, the baseband amplifiers and filters, and the SA ADCs. A 2.01-GHz

sinusoidal RF signal is applied to the receiver input and the 10-MHz output signals from
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output noise due to source 429 uV

total output noise 827 uV
noise figure 5.7 dB

Table 7.4: Summary of simulated receiver noise performance including PLL for typical
process comer (output noise integrated over 100 MHz).

200

r
-100

time (us)

Figure 7.5: Simulated transient response.

each of the I and Q Sallen and Key filters is illustratedin Fig. 7.5. In addition, the digital

output signals fi'om each of the I and Q SA modulators were processed in MATLAB in

order to verify the fimctionality ofthe entire receiver.

7.2 Measurement Results

The two receiver test chips, SCRRX and SCRBARF, are directly attached to the test

boards using chip-on-board (COB) packaging technology. This technique offers reduced

package parasitics since the chip pads are bonded directly to landing zones on the test

board and the package is essentially eliminated. However, this benefit comes at the

expense ofdecreased testing flexibilitysince the chipsare not easily interchangeable.
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Althou^ initial testing verified the basic fimctionality of the various test structures on

the SCRRX chip, two main factors prohibited extensive characterization of this chip.
First, antenna protection diodes were not included on this chip, and the lack of these

diodes resulted in inconsistent performance. These diodes are required at the gate nodes
oftransistors with long interconnects in order to prevent charge accumulation during the
plasma processing steps [99]. Failure todo so results inunpredictable transistor threshold

voltages, and unfortunately, the ramifications ofnot including these diodes were not fiilly
appreciated at the time. Second, several design errors in the test board exacerbated the

difficulty of fiilly characterizing the various test structures on the SCRRX test chip. All
ofthese errors were corrected in the SCRBARF prototype chip and the corresponding test
board, fi^om whichall ofthe results reported in this section weremeasured.

In order to ease testing, rather than iterating over different bond-wire lengths, a

combination of the input bond wires and a pair of 1-nH chip inductors were used to

complete the LNA input tuning. The receiver input provides an excellent match to 50 Q

witha measured Sn betterthan-30 dB (Fig. 7.6).

The measured firequency response at the output ofeach ofthe I and Q Sallen and Key
filters is illustrated in Fig. 7.7. The high-pass and low-pass comer fi-equencies are about

100 kHz and 17 MHz, respectively. The receiver gain is 41 dB with less than 0.5-dB gain

1.6 1.7 1.6 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5

frequency (GHz)
1.98 1.99 zoo Z01 Z02

frequency (GHz)

(a) (b)

Figure 7.6: (a) MeasuredreceiveriSi i. (b) Zoomed view.
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Figure 7.7: Measured frequency response at the output ofeach of the I and Q Sallen and
Key filters.

rrrr.

0.5

100

frequency (MHz)

Figure 7.8: Measured I and Q gain mismatch.

mismatch between the I and Q paths over the -3-dB bandwidth (Fig. 7.8).

The noise performance of the receiver is measured at the output of the Sallen and Key

filter. However, since the receiver output noise is below the noise floor of the spectrum

analyzer, additional low-noise baseband amplifiers are used to amplify the receiver

output noise. The noise performance of the receiver is then determined by first applying a

noise source in the cold state at the receiver input and measuring the output noise on the

spectrum analyzer [100]. In this case, the noise source produces a noise power of kTB.
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frequency (MHz)

Figure 7.9: Measured receiver noiseperformance.

Next, the output noise is measured when a noise source in the hot state is applied at the
receiver input. In this case, the noise source produces a noise power of ENRxkTB,
where ENR isthe excess noise power ratio. The noise factor isgiven by

ENR-1

OPR'l
(7.1)

where OPR is the ratio between the measured output noise powers for the two cases. The

noise figure ofthe receiver is plotted versus fi-equency in Fig. 7.9. The noise figure is less
than 9 dB over the -3-dB bandwidth and includes approximately 1 dB of insertion loss

from the external balun.

The measured distortion performance ofthe receiver is illustrated in Fig. 7.10. The input
-1-dB compression pointof thereceiver is -31.1 dBm. The out-of-band IIP2 is measured

by applying two sinusoids at thereceiver input with offsets of 27MHz and37 MHz from

the carrier frequency. In this case, the second-order intermodulation product appears at
10 MHz and the measured IIP2 is -6.7 dBm. The out-of-band IIP3 is measured by
applying twosinusoids at the receiver inputwithoffsets of35 MHz and 60 MHz from the

carrier frequency. In this case, the third-order intermodulation product also appears at
10 MHz and the measured IIP3 is -18.3 dBm.
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Figure 7.10: Measured receiver distortion performance.
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Figure 7.11: Measured receiver power consumption.

The measured LO-to-RF leakage is -81 dBm and the receiver's total power consumption

is 106 mW. A breakdown ofthe power consumption is illustrated in Fig. 7.11.

The jfrequency synthesizer and the ZAADC were also characterized separately [31], [34].

The phase noise performance of the frequency synthesizer is illustrated in Fig. 7.12. The

phase noise is -85 dBc/Hz at a 2.5-MHz offset. The ZA ADC has a dynamic range of

42 dB and a peak SNDR of 40 dB when operating at a frequency of 200 MHz

(Fig. 7.13a). The output spectrum when a -33-dBFS, 3.125-MHz sinusoid is applied to

the input of the ZA modulator is illustrated in Fig. 7.13b. The noise shaping of the ZA

modulator is evident in the measured output spectrum.
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Figure 7.12: Measured phase noise performance of the frequency synthesizer.
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Figure 7.13: 2A modulator operating at 200 MHz. (a) Measured dynamic range, (b)
Measured output spectrum.

All of the receiver performance measurements are summarized in Table 7.5 along with

the simulated results. Except for the phase noise of the PLL, all of the other measured

receiver specifications either match or exceed the specifications used for the initial

system-level simulation listed in Table 5.2. The system downlink was resimulated in

Simulink using the measured performance specifications, and the SNR of the I and Q

data from theoutput of the multiuser detector is still approximately 15 dB.



simulated performance measured performance
carrier frequency 2 GHz 2 GHz

noise figure (DSB) 4.81-6.26 dB <9dB

Sii <-20 dB <-30dB

voltage gain 42.2 - 45 dB 41 dB

I/Q gain mismatch not simulated <2%

HPF comer frequency 67.0-104.4 kHz 100 kHz

LPF comer frequency 17.1-22.5 MHz 17 MHz

PLL phase noise -92 —85 dBc/Hz 2.5 MHz -85 dBc/Hz^2.5MHz
I/Q phase mismatch not simulated <2.5°

IIP2 not simulated -6.7 dBm

UPS not simulated -18.3 dBm

-1-dB compression -39—33dBm -31.1 dBm

ZA dynamic range 46.4 dB@ 200 MHz 42dB@200MHz
ZASNDR 45dB@200MHz 40dB @200MHz

LO-to-RF leakage not simulated -81 dBm

power dissipation not simulated 106 mW

Table 7.5: Summary ofreceiver performance measurements.

Finally, the receiver was tested using a modulated RF input signal. The test setup is

illustrated in Fig. 7.14. The Simulink simulation framework is used to help verify the

functionality of the receiver test chip. The same Simulink blocks that were used to

evaluate the overall performance of the system are also used to generate the digital I and

Q input signals for the base-station transmitter as well as to process the digital I and Q

output signals from the receiver. The TX DSP block in Simulink performs QPSK

modulation, signal spreading, and pulse shaping, and the 100-MHz output streams from

this block, which consist of the combined data charmels for ten users, are converted to

baseband analog I and Q signals by the Arbitrary Waveform Generator. Next, the Vector

Signal Generator translates the baseband I and Q signals to the 2-GHz carrier frequency,

and this modulated RF signal is then applied to the receiver input. The digital I and Q

output signals from the receiver are captured by the Logic Analysis System, and then the

RX DSP block in Simulink performs timing and data recovery on the acquired data.

The constellation diagrams for the I and Q signals before and after data recovery using

the adaptive MUD algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 7.15. These measured constellation
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Figure7.14: Test setupfor receiver measurement with a modulated RF input signal.
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Figure7.15: Measured constellation diagrams using a modulated RF input signal.

diagrams demonstrate that the system achieves good overall performance when a

modulatedRF signal is appliedto the inputof the receivertest chip.

73 Measurement Issues
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7.3.1 Yield and Reliability

In the receiver prototype described in this thesis, electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection

structures were not included in order to avoid additional parasitic capacitances which

would be detrimental to the operation of the high-speed RF circuits. Unfortunately, the

reliability of the prototype chips is significantly reduced without ESD protection

structures [101], [102].

The yield of the receiver prototype chips was also affected by the lack of sufficient

dummy structures. Dummy structures are required on the active, polysilicon, and metal

layers for processes which rely on chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) for

planarization. These dummy structures were not included around the receiver circuits

since the effect of these structures on noise coupling was not well understood.

Unfortunately, the yield of the prototype chips is significantly reduced without the

dummy structures.

7.3.2 Packaging Technology

The receiver prototype chips were attached to the test boards using COB packaging

technology. Although this technique offers reduced package parasitics, this benefit comes

at the expense of decreased testing flexibility since the chips are not easily

interchangeable. The inability to easily interchange prototype chips firom the test boards

was particularly problematic due to the low yield resulting fi*om the lack of sufficient

dummy structures. Altematively, the ball grid array (EGA) package provides low

parasitics without the disadvantage of decreased testing flexibility [103]. Moreover, this

packaging technology can be used to include passive structures with hi^ quality factors

as an altemative to on-chip structures with much lower quality factors.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Research Summary

The success of future wireless systems will depend heavily on their ability to provide

high capacity while maintaininglow cost, small form factor, and low power consumption

in the portable devices. By tightly incorporating implementation issues throughout the

process of defining the system specifications, an efficient solution can be achieved

without necessarily sacrificing overall performance.

This thesis described a design methodology which facihtates the evaluation of tradeoffs

between implementation issues and overall system performance, focusing primarily on

the receiver as an example. First, system-level specifications, such as modulation scheme

and signal bandwidth, strongly influence the choice of receiver architecture, which in

turn, has ramifications on the achievable power consumption and integration level. When

system-level specifications are determined without considering their impact on receiver

architecture selection, single-chip solutions may be very difficult to achieve or just

simply infeasible. Some selection Adelines were presented in Chapter 2 for the

heterodyne, direct-conversion, image-reject, and low-IF receiver architectures.
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Second, the rapid improvements in digital CMOS technology provide an opportunity to

use advanced digital signal processing algorithms which in the past were considered too

complex to implement in the mobile device. These algorithms promise significant

increases in system performance but their performance may ultimately be limited by

analog circuit impairments, such as noise and distortion. This thesis described the

detrimental effects of a number of these impairments and presented a system-level

simulation framework which facilitates the direct evaluation of these effects on the

performance of digital communications algorithms. The simulation framework is

implemented in Simulmk, which offers compatibility with MATLAB, a simulation tool

already widely used for the development and evaluation of communications algorithms.

This simulation framework relies on baseband-equivalent models for all of the RF

building blocks in order to avoid simulation at the carrier frequency, resulting in faster

simulation times.

These strategies were then applied to the design ofa high-speed wireless downlink for an

indoor picocellular system. The system provides an aggregate data rate of 50 Mb/s with a

transmission bandwidth of 32.5 MHz and a carrier frequency of 2 GHz. The wide

bandwidth of the desired signal facilitates the use of a direct-conversion architecture. In

this case, on-chip high-pass filtering can be used to remove dc offsets, and system-level

simulations confirmed that the SNR degradation is less than 0.5 dB for a high-pass comer

frequency of up to 500 kHz. Also, complete end-to-end simulations of the system

downlink were performed in Simulink and revealed that the digital multiuser detection

algorithm used for data recovery is relatively insensitive to analog hardware impairments.

Finally, a receiver prototype was implemented to meet the specifications determined from

the system-level simulations. A power-efficient solution was achieved by taking

advantage of the ' relaxed specifications as well as by using low-power circuit

implementation techniques. This receiver prototype includes the low-noise amplifier,

frequency synthesizer, mixers, baseband amplifiers and filters, and analog-to-digital

converters, all implemented on a single chip with a power dissipation ofabout 100 mW.

8.2 Future Work
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8.2.1 Bottom-Up Verification

The research presented in this thesis demonstrates that by tightly incorporating

implementation issues throughout the process of system definition, a very efficient

solution can be achieved without necessarily sacrificing overall performance. A top-down

design approach based on Simulink was used to determine the tolerable levels of analog

circuit impairments. However, once the receiver circuits are designed, it is necessary to

verify that the system actually achieves the desired performance using these circuits.

For the receiver prototype described in this thesis, verification was performed by

resimulating the entire system downlink in Simulink using both simulated results from

SpectreRF and measured results fi:om the receiver prototype. Verification was also

performed using the transient envelop simulation capability of SpectreRF. Unfortunately,

both of these verification approaches have their shortcomings. Although the former

approach is quite straightforward, as with any approach based on behavioral models, the

accuracy of the simulation results depends on the accuracy of the models. Unfortunately,

the Simulink simulation framework described in this thesis relies on behavioral models

which may not accurately represent the behavior of the actual circuits over all input

power levels [104]. Finally, although transient envelop simulations in SpectreRF provide

very accurate results, these simulations are also very slow since they rely on transistor-

level models rather than on behavioral models.

8.2.2 Improved Behavioral Models

In the Simulink simulation fi*amework described in this thesis, the behavioral models rely

on a third-order power series in order to model circuit distortion (Appendix A). For some

coimnunications systems it may be necessary to include the effects of hi^er-order

nonlinearities. Implementing the behavioral models so that the order of the power series

is an input parameter rather than being fixed allows for increased flexibility.

Moreover, an approach based on power series provides an accurate description of

distortion in circuits that are memoryless but may not be adequatefor modeling distortion

in circuits at hi^ fi:equencies, where the effects of parasitic capacitances become
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significant. Although an approach based on Volterra series provides much more accurate

results in this case, calculations based on this approach are rather complex, even when

using computer simulation techniques. Further investigation is needed in order to

determine accurate yet efficient methods of modeling distortion in higih-frequency

circuits.

8.2.3 Single-Chip Integration

The receiver prototype presented in this thesis achieves a very high level of integration

with a low number of off-chip components. All RF and analog baseband components are

integrated onto a single chip, while theextemal components include anantenna, RF filter,

crystal reference, a pair of chip inductors, and a pair of baluns. The off-chip inductors

were used for convenience in order to avoid iterating over different bond wire lengths for

the LNA input matching, and consequently, are not a serious impediment to eventual

integration.

For this receiver prototype, a fully-differential on-chip signal path was used in order to

mitigate the coupling between different receiver components. The use of a differential

signal path necessitates the use of off-chip baluns to convert the single-ended off-chip

signals to differential signals. Onepossible wayof eliminating thesebaluns is to alsouse

a fiilly-differential off-chip signal path, which requires further work in the areas of

differential antenna design as well as differential RF filter design.

Furthermore, higher levels of integration may be achieved by taking advantage of

packaging technologies such as the EGA package already mentioned in Section 7.3.2.

This packaging technology can be used to include passive structures with high quality

factors so that components such as the RF filter can be integrated seamlessly into the

package.

Finally, in addition to using a fully-differential on-chip signal path, other techniques were

used to mitigate thecoiq)ling between the different receiver compon^ts, including using

separate supplies for the analog and digital circuits as well as implementing the digital

sections of the PLL using logic styles, such as SCL and DCVSL, which result is less
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substrate current injection. Despite these efforts, the consequences of integrating all of

the digital baseband circuits, such as those required to implement the data and timing

recovery algorithms, is unclear. In particular, further investigation is needed in order to

determine the feasibility of integrating all of the analog and digital signal processing

circuits onto a single chip.
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Appendix A

Baseband-Equivalent
Models

A.1 RF Amplifiers

The transfer function of any RF gain block can be represented by the following

relationship:

R=0

where Xi{t) and Xoif) are the input and output signals, respectively. Let x^t) and Xo{t) have

the same form as (4.29):

N

X, it) = JCajc (0 + W (0sin(na>,0] (A.2)
n=l

N

Xo (0 = (/) + (/)cos(na)J) + (t) sm(na>J)]. (A.3)

Theoutput coefficients XodcCiX Xo/„(t), andXoQniO terms ofthe inputcoefficients XiDdf),

Xiinif)i and XiQfiit) for iV = 3 are given in Tables A.1 and A.2.
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—̂2^213 * ^3XiJx:34l3 ^2 ^Ql +̂ asXjjjc^Ql "4^3 Xm^iQi *
•R -i 10

^2
3 13'

2 XxQi X2Q2 ~~ 3.3 3CQ3 XiQi XxQ2 +~ S2^ ^3 Xinr'̂ ^Qo
3 3 1 2 3 2—a3XiJ2 XiQiXiQS +—33Xm XiQ2XiQ3 +—32^03 *~2 Xijx:Xr±Q3
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333XijocXinX2j[2 *^^3 Xin34j2 +̂ 33j4i1 XjJS +33X1x2 Xjj3 +
333333X103X1x2X1x3 +—33j4l2Xii3 +—a^Xin 34j3 *— ^3 Xiji34jQi -
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—̂334i1 Xij2 *̂ ^3 -Xm 3̂2xm Xm y- 3a^Xirr-XiTiXiT? +
—33Xm Xij2Xij3 +4 33X1x2 .Xm -4 ^2 34q1 -4 ^3Xijx:34oi +

2 ^01 ^2 XinXiQi XiQ2 +—33 Xii234a2 +3L2 XiQiXiQS +
333 XlEC XIQI Xlj33 -4 33 Xm -XaOl X1Q3 +4^-3 -XriQe X1Q3 +
j

—33X^22^403

3.334i1 +32 XinXjj2 +333Xiix:Xjj2Xij2 *^^3 Xin 24n +3i Xin +
3 3232XjjocXjj3 +333JilccXm +—̂3^4llXil3 *^^3 ^^ToXj-n +

~ 33.2^x3 ^3Xiix 34qi * ^3 Xii3x4Qi ~32 X±QiXiQ2 -

333XincXiQi XiQ2 *-^^3 Xin XiQl X1q2 -4 ^Q2 *
—33Xm-?4ci3

Table A.1: Baseband-equivalent model forRF amplifiers (I).
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Table A.2: Baseband-equivalent model for RF amplifiers (II).

A.2 Mixers

The transfer function ofa mixer can be represented by

(A.4)

where ^,{0, yidf), andyo{t) are the input, oscillator, and output signals, respectively. For

a mixers in direct-conversion and low-IF receivers, let y^t\ yidf), and yo{t) have the

same form as (4.29):

iV

yiW = ViDc(0+W +JC/e, (Osm(n<»<,0]
nsl
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yw(f) =J'ioDc(0+5^l>io/,(0«>s('«»c')+yioe»(')sii»('"»»0] (A.6)
n=l

N

y. (0 = ycDc (0+ O (/)sm(na>,0] • (A.7)

The output coefificientsyoOcCOj J^o/n(0> ^^yoQni^) interms ofthe input coefficients^tDc(0»

ynnif), yiQn{t\ yiODcit), yLoin{t), dn^yiOQiiif) for iV = 3 are given inTable A.3.

yoDc (0

„ „ ymyiDn yinyionyiLcyiwc*2*2*
yinywn yiQiywQi yi&ywoz _ yiQ3yw&

2 ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ 2

3^0/1 (0

-ir yinywn ymywn ym ywt?
ymywDc+yiDcywii * r— + — + +

2 2 2
yinywn ^ yiQ2ywQi ^ yioiywaz yiosywoz yiazyw^

2 2 2 ' 2 ' 2

yonit)

^ yinywn yinywnyinywjc* 2*2 *yiicywn +
yinywn yiQiywQL yiosywQi yioiywos

2 2 ' 2 ' 2

yoniO ymyiax:* ° ^ *yiu:ywi3 -
2 2 2 2

yoQiiO
/ 3^^02yion yiQiywn yi&ywn yiQ2ywnjriQurww 2 ^ ^ ^ *

„ yinywQi ^ yinywQ2 yinywQ2 yinywos
^ 2 2 2 ^2

yoQ2 (^)

yiQiywn yiQsywn yiQiywnyiQiywn:* 2 2 2 *
yiaywQi yinywoL ymywas

2 ~ 2 ~ y^y^*—2—

3^003 (0 . ya^ywn , yiQiywn . ymywoi ymywoiyoQsywEC* 2 2 2 * 2 *y^y^

Table A.3: Baseband-equivalent model for mixers (direct-conversion and low-IF).

For mixers in heterodyne receivers, let y,<0 begiven by (A.5) while yidt) and yo{t) are

given by, respectively.
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[:>'io;»(Osin("®/FO+J'ioe»(Ocos(na>^<)]sin(Bfl>^0}

y„(0=y«DC (0+^[y«iiF, (0cosCnai^t) +y^^,(Osin(na>jpO] +
n=l

N

ZCj'o'ief" O)cos(neoj)+y^„(<)sm(n©/)]+
n=l

N N

Wcos[(n<»^ +ma>a-)f]+^„eft™(Osin[('K»c +»>®ff-)f]} +
n=l m=l

N N

ZZt''««ta(Ocos[(nffl^-mm^)t]+y^^Q)sm[(nCD^-meo^)t]}.

n=l

N

(A.9)

Rsl ffl=l

The ou^ut coefficients ofyo(t) in tenns of the input coefficients ofyi(t) and yicM for

= 3 are given in Tables A.4 and A.5.

yoDc (0 yjLcyrar

yojiFi (0
ym yuon yiQi yuooi

2 2
yoQwi (0

yici yLon ym ywoi

2 2

youFi (0
yii2ywi2 ^ yio2ym02

2 2
yoQIFl (0

yiQ2 yion ym ywaz

2 2

yoIlF2 (0
yusywn ^ yi&ywQs

2 2
'̂ofi/FsW yiQ3 ywn ym yuxa

2 2

yoIRFl (0 ymyiax: yoQRFl (0 yiQiyuxx:

yoIRF2 (0 yinyrav yoQRFl (0 yiQzyiax:

yoIRFi (^) yinyuoDc yoQRFlV) yi&yuooc

yoipn(f)
ym yuon yi^z ywQi

2 2 yoQPw^^^
yio2 yuan ym yuoQi

2 2

yoipii (0
ymywn ^ yi&yw;^

2 2 yoQpn (0
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2 2

yoipu (0 0 yoQPu (^) 0

Table A.4: Baseband-equivalent model for IF mixers (I).
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Table A.5: Baseband-equivalent model for IF mixers (U).
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Appendix B

DC-Offset Cancellation

B.l Introduction

For systems with narrowband signals, dc offsets in a direct-conversion receiver can also

be removed by using capacitive coupling or high-pass filtering. However, this technique

reqxiires very large capacitance and resistance values in order to remove as little low-

firequency signal energy as possible. Consequently, an implementation using on-chip

passive devices is not feasible unless very hi^-density structures are available in the

process as in [13]. As an alternative, off-chip passive structures can be xised to eliminate

dc offsets. However, this approach is inconsistent with the goal of a highly-integrated

implementation. The following sections provide an overview of alternative techniques

used to eliminate dc offsets when a direct-conversion receiver architecture is used in

narrowband systems.

B.2 Alternative DC-Offset CanceUation Techniques

In TDMA systems, data is received only during certain time intervals as illustrated in

Fig. B.l. In this example, the TDMA system supports four data channels and each data
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time

SI 82 S3 S4 SI

DC-offset cancellation —1\

Figure B. 1: TDMA time slots.

channel communicates onlyduring one of the four time slots. Consequently, the receiver

for the first data channel processes data only during time slots SI and remains idle during

time slots 82, S3, and S4. In this case, dc-offset cancellation can be performed during

these idle time intervals [39], [105] in a manner very similar to theautozeroing technique

described in Section 5.3.5. During the idle periods, the dcoffset is stored, and then during

the active time slot, the offset is subtracted from the received signal. Fig. B.2 illustrates

two different approaches based on this technique. Inoneapproach, the offset is stored on

a capacitor [39], while in the second approach, the offset is stored digitally and then

subtracted from the received signal using a DAG [11]. The drawback of this technique is

that it relies on the offset not changing betweenthe idle and activetime slots.

In fact, dc offsets do vary over time as described in Section 2.3.1. In this case the dc

offeets must be tracked even during the active time slots. A method which tracks the dc

RF Input (fc)

RF Input (fc)
W

RF Fitter

LNA

(a)

ADC

digital
l>aseband

(b)

FigureB.2: DC-offset cancellation, (a) Capadtivestorage, (b)Feedback DAC.
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offsets while data is being received can be used for any system, not just TDMA systems.

For systems which use signal constellations centered and symmetric about the origin,

such as QPSK, the dc content of the received signal is ideally zero. For such systems, an

averaging circuit, such as a low-pass filter, can be used to estimate the dc content of the

received signal. The estimateddc offset can then be subtracted fi-om the received signal.

This dc-offset cancellation scheme can be implemented using an adaptive LMS algorithm

[56]. Consider the equivalent combiner for a feedback dc-oflfset correction loop

illustrated in Fig. B.3, where xQc) is the received signal, g{]c) is update signal, y(A:) is the

estimated dc-offset, d{k) is the desired value of the dc-offset, and is the error signal.

The error signal e{k) is

e(ifc) =LPF{x{k)-g(k)}-d{k) =LPF{x(k)}-LPF{g{k)}-d(k). (B.l)

Adaptation using the stochastic gradient descent method [56] results in the following

update equation:

g{k +1)=g{k)-/l-^^e\k^=g(k)-Mk)^—{e(k)} (B.2)
where fi is the step size. Taking the partial derivative of e(^) with respect to g(Ar), (B.2)

becomes
s

^(i+l) = g(^)+//e(i). (B.3)

The stability criterion for this algorithm is determined by first setting

d{k) =LPF{x{k)}-^. (B.4)

Then the prediction error is

g(k)-

Figure B.3: Equivalent combiner for a feedback dc-offeet correction loop.
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e(k) =LPF{x{k)}- gik) -d(k)=^-g(k). (B.5)

The parameter errorvector update is

+1) =^- g{k+1) =^- g{k) -fA<p- =i(W- A) (B.6)

and the summed squared parameter errorincrementis

+1) - {k) = {k){2 - jj). (B.7)

If the algorithm converges, then the parameter error vector update at time k+\ must be

less than the parameter error vector update at time k. Consequently, the summed squared

parameter error increment must be negative. For a positive step size /4 the following

relationship must besatisfied if the algorithm converges:

0<//<2. (B.8)

Fig. B.4 illustrates one possible implementation ofa dc-offset correction loop based on
this adaptive LMS algorithm. A digital low-pass filter is used to estimate the dc content

of the received signal and is followed by a digital implementation of the stochastic

gradient descent LMS algorithm. The dc offset is then subtracted at the output of the
mixer using a DAC. This approach issimilar to the one illustrated in Fig. B.2b but can be

used for any system which uses a signal constellation centered and symmetric about the

origin and not just TDMA systems.

The effectiveness of this dc-ofifset cancellation loop is verified using Simulink. The
simulation assumes a worst-case dc offset of 100 mV after the mixer due to LO self-

RF Input (fc)

LNA ADC

RF RIter
baseband

DAC LPF x{k)

Figure B.4: Implementation ofadaptive dc-offeet correction loop.
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Figure B.5: Simulation ofdc-ofFset cancellation loop.

mixing and a worst-case dc offset of 100 mV due to systematic offsets in the baseband

circuits. The digital low-pass fQter has a relative bandwidth of 0.1 and an 8-bit DAC is

used to subtract the dc offset at the output of the mixer. The update signal from the dc-

offset correction circuit is illustrated in Fig. B.5 for two different cases:

1. weak input signal and maximum gain (82 dB); and

2. strong input signal and minimum gain (51 dB).

The ripple in the update signal is due to the finite precision of the DAC. The step size

used for the stochastic gradient descent LMS algorithm is 1/512, which was chosen as a

compromise between convergence time and the amount of signal ripple after

convergence.

Finally, in addition to the digital low-pass filter, the LMS algorithm described above also

incorporates an implicit low-pass filtering operation. If the digital low-pass filter is

omitted from the dc-offset correction loop, the update equation becomes

g{k) = g{k -1) + ^[x(k -1) - g{k -1)]. (B.9)

The z-transform of (B.9) is

G(z) =
//z-1

-^(z) (B.IO)
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The pole is found by setting the denominator of(B,10)equal to zero:

2 = 1-//. (B.ll)

In order for this filter to be stable, the pole must be located inside the unit circle, or

0 < // < 2, which is the same result derived in (B.8). Since the value of // determines the

cutoff firequency of the low-pass filter, a smallvalue of // is desirable. However, a small

value of /I also results in a very long convergence time. Consequently, including the

additional digital low-pass filter in thedc-ofifset correction loop allows thestep size to be

set independently from the low-pass filter comer frequency. However, for applications

where a longer convergence time is tolerable, the digital low-pass filter may actually be

omitted.
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Appendix C

Why 50 £2?

C.l Introduction

Transnndssion line theory calls for conjugate impedance matching for maximize power

transfer from the source to the load. In order to facilitate the independent design of

different components, most microwave designs are based on a standard interface

impedance of 50 Q. Integrated-circuit implementations have already abandoned this

antiquated requirement. For these implementations, the connections between on-chip

components are typically much less than the signal wavelength so transmission line

effects can be neglected. For example, for a 2-GHz signal, the wavelength is

. c 3x10® m/s
A= -- = 5 = 0.15m (C.l)

/ 2x10'Hz ^ ^

while the lengths ofon-chip connections are typically no more than 1 mm. Consequently,

integrated-circuit implementations do not need to adhere to the 50-Q requirement.

Recently, the 50-Q requirement at the interface between external and on-chip

components has also come under intense scrutiny. This appendix addresses two questions

which are at the heart of the controversy over the 50-Q requirement. First, if TnaxiTmitn
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power transfer is indeed the relevant design metric, then is 50 Q the optimum interface

impedance? And second, is maximum power transfer even the correct design goal?

C.2 Impedance Matching for Maximum Power Transfer

Conjugateimpedance matchingresultsin maximumpowertransferfromthe sourceto the

load. Under this condition, the reflection coefficient is not necessarily zero. The

reflection coefficientF is defined as [59]

Z -Z,

where Zj and Z/ are the source and load impedances, respectively. Maximum power

transfer requires Z/=Z,', while r =0 requires Z/=Z^. For a complex source

impedance, conjugate impedance matching does not eliminate reflections on the

transmission line connecting the source and the load. However, if the source impedance
is purely real, then the condition for maximum power transfer delivered to the load is

identical to the condition for no reflections, which partially explains the choice of a

standard 50-£2 interface impedance.

The choice of 50 Q is also based on theuse of coaxial cables, where the 50-f2 interface

resistance is a compromise between the 30-Q resistance for maximum power capacity

and the 77-Q resistance for minimum attenuation [25], [59]. The characteristic

impedance ofa coaxial line is

while the attenuation due to finite conductivity is

—f-+-
27/ln(i>/a)\a hj

a. = (C.4)

where Rs is the surface resistivity of the conductors, rj is the intrinsic impedance of the

dielectric material, and a and b are the radii of the inner and outer conductors,

respectively. The attenuation is minimum when jclnx = l + jc, where x = b/a, and the
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corresponding characteristic impedance is 77 Q for 7 = 77^ = 377Q in free-space. The

power capacity ofa coaxial line is given by

(C.5)
Vq a

where Ed is the electric field strength at breakdown. The power capacity is maxiTnum

when a) = 1/2 and the correspondingcharacteristic impedanceis 30

Despitethe integration of increasingly more components onto a single chip, many highly-

integrated transceivers still rely on an extemal anterma and an extemal RF filter. In this

case, a coaxial cable usually cormects the antenna to the filter, while a short board trace

usually cormects RP filter to the transceiver chip. The use of a coaxial cable between the

antenna and the RF filter motivates the use of a 50-i2 interface impedance. In particular,

oneof the most important goals of the transmitter is to efficiently deliver as much signal

poweras possible to the transmission medium. Conventional designs usuallyalso rely on

a 50-Q interface impedance between the output of the RF filter and the input of the

transceiver. Commercially-available RF filters are typically designed assuming doubly-

terminated source and load impedances of 50 Q, and consequently, deviating from 50 C1

results in poor and unpredictable RF filter performance.

For a transceiver whichrelies on a custom RF filter, a 50-Q interface impedancebetween

the anterma and the RF filter is still a prudent choice when a coaxial cable cormects the

two components. However, the interface impedance between the RF filter and the

transceiver chip no longer needs to be 50 Q. since a short board trace instead of a coaxial

cable cormects the two components. Nevertheless, the 50-12 requirement between the

anterma and the RF filter does impose some restrictions on the interface impedance

between theRFfilter and the transceiver chip. InFig. C.l, theRF filter is represented by

a transmission, or ABCD, matrix:

'A B'

Jl. C D .h.
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A B

CD

1 r:^:i r
Zi Z3 Z4 Z2

1 1

Tranceiver Chip

Figure C.1: Transmissionmatrix representation ofthe RF filter.

The input and output impedances of the RF filter are, respectively,

^ ^ F; ^ AV2 +BI2 ^ AZ^ +B
' /, CV2+DI2 CZ^+D

z - ^2 ^ -P^i +B
* /j -CV^+AI^ CZ^+A'

(C.7)

(C.8)

Next, assuming that the RF filter is reciprocal, i.e., no active devices, ferrites, orplasmas,

results in the following constraint;

AD-BC = \ (C.9)

while assuming that theRF filt» is lossless yields thefollowing additional constraints:

A= A^+jA,=Ag (C.IO)

B = B^+JB,=JB, (C.ll)

^~(C.12)

D = D,+JD,=D,. (C.13)

In order to achieve maximum power transfw between the antenna and the RF filter, a

conjugate match is required:

z,=z; = A^{R + jX) + jB,

ljC,(R +jX)+D^
_A^R-jiB,+A,X)

D^-C,X = JC,R
(C.14)

where Z2 —R+JX. Substituting (C.14) into (C.8) results inthe following expression for

Z,:
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JD Ji^l+ I
_ ' D,-C,X-jC,R ' r, ,y (c^<^

' A,R-jXB,+A,X) ^̂ ^
' D,-C,X-JC,R "

Hence, when a conjugate impedance match is required between the antenna and the RF

filter, a conjugate match automatically results between the RF filter and the transceiver

chip. In particular, for a 50-Q match between the antenna and the RF filter, the interface

impedance between the RF filter and the transceiver chip must also be purely real.

However, this interface impedance does not have to be 50 Q. For example, with fixed

current consumption, a larger interface impedance results in better noise figure

performance in the inductively-degenerated LNA as illustrated in Fig. 6.20. However,

even for a custom RF filter implementation, the interface impedances cannot be chosen

independently. For Butterworth, Bessel, and odd-order Chebyshev responses, the load

and source resistances of the filter must be equal, while for an even-order Chebyshev

response, the load and sourceresistances are relatedbut not necessarily equal [59]. In the

latter case, the relationship between the load and source resistances depends on the

amount of passband ripple. An impedance transformation netwoik may be placed

between the RF filter and the transceiver to increase design flexibility at the expense of

increased complexity.

C.3 Impedance Matching for Minimum Noise Figure

One of the most important goals of the transmitter is to efficiently dehver as much signal

power as possible to the transmission medium. Consequently, impedance matching for

maximum power transfer is a worthy design goal. On the other hand, one of the most

important goals of the receiver is to amphfy a potentially weak desired signal without

corrupting it with noise. In this case, impedance matching for maximum power transfer is

not as critical as matching for minimum noise figure. However, when the transmitter and

receiver share the same RF filter and antenna, the interface impedance between the RF

filter and the LNA is usually designed for maximum power transfer out of convenience

rather than necessity.
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Impedance matching for minimum noise figure is critical for very low noise applications,
such as receivers for radio astronomy. Several LNA topologies are analyzed in Sections

6.2.4 and 6.2.5 and the optimum source admittance resulting inminimiim noise figure for

each of these topologies is summarized in Table 6.1. Minimum noise figure is achieved

bydesigning the output admittance of the RF filter that precedes the LNA to be equal to

the required optimum source admittance.

If the input admittance of the LNA is set equal to the conjugate of the optimum

admittance for minimum noise figure, then a simultaneous match for tniniirmin noise

figure and maximum power transfer may be achieved. For all of the LNA topologies

described in Sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5, an impedance match which results in both

minimum noise figure andmaximum power transfer is impossible.

C.4 ImpedanceMatching for Maximum Voltage Transfer

With the increasing use of CMOS technology for RF applications, the traditional

microwave approach of conjugate impedance matching for maximum power transfer has

become quite controversial, especially for the receiver. One of the main goals of theRF

section of the receiver is to amplify the voltage of the received signal for processing by

thesubsequent baseband section. In this case, designing the fi-ont-end components of the

receiver, including the antenna, RF filter, and LNA, for maximum voltage transfer seems

to be a more appropriatedesign goal.

In order to better understand the implications of impedance matching foreither criterion,

consider the following two design scenarios:

1. the source resistance is fixed but the designer has the freedom to select the load

resistance;

2. both the source and loadresistances are fixed but the designer has the freedom to

selectthe network which connects the tworesistances (Fig. C.2).

For the first scenario, selecting the load resistance Rito be equal to the sourceresistance

Rs results inmaximum power transfer, =F/ /(4Ri), where Vs is the source voltage. In

this case, the corresponding output voltage is =V^ /2, In contrast, selecting Rf —>oo
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o V.

Figure C.2: Rsand Ri are fixed but the network connecting them is allowed to vary.

results in maximum voltage transfer, = while the corresponding output power is

zero. In the latter case, the power gain is zero but the voltage gain is a factor of two

higher. In this scenario, the two design criteria have significantly different ramifications

on the optimum value ofR/.

For the second scenario, there are numerous alternatives for connecting Rs and R/. One

approach is to simply connect the two resistances directly. In this case, the output voltage

and output power are, respectively.

F =—^—F

p =
R, •F}.

(R,+R,f '

IfRs = 50 Q and J?, = 5 k£2, then =0.99F, and =1.96xlO^F/.

(C.16)

(C.17)

A second approach is to connect Rs and Ri together, and then, assuming that R^ > R^,

connect a third resistor Rp in parallel with Ri such that the equivalent resistance is

Rp ||i2/ =/?^. In this case, the output voltage and output power are V^-VJ2 and

P„=yIlW.Rp II7?,)]. If/?j =50nand;?/=5kQ,then =0.5F, and =5x10"'^/.

By connecting Rp in parallel with R/, the equivalent resistance is matched to Rs, resulting

in a higher output power but a lower output voltage than the corresponding values in the

first approach.

A third approach is to connect the two resistances throu^ a transformer as illustrated in

Fig. C.3 [18]. In this case, the outputvoltage and output power are, respectively.
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Ri Ro

Figure C.3: and Riare connected througha transformer.

V — V
" n%+R, '

=

(n'R,+R,)2 s

(C.18)

(C.19)

where n is the transformer turns ratio. The maximinn output voltage and maximum output
power are, respectively,

V =-

y'
p =

omax

4R,

and in both cases, the corresponding turns ratio is

=

- s
R.

(C.20)

(C.21)

(C.22)

Inthiscase, ifi?^ = 50i2and/J/ = 5Id2, then =5F^ and =5x10"V/, bothof

which are significantly larger than the corresponding values in the first approach.

Althou^ theoutput power is identical to that in the second approach, the output voltage

is significantlyhigher. In this approach, the two design criteriaresult in identical values

for the optimum transformer turns ratio, and thus, designing formaYiTnum power transfer

is equivalent to designing for maximum voltage transfer. In addition, for n = rioph the

resistance Ri is equal to Rs, while the resistance Ro is equal to Ri. In other words, when
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power transfer and voltage transfer are both maximum, Ri and Ro are matched to Rs and

Ri, respectively.

The examples for the second scenario have profoimd implications for the design of the

LNA in highly-integrated receiver implementations. For these implementations, Rs is the

fixed driving-point resistance ofthe external antenna, while Ri is the fixed load resistance

at the output of the integrated LNA, which is given by (6.129) for a tuned load. In this

case, the designer has the fi-eedom to choose the LNA topology which connects Rs and Ri.

Indeed, selecting the LNA topology for maximum voltage transfer rather than maximum

power transfer is commensurate with the overall goal of sufficiently amplifying the

voltage of the received signal for processing by the subsequent baseband section. Based

on this design criterion, the common-source and inductively-degenerated common-source

topologies are analyzed below.

C.4.1 Common-Source LNA

When the source and load resistances are connected through a transistor in the common-

source configuration as illustrated in Fig. C.4, the voltage gain is given by

o _ _

n" \+ja)R,C
ĝs

From (6.59), assuming that « (oC^, thenoise factor is

Y aS . 1^
~+—+2\c\J—
a 5 ' V5

gsF=l+^+
g G

o Vr

Vs ^

Figure C.4: Common-source LNA.
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For simplicity, the long-channel expression for g„in(6.94) issubstituted into (C.24), and
the noise factor is minimum when

Ct)

z
a

3
^y (xSZ+^^+2|c|
[as ' ' V 5 ^

and the corresponding Tninimnm noise factor is

= 1 +

^ If
0.0410

coG. aS y
—+—

5 a

3

4 'if
A

(C.25)

(C.26)

where the latter equality assumes that a=O.S, S=4, y=2, c=y0.395, Gj= 1/(50 Q),

0)= 2^2x10^ rad/s, L=L^= 0.18 pm (Ldrawn =0.25 pm), ju^= 400 cm^/Vs, and

Esat =5x10"* V/cm. Under this condition, the voltage gain is

p; i.63V77j?,
1+7*0.449

(C.27)

and the magnitude is

V.
(C.28)

As discussed in Section 6.2.1, designing the RF filter for a particular fi-equency response

requires knowledge of the source and load impedances of the antenna and LNA,

respectively. A standard interface impedance, e.g., 50 Q, allows RF filters to bedesigned

independently from the antenna and the LNA based on doubly-terminated filter design
techniques [20]. For the common-source LNA, the load to the RF filter is the gate-source

capacitance of the MOS device. The RF filter is still preceded by an antenna, so the

driving-point resistance of the antenna serves as the source impedance to the RF filter.

The equivalent circuit for a second-order low-pass network is illustrated inFig. C.5, and
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Figure C.5: Singly-terminated RF filter.

the design of this filter is based on the same approach used for singly-terminated filters

[20]. The voltage transfer fimction is

1

K l-a)'HC+C^) +JO)R,(C+C^)
(C.29)

•gs

and the following component values are required in order to achieve a second-order

Butterworth low-pass firequencyresponse:

L =
R.

V2

(C.30)

C =
R,co,

(C.31)

Thus, the desired filter response may still be achieved in the case of a common-source

LNA designed for maximum voltage transfer. However, a full reflection occurs at the

interface between the antenna and the RF filter. This reflected signal is reradiated fi:om

the antenna and can potentially interfere with other receivers nearby. For low transmit

power levels, e.g., 1 mW, the received signal is quite weak and the reradiated signal is

even weaker, and thus, the impact of a full reflection occurring at the interface between

the anteima and the RF filter is minimal.

C.4.2 Inductively-Degenerated Common-Source LNA

When the source and load resistances are coimected through an inductively-degenerated

common-sourceLNA as illustrated in Fig. C.6, the voltage gain is given by
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Figure C.6: Inductively-degenerated common-source LNA.

assuming that

Vo
V.

S„R,
+R,C^)

12 20^ =0): =
^ C^(L^+L,)'

The maximum voltage gain is achieved when Ls= 0:

K
V,

L,=0

^ gm^l
jo)R,C

ĝr

Instead, ifa power match is required at the LNA input.

R =

&

and the voltage gain becomes

gA

8m^s~^s^g.

(C.32)

(C.33)

(C.34)

(C.35)

(C.36)

Thus, designing for a powermatch at the LNA input degrades thevoltage gainby a factor

oftwo.

Relying on the long-channel expression for gm in (6.94), the minimum noise figure is

given by (6.96) and repeated here for convenience:
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4 coG
Fmin =l + -i^

3

= 1 +
0.0148

The corresponding voltage g^ is

(xS y «,
1 h 2 c

5 a '

3

4 'if
.H

=J5.10^R,.
V

i,=0

5 (C.37)

(C.38)

Thus, both the voltage gain and the noise performance of the inductively-degenerated

common-source topology are superior. In addition, even if this LNA is designed for a

power match at the input, the voltage gain is still superior to that of the common-source

topology.

In the case of a power match, the LNA input resistance is equal to the driving-point

resistance of the antenna. In this case, design of the preceding RF filter for a particular

response is based on the approach used for doubly-terminated filters already described in

Section 6.2.1. However, when Ls- 0, the input impedance of the LNA is zero at a)= coi:,

and the preceding RF filter is neither singly terminated nor doubly terminated. Thus, for

applications which require an RF filter for increased selectivity, this latter approachmay

not be feasible. Nevertheless, even when the inductively-degenerated common-source

LNA is designed for a power match, its voltage gain is superior to that of the common-

source topology designed for maximum voltage transfer.

C.5 Antenna Circuit Model

A common circuit model for the components which precede the LNA, such as the

antenna, is illustrated in Fig. C.7. In this case, the source resistance R, is usually50 Q, and

represents the driving-point impedance of the antenna, while Vs represents the voltage of

the received signal from the antenna. One potential pitfall of this model is the implied

independence between the voltage Vs and the resistance Rs, which may lead to the

incorrect conclusion that the inputSNR canbe arbitrarily improved by decreasing Rs for
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Figure C.7: Antenna circuit model.

a fixed transmit power level. The most important design goal for receivers ismaximizing

the output SNR:

SNR^ [dB] = SNRi [dB] - NF [dB]. (C.39)

In order to maximize the output SNR, the receiver noise figure should be minimized

while theinput SNR should bemaximized. The open-circuit voltage of the antenna is

^oc=K (C.40)

and the noise voltage due to Rsis

V,=^4kTR,£^. (C.41)

Therefore, the input SNR is

SNR, = ^ = — . {C.42)

If Vs and Rs are independent, then the input SNR may be increased by decreasing Rs. In

reality, this is not the case and Vs actually depends onRs. The vertical whip antenna is an

antenna commonly used in mobile devices for cellular communications systems. For a

vertical whip antenna over a group plane, the radiation resistance and series capacitance

are given by [106], respectively.

R. =40;r^ (C.43)

_ _ 24.2A[m]C, m = ^ ^ (C.44)
0.7353
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where h is the antenna height, X is the wavelength, and a is the antenna diameter. The

resistance seen at the driving-point is typically larger than the radiation resistance due to

additional losses such as that resulting from the physical resistance of the antenna. The

open-circuit voltage ofthe antenna is given by

Voc^Vs=Eh (CAS)

where E is the electric field strength and h is the antenna height, and the input SNR is

Vl: _ Vl
AkTR^Hsf ~ 40;r^= ./rrZ (C.46)

Thus, the input SNR depends only on the electric field strength and the signal wavelength

and cannot be arbitrarily increased by decreasing the driving-point resistance as

suggested by (C.42). Consequently, if the transmit power level is fixed, then the only way

to increase the output SNR is by decreasing the receiver noise figure.

C.6 Summary

Two questions were posed in the introduction to this appendix:

1. If maximum power transfer is indeed the relevant design metric, then is 50 Q the

optimum interface impedance?

2. Is maximum power transfer even the correct design goal?

As discussed in Section C.2, the 50-Q requirement is a legacy from designs based on

coaxial cables, for which 50 Q is a good compromise between maximum power capacity

and minimum attenuation. The use of a coaxial cable to connect the antenna to the RF

filter in many transceivers still motivates the use of 50-Q interface impedance. In

particular, maximum power transfer is one of the most important design goals of the

transmitter, which much efficiently deliver as much signal power as possible to the

transmission medium. In addition, commercially-available RF filters are typically

designed assuming doubly-terminated source and load impedances of 50 £2, and

consequently, deviating from 50 results in poor and unpredictable RF filter

performance.
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For transceivers which rely on stripline or microstrip transmission lines rather than

coaxial cables to connect theRF front-end components, maximum power transfer is still

an appropriate design goal, particularly for the transmitter. Although the interface

impedance no longer needs to be 50 Cl, deviating from a 50-f2 interface impedance

dictates the use ofa custom RF filter.

For broadcast applications which require a receiver rather than a transceiver, the design
of the receiver is no longer constrained by the maximum power transfer requirement of

the transmitter. For these applications, the receiver may be designed for other metrics

such as minimum noise figure or maximum voltage transfer. Again, for both cases, the

interface impedance no longer needs to be 50 Q. However, deviating from a 50-f2

interface impedance again dictates the use ofa custom RF filter.
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Appendix D

Inductor Test Structures

D.l Introduction

As described in Section 6.2.6, the inductively-degenerated differential LNA used in this

receiver prototype relies on on-chip spiral inductors. A test chip (RFTRffLED) was

fabricated in order to evaluate the performance of various inductor structures. The

process consists of six metal layers and a single polysilicon layer. The top two metal

layers have a sheet resistance of 35 m£2/D while the first metal layer has a sheet

resistance of 250 mn/D. The sheet resistance of the remaining metal layers is 55 mi2/D.

This process uses a low-resistivity 10-mQ-cm silicon substrate with a 10-Q-cm epitaxial

layer. A total of seven different inductor structures were designed in ASmC, a tool

which provides rapid analysis, design, and optimization of inductors [107], [108]. The

geometries of the seven inductors are summarized in Table D.l and the parameters £>,

iS, and N are defined in Fig. D.l. The first test structure is a planar spiral inductor

implemented using only the top layer of metal, while the second test structure includes a

patterned polysUicon ground shield.[109]. This ground shield prevents the inductor

electric field firom penetrating the silicon substrate, which degrades the quality factor of

the inductor, while patterning the shield prevents current flow which reduces the overall
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inductor | description
1 ni6

2 ni6 with polysilicon shield
3 m5/m6 shunt

m4/m5/m6 shunt

m5/m6 series

m2/m6 solenoid

Table D.l: Geometry of inductor test structures.

N turns

N turns

Figure D. 1: Definition ofgeometric parameters, (a) Inductors 1- 6. (b) Inductor 7.

inductance. One disadvantage ofusing aground shield isthat the capacitance between the

inductor and ground increases, resulting in a lower self-resonance frequency.

Another source of degradation in the inductor quality factor is the resistance of themetal

used to implement the inductor. The third and fourth test structures are implemented
using the top two and top three layers ofmetal, respectively. These metal layers are all

shorted together with numerous vias in order to reduce the series resistance of the

inductor. As in the case of using a groimd shield, using multiple metal layers also
increases the quality factor of the inductor at the expense of lowering the self-resonance

frequency. The fifth test structure combines both techniques, implementing the inductor
using the top three layers of metal all shorted together as well as including a patterned

polysilicon ground shield.



Finally, the sixth test structure is implemented using the top two layers of metal

connected together in series, while the seventh inductor is a solenoid structure

implemented using the second and sixth layers ofmetal as illustrated in Fig. D.lb.

D.2 ASITIC Simulation Results

ASmC was used to simulate four of the inductor test structures. The equivalent circuit

used to model the inductors is illustrated in Fig. 6.27. The simulated component values at

2 GHz as well as the self-resonance frequency ofeach ofthe inductors are summarized in

Table D.2.

description I(nH) Rs(0) C,(£F) Rim C2(fF) Rim fs(GBz) Q
m6 6.21 11.2 125 7.27 94.3 18.2 5.71 6.0,6.2

m5/m6 5.97 7.57 158 8.61 122 14.5 5.18 8.2, 8.5
m4/m5/m6 5.79 6.77 200 8.49 160 14.3 4.68 8.4, 8.8

m5/m6 series 7.37 21.7 86.4 6.17 188 10.7 6.29 3.8,3.2

Table D.2: Summary ofinductor simulation results from ASITIC.

D.3 Test Chip Layout

The layout ofthe seven inductor test structures on the RFTRDPLED test chip is illustrated

in Fig. D.2. All inductors are connected to the pad structure illustrated in Fig. D.3. The

dimensions of the pad structure are designed to be compatible with GS-SG probes with a

125-iim pitch. The signal pads consist of the top three metal layers, all shorted together,

while a fourth lower layer of metal (m2) acts as a ground shield [72]. The ground pad is

implemented using the top five layers of metal, all shorted together. A groimd ring

consisting of the bottom three metal layers is placed around each of the inductor test

structures at a distance of 50 pm, and all of these ground rings are connected to the

substrate through a large number ofsubstrate contacts.

A patterned polysilicon ground shield is positioned below two of the inductor test

structures. The shields are connected to ground along the ground rings which surround

the inductors. The layout ofthe polysilicon shield is illustrated in Fig. D.4,
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Figure D.2: Layout of inductor test structures.
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Figure D.3: Pad structure for inductors.

D.4 Measurement Results

The S parameters for each of the inductor test structures were measured using an

HP8719C network analyzer. The component values at 2 GHz for the equivalent circuit

illustrated in Fig. 6.27 were extracted from the measured S parameters and these results

are summarized in Table D.3 along with the self-resonance frequency of each of the



X

Figure D.4: Patterned polysilicon ground shield.

inductors. The do resistances of some of the inductor test structures were also measured

and are summarized in Table D.4.

The measured quality factors are significantly worse than the values predicted by

ASmC. Because this process uses a low-resistivity substrate, eddy currents play a

significant role in limiting the achievable quality factor in this process. The version of

ASITIC used for the initial simulations does not account for the effect of eddy currents

flowing in the substrate. Although the most recent version of ASITIC does include eddy

current effects, this version was not available at the time of initial simulations. The

inductor test structures were simulated again in the latest version of ASITIC and these

results are summarized in Table D.5. The quality factors predicted by the most recent

description
m6

m6 with polysilicon
shield

m5/m6

m4/m5/m6

m5/m6 series

m2/m6 solenoid

Z(dH) C, (fF) C2 (fP) Q
EH 22.5 170 35 150 : -18 mm 2.5,2.8

5.6 19.5 160 -8 i 160 1 8 5.5 3, 3.1

5.45 19.8 190 50 i 190 -40 5.2 2.6,3

5.25 15.4 220 19 ; 235 -18 4.8 3.3,3.6

5.25 15.9 246 _4 j 253 11 i 3.1,3.3
9 82 270 1 16 130 -50 2.2 : 0.5,1
2 37 21 320 -13 5.4 '0.25,0.45

Table D.3: Summary ofmeasured results from the inductor test chip.



description
m6 11.8

m6 with polysilicon shield 11.6
m5/m6 shunt 7.3

m4/m5/m6 shunt 6.0

m4/m5/m6 shunt with
polysilicon shield

6.4

Table D.4: Measured dc resistance ofinductor test structures.

description Z(nH) Rs(Q) C,(£F) Rim C2(fF) R2m fsiGHz) Q
m6 5.91 19.9 123 7.7 104 15.1 5.89 3.3, 3.3

m5/m6 5.61 16 154 6.74 131 15.4 5.40 3.7,3.8
m4/m5/m6 5.41 15.2 194 6.91 167 15.2 4.89 3.7,3.7

m5/m6 series 7.3 64.1 74.3 -16.3 225 11.1 6.7 1.25,0.87

TableD.5: Summaiy of inductor simulation results from ASITIC version 3.19.00.

description Z(nH) Rs{Cl) C,(fF) Rim C2(fF) Rim

1
OSiM*'

Q
m6 6.2 18 143 5 136 18 3.6, 3.6

m5/m6 5.9 14.2 178 8 168 12.5 4.1,4.2

Table D.6: Summary ofinductorsimulationresults from Momentum.

version of ASmC are much closer to the measured values. A couple of the inductors

were also simulated in Momentum, an electromagnetic simulation tool which is part of
the Advanced Design System software from Agilent. Thesimulation results at 2 GHz are

summarized in Table D.6.

From the measured results, the inductor implemented using the top three metal layers, all
shorted together, offers the best quality factor. Consequently, this configuration isused to

implement the on-chip spiral inductors for the inductively-degenerated differential LNA
in the receiver prototype.
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